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Thermodynamic potentials and extremum principles
~or a Boltzmann gas
Z. BANACH and

S. PIEKARSKI

(WARSZAWA)

lN nus I'APER, a thermodynamic interpretation o f t he kinetic theory and Boltzmann's equa tion is
explicitly obtained; the no nequ ilibrium thermodynamic space consists of the non negative d istrib utio n functio ns. Beginning fro m a molecular expression fo r entropy in the form o f Bo ltzmann's H
functional, the sys tematic construction o f the rmodynamic potcntials is de monstrated fo r gaseous
systems beyo nd local equil ibrium (" not intini tesim31ly near to eq ui librium"). Since the no ncquilibrium thermodynamic space provides natural compa rison states fo r the principles o f maximum
e ntropy o r minimum ene rgy, a si mple criterion for the choice of gas-state va riab les can be given
which shows tha t the maximiza1io n of the Lege nd rc transfo rms of entropy is logically eq uivale nt to
the mini mizatio n o f the Lcgendre tran~forrns o f e ne rgy. Th is criterion is sought afte r in such a way
that the concepts of temperatu re and pressu re need no reformu lation out o f cqu ilib riu m. After
these prepa ratio ns, the techniq ue o f functional d ifferentia tio n is used to de rive the genera lized
Gihbs equatio n (rela tio n) fo r Bo ltzma nn's e nt ropy. Finally, t he pape r prese n ts a n analysis o f how
the functio nal representatio n o f this equa tion re lates to the me thod o f mo ments.

1. Introduction

IN GIBBSIAN THERMOSTATtCS [1 - 3], o ne postulates th at all mac roscopic properties
of a thermodynamic system are contained in a fundamental equation representing
either the entropy or the energy as a function of additive conserved quantities.
Thus in both the entropy and energy representations the extensive parameters
play the roles of mathematically inde pende nt variables, whereas the intensive parameters are introduced in a systematic manner as derivatives of the fundamental
equation. The energy-language fundamental equation can be taken as the basic relation on which the Legendre transformation is performed. Such Legendre
transforms of the energy are usually call ed thermodynamic potentials. Another
set of thermodynam ic functions (Massieu's functions) can be obtain ed by performing the Legendre transform ations on the entropy rather th an o n the energy.
In the entropy representation the entropy is maximum for constant energy, and
from this it follows that each Legendre transfo rm of the entropy is maximum for
constant values of the transfo rmed (intensive) variables. Similarly, in the energy
representation the energy is minim~m for constant entropy, and from this it follows that each Legendre transform of the energy is minimum for constant values
of the transformed (intensive) variables.
However, it has been known for a long time that the consistent development of
these ideas is contingent on the solution of a methodological problem of Gibbsian
thermostatics illustrated by the followin g paradox: how are we to give a precise
meaning to the statemen t that entropy is maximu m for constant energy, whereas
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entropy is defined only for systems in equilibrium? Many authors have grappled
with this dilemma until a pa rtial solutio n was found in terms of the composite
system. The basic purpose of this paper is to present a simple alternative solution.
Based on the kinetic theory of rarefied gases, we approach the questio n by means
of a molecular expression for entropy in the form of Boltzmann's 1! functional.
As we shall soon see, the introductio n o f noneq uilibrium distribution functions
enables us to define comparison states fo r th e extremum principles and thus to
solve the aforementioned paradox.
O ur method is, in fact, quite straightforward. We provide a thermodynamic
interpretation of the kin etic theory in which the noneq uilibrium states of the
gas are described by means of the nonnegative distribution functions f. This
description can be used in various ways to introduce also other variables. For
example, an interesting altern ative is to use the specific volume v, the internal
energy density t: , and an appropria tely defined phase-space function G, and then
to express Boltzmann's entropy h (per unit mass) in terms of ( v, t:, G) rather than
f. These two descriptions appea r o n an equal foot ing, and we can choose either
one to suit the problem at hand.
If we choose (v, t:, G), we wil l be able to exh ibit the decompositio n of Doltzmann's entropy h into two physically diffe rent parts:
(1.1)

h(v, c:,G)

= hE( v,c: ) + ..J(G).

The first part, denoted for brevity by he;, represents the thermostatic entropy
(which is a function of v and .:), while the second part, denoted by .J, gives
the functional contribution to h independent of ( v, c;) and vanishing at equilibrium; Ll depends only o n G. The resul ti ng expression (1.1) fo r h is such that the
derivatives of h with respect to v and t: a re th e same functions as in equili brium,
and Gibbsian thermosta tics is not to be viewed simply as a first approximatio n
to the full description of the system, but, instead, as an exact theory valid for a
suitably chosen parametrization of the space o f no nequilibrium states. The motivation fo r the introductio n of Eq. (1 .1) may be understood in terms of o ur desire
to insure that the entropy maximum principle will go over into an energy minimum principle on inversion of h = h(v, t:, G) with respect to c: t: = t:(v, h,G).
The extremum principles in the Legendre transformed representatio ns are then
proved to be logically equivalent to the maximization of the entropy or to the
minimization of the energy.
M a thematically, the nonequilibrium method presented in this paper is parallel
to the equilibrium method of CALLEN [2], but has the following fe ature distinguishing it from that encountered in thermostatics: when the system is removed
from equilibrium, the theory of Legendre transforms and thermodynamic potentials depends very much on the choice of va riables in terms of which it has to
characterize the state of a system. Clearly, if one is interested on ly in the discussio n of the equ ilibrium case, o ne knows full well what the " right" variables are
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and these sorts of complications may be avoided altogether. For the general case,
however, the optimum definition of state variables is not a trivial problem. As a
matter of fact, one will be unable to obtain any successful theory of thermodynamic potentials unless one formulates some adequate criterion for the choice of
state variables. In our approach we introduce this criterion in such a way that the
concepts of temperature and pressure need no reformulation out of equilibrium
and the extremum principles are valid for the Legendre transforms of entropy
and energy.
If the space of nonequilibrium states carries a structure of a finite-dimensional
manifold, the entropy maximum principle allows one to draw upon results from
the critical point theory, as formulated by MORSE [4]. Using this theory, it is
possible to find a coordinate system for the manifold of nonequilibrium states
such that the specific entropy can exactly be written as a sum of two physically
difTerent terms [5-7]: the first term represents the thermostatic entropy (which is
a function of conserved variables), while the second term is given by a quadratic
form depending only on nonequilibrium variables. Due to the existence of this
particularly simple representation of the specific entropy, one easily arrives at
the natural definitions of temperature, pressure, and thermodynamic potentials
for systems "not infinitesimally near to equilibrium." However, there does not as
yet exist a kinetic-theory framework in which these and similar problems may be
addressed in a very satisfactory way. Thus, the underlying philosophy here is not
to formulate a completely systematic extension of the aforementioned results to
the general infinite-dimensional case, or even to propose some modification of
Morse's lemma. Rather, the objective is to exploit th e specific properties of a classical rarefied gas of massive particles and to obtain the required coordinatization
of the space of nonequilibrium states by direct guessing.
Another remark is also in order. For fixed values of v and E, h(v,E, •) denotes
a functional, that is, a function whose argument is C. Consequently, any derivation of the Gibbs relation for h is necessarily based on the technique of functional
difTerentiation. It can be most simply conceived of as a straightforward generalization of the concept of partial derivative. The foregoing functi onal justification
of the existence of thermodynamic potentials for gaseous systems beyond local
equilibrium is difTerent from the method of moments [8]. Formally, this method
gives the same Cibbs relation for the Boltzmann entropy density has in the technique of functional difTerentiJtion; but its precise definition and mathematical
status are complex, and lose direct physical meaning because the H ermite expansions of G and ln(l + G) are app lied at the outset of the analysis. Furthermore,
there are diffic!.!lties in proving the existence and converge nce o f various series involved. Nevertheless, to understand the conceptual problems associated with this
method, we decide to present an explanation of how the moment representation
of entropy relates to our form alism.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Secs. 2 and 3, we describe the properties of nonequilibrium thermodynamic potenti::~ls. In Secs. 4 and 5, the status
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of the method of moments is examined vis-a-vis the technique o f functio nal differentiatio n. Section 6 is fo r discussio n and conclusio n. So me aux.iliary materi al
is included as Appendices A a nd B.

2. The relation between lloltzmann's entropy and mass dens ity
2.1. Preliminaries

The kinetic theory describes the state of a gas by the distributio n functi o n
f( x, c, t) defined, according to Boltzmann, in such a way that f( x , c, t ) dN c is the
number d ensity of mo lecules a t the po int x and at the time t that have velocities
in the "volume" element dN c aro und c; N is the dimensio n o f the vecto r space
to which c belo ngs. The d istri bution function obeys the kinetic equatio n of the
form

Dt! + c • D.r:!

(2.1)

= J(J) ,

where J (f) is the co llision term.
In the kinetic theory of rare fi ed gases, local entropy S (per unit volume) is
sometimes required, and it is locally de fin ed by the fun ctional expression

(2.2)

S (J) := - ka

j f ln (C f) dNc,

where

(2.3)
and where m is the mo lecular mass and ka and 2n-li are co nstants o f Boltzma nn
a nd Planck, respectively. Di fferentia tin g S with respect to time and using Eq . (2.1)
yield the entropy balance eq ua tio n

•
h

(2.4)

1 D .
= --c
. (J>) + O"
(!

in which
h := Sjg,
(! := m

j fd Nc,

iP := - k a

j cf ln(C f) dNc,

(2.5)
O" := - (ka / r! )

c :=

j J (J )l n(<C J)d Nc,

c - u,

u :=(m / g)

j c fd Nc.
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Here and henceforth, [) := [)~. and an overdo t indicates the substantial time
derivative defined by A := EJ1 A + tt · D~. A . Interpret ing Eqs. (2.5), h is the specific
entropy, g is the mass density, 1> is the entropy flux, a is the ncnnegative entropy
p roduction, c is the peculiar velociry, and u is the macroscopic velocity.
2.2. The direct Legendre transform of Boltzmann's entropy

In order to compare and contrast the predictions of various theories o f thermodynamic potentials, we begin o ur discussion by introducing the standard Legendre transform of I3oltzmann 's entropy. Given a clear statement as to what this
transform is, one should be in a much better position to understand what the alternative method of Sec. 3 really entails. Since I3oltzmann's entropy is a functional
of J, the variation of S(J) can be written as

(2.6)
where
(2.7)

>.(c):= bSfo f( c) = - 1.:8 [1 + ln(C J)] .

In Eq. (2.7) the dependence of >. on x and l is not shown explicitly in o rder to
m ake the resulting formulas shorter. The relation (2.7) can be solved uniquely
for f in the form

(2.8)

f

=

2_ exp

C

(-1- ~)
.
ka

We define the Legendre transform of S(J) as
(2.9)

F(>.) := S(J) -

j )..j dNc.

In view of the kinetic-theory definition (2.2) of S, we then find fro m Eqs. (2.5)2,
(2.7), and (2.9) that F is proportional to the mass density o:
(2.10)

F

= (ka / m)(!.

The variation ofF(>.) as a fun ctional o f ).. is given by
(2.11)
where
(2 .12)

J(c)

= - bF/b/\ (c).
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The equivalence of F = F(.A) with S = S(J) is evident from the fac t that the
latter can be regained from the former. Th e relation is dual in the sense that the
inverse and direct relations have the same form, except for a sign in the equ ation
of the Legendre transformation.
Following these lines, a formal theory of nonequilibrium potentials can easily
be founded parallel to the theory of equilibrium thermodynamics, but in such a
method of dealing with S there does not appear to be a way that the "nonequilibrium inverse temperature" 1/T and the "thermodynamic pressure" p cou ld be
associated with the derivatives of h = Sj g with respect to the specific internal
energy E (per unit mass) and the specific volume v = 1/ g:
(2.13)

oh

1

T - OE '

pjT

oh
= ov .

Thus another way of dealing with Boltzmann's entropy must be proposed, and in
Sec. 3 a calculation is made to prove that the generalized Gibbs formulas (2.1 3)
are valid only for a suitably chosen parametrization of the space of nonequil ibrium
states.
The problem has to do with the freedom of choosing independe nt variab:es
in terms of which we could describe the noneq uilibrium state of a Boltzmann
gas. If, instead of considering the "fundamental equation'' S = S(J) with f as
independent "variable," we had replaced f by ( v, .:: , C) and th en considered v,
E, and G as new independent variablese ), we could have defined another set
of thermodynamic potentials by performing the Legendre transformations J n
h = h(v, E, C) rather than on S = S(J). The corollary of this obsetvation is
as fo llows: the kinetic theory in itself does not provide a precise definition of
what one means by the Legendre transform of Boltzmann's entropy, and some
additional specifications are still necessary to make this definition precise. T~ ey
are fo rmulated in the text below.
3. Further Legendre transformations
3.1. A Maxwellian molecular den sity

To carry on the intended analysis of the aforementioned questions, it is use:ul
to define a few mathematical quantities. First, we define th e specific interr al
energy E and the reduced peculiar velocity "' by
(3.1)

and
(3 .2)

"' := a:c,

(') See Sec. 3.1 fo r the defin ition of v,

~

and G.
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where
(3.3)

o := (N / 2E) 112 .

Inspection shows that n, is dimensionless. With the specific internal energy and
the reduced peculiar velocity so defin ed, we now construct !M as follows:
(3.4)

! M(x, K-, l) := [g(x, l )/ m][o(x, l )]N Q(,_),

where f2 is the mass density of Eq. (2.5)2 and D(n_) is given by
(3 .5)

Such an f M is called a Maxwellian molecular density.
As a measure of the deviation off from !M we suggest
(3.6)

G :=

1

-fM

(J - J," ) .

The natural, independent variables of this functio n are x, 1;., and t; thus G =
G(x, n_, t). The same remark concerns fA 1 • HoiVevet~ fo r simplicity, the dependence
off M and G on x and l will not be shoiVn explicitly. H ence we have fo r f
(3.7)
Also, in virtue of the defi nitio ns of (g, u, £ ), we immediately see that
(3.8)
where
(3.8')
To summarize, even tho ugh fM does not satisfy the I3oltzmann equatio n (2.1 ),
we can always write f in the form (3.7) and thus uniquely represent f in terms
of f2, u, £ , and G . This representation and the relations (3.8) are exact and are
automatically assured if the distri butio n function f obeys the following conditio ns:
(3.9)

n

= 0, ... , 3.

The use of these conditio ns introduces a nat ural class of distri butio n functions
which are conside red to prove the existence of the equations of balance of f2 , u
and c.
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3.2. A canonical form of Doltzmann's entropy

If we substitute the decomposition (3.7) into Eq. (2.2), then by Eqs. (3.4) and
(3.8) we obtain for h = SI o

(3 .10)

h(v,E,C' )

= hE(v ,£) + Ll (C),

= 1/ (} and

where v

hE(v,£) := -N (ka/m) - (ka/m ) In [ C- 1 ( -N
2
mv 47r£
(3.11)
Ll (C) := -(ka/m)

)N/2] ,

j Jt(1 + G) ln(1 + G) dN K..

The separation of h in Eq. (3.10) into hE and l1 has a clear physical significance:
hE represents the thermostatic entropy (which is a function of v and c: ), while
.::1 gives the functional co ntribution to h independent of (v, c) and vanishing at
equilibrium. This result shows that the change of dynamical va riables, namely,
the transition from f to (v,E,C'), enables o ne to obtain a particularly useful
parametrization of the space of nonequili brium states. Indeed, on applying such
a parametrization, o ne can easily prove that fJ hj fJv and fJhj Dc: are the same functions of v and c: as in equilibrium . Precisely speaking, the in fin itesimal variation
6h and the substantial time derivative of h assume the form
6h = (pjT)6v +

~, 6£ + j

fJ 6G clN K.,

(3.12)

.

where G (x, K., t) : = (Dt + u · D.~: )C' ( :~:, ~~. l), 6G is the infinitesimal variation of G
consistent with the constraints (3.8) and the obvio us inequality G > - 1 e), and
[)h

pfT := fJv = fJhE/fJv = ka(gf m),

(3.13)

1

T

fJh

:= fJc = fJh Ef&c: = Nkaf 2m£,

fJ( K) := 6hj6C'(K.) =

6 ~ f6C' (K. ) =

- (ka fm )Jt [1 + ln(1 + C)].

We shall refer to Eqs. (3.1 2) as the generalized Gibbs relations (equatio ns).
From Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12) 1 it follows that we can determine hand 6h without
knowing the particular kinetic process occurring, and without regard to the time
{') It is not difficult to prove the existence of such variations SC of C. In this context, we wish to note that
OC is a function Of X, K, and t.
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rune the place. In other words, the values o f the specific entropy a nd its variation
atre ascertained from the info rma tio n which is static and un ive rsal. This info rmatior. consists in the form of the dependence of h upon v, £ , and G . Clearly, the
r elc.tion (3 .12)2 is a direct consequence of Eq . (3.12) 1• H owever, this relatio n is
not "static" a nd " unive rsal," because it ho lds only fo r those distributio n functio ns
w hi::h are so lutio ns o f Bo ltzmann's eq uation.
:n the theory o f Boltzmann, the tempe rature T is regarded as but ano ther
n an e fo r the exp ected kinetic energy o f relative motion; th us
T

(3.:4)

=

2mc .
Nka

M creover, if we let p = (2/N )Qc denote the mean press ure, then fro m E q. (3.14)
it follows that th e " ideal gas law" ho lds fo r every conditio n o f the gas:

(3.:5)

p

= (a / m)kaT.

Am ther way to define T and p is through Eqs. (3.13) 1 and (3.13)2 ; both methods
leal to the same result.
We are now in a positio n to d iscuss certain problems regard ing the structure of
a n ;!xpressio n fo r the entropy fl ux cJ>. Examination of Eqs. (2.5)3 and (3.7) makes
it r!adily apparent that rJ> can exactly be written as
(3.:6)

rJ>

= (q/T) - (kB(!/mf'i)

j ,_.f?(1 +C) ln(1 +C)

dN K,

wh!re a is defined by Eq. (3.3) and q is the heat fl ux:
(3 ." 7)

q ;= ;

j icfcf

dN c.

O ur an alysis here shows how the quant ity qjT e nters th e ge ne ral expression for rJ>
nat.J rally. By Eq. (3.16) we see, howeve r, that not o nly net heat ing flux gives rise
to b. Th e above calculatio ns also show that if we are to defi ne the entropy fl ux rJ>
on the basis o f kinetic theory, then it is necessa ry to ident ify the "nonequi librium
tenperature" T with 2n1-E) N ka . Of course, fo r gas flows sufficiently near to local
eqt ilibrium in the sense that f difTe rs litt le fro m the correspond ing f u, we can
lintariz e the integral part o f E q. (3.16) with respect to C and so conclude fro m
the constraints (3.8) that rJ> approxi mately eq uals qjT. No such approximatio ns
are possible, however, in the no nlinea r case.
One fin a l wo rd co ncern ing the res ults just obtained. Given the natural conditio n (3 .9) o f Sec. 3.1 , we have shown th at use of the decompositio n f = F!ll (1 + G )
in Eqs. (2.5) 1 and (2.5)3 yields the sp ecific entro py h in Eq. (3. 10) and the entropy
flu: rJ> in Eq. (3.16) in te rms of v, E, and C . Co nseq uently, within the framewo rk
set up here, the fo rmula (3.16) emerges in confi rma tio n to the th ermodynamic
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principles, and an extended G ibbs-relatio n-like one-fo rm (3.12)2 is consistent with
the entropy law as charac terized by E q. (2.4). T he obvio us reason for th is consistency is the fact that Eqs. (3.10), (3.12), and (3.16) are identities. Of course,
we can also test our results directly by substituting these identities and an appropriate expressio n fo r the e ntropy production CJ into Eq. (2.4). T he details of this
somewhat elaborate programme will not be presented, however, because a hint
of what to expect may be obtained from considerat ions of Sec. 5.
3.3. The extremum principles

We easily conclude from Eqs. (3.8), (3.10), (3.11), and the inequality
(3 .18)

(1 + G) ln(1 + G) - G 2: 0

that of a ll states (v,c:,G) with given values of v and c:, the equil ibrium state
(v,c: , O) has the greatest specific entropy h (the entropy m cuimum principle):
(3. 19)

h(v, E, G)

~

hE(v, c:).

H ere h equals hE if and only if C = 0.
As a furth er systema tic step, it is pla usible to express c: in te rms of v, h, and
G. In fact, by solving E q. (3 .1 0) fo r the specific internal energy c: we find that
(3.20)

N ( C )
c:(v, h , G) = 11" mv
4

2
/N

exp

{

2m.

}

N ka [h- Ll (C)] - 1 .

Then, beginning fro m Ll ~ 0, we see that amo ng all states (v, h, G) having the
same values of v a nd h, the eq uilibrium state ( v, h, 0) gives c: its sma llest value
(the energy minimum p rinciple). Moreover, we have
]J

(3.21)

H ence
(3.22)

[ = -p

=

0[
- Du '

. Je .

v+T h -

T

G' dN "'·

Clearly, this result is co nsistent with E q. (3.12) 2 .
The specific free ene rgy
(3.23)

cp(v, T, G) := c: (T ) - Th (v, c:(T ), C )

1
= (kaT /m ) In [C mv
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is that partial Legendre transform of c: which replaces the entropy h by the
temperature T as independe nt variable. The substantial ti me derivative cp IS

<?

(3.24)

= - pv -

• J•

hT - T

G C d N "'·

In addition, fro m Eq. (3.23) it follows th at the equilibrium state (v, T, 0) minimizes
the specific free energy <.p, no t abso lutely, b ut over the space o f states ( v, T , C)
with given values of v and T (the free-energy m inimum p rin ciple).
Now, we defi ne the specific entha lpy li and the G ibbs fun ctio n Q as H :=
c: + vp and Q := c:- T h + vp, respectively. The specific e nthalpy 1I is that p artial
L egendre transform of c: which rep laces the specific volume v by the pressure pas
independent variable. The Gibbs fun ctio n Q in turn is the L egendre transform of
c: which simulta neously replaces the specific entropy h by the temperature T and
the specific volume v by the pressure p as independe nt variables. The physical
meaning of these no nequilibrium thermodynamic po tentials is apparent from the
dillerential expressio ns obtained o n using Eq. (3.22):

j e c dN "''
Q = v j1 - h 1, - T j e c dN"'·

k = v jJ + T i~ - T

(3.25)
(3.26)
M o reover, fro m
(3 .27)

H = II (p , h, C)=

(N + 2) (27r )
- Cp
4 1r
1n

2/ (N + 2)

x exp { (N

~·~~)l.:a [h -

.d(C')] - N :

2}

one ca n prove that amo ng all states (p, h , C ) having the same values of J1 and h,
the equilibrium sta te (p , h , 0) gives II its small est value (the entha!py minimum
principle). Simila rly, using
(3.28)

Q

= Q (p , T, G') = (kaT / m)

( 2 7r~aT) N/ ]
2

+ (kaT / m) In [C (p/ kaT )

-

T .d (G ) ,

one concludes that the equilibrium state (JJ , T, 0) minimizes the Gibbs function
Q, not absolutely, but over the space of states (p, T , G') with given values of p and
T (th e Cibbs-function minimum principle).
The to tal L egend re transform of c: is de fin ed by
(3.29)

£ (p , T , G ) := T h -vp - T j GCdNK. - £

= - (kaT/ m )ln [te(p/ kaT) (
http://rcin.org.pl
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A glance at Eq. (3.13)3 shows that the equilibrium value e E of e is e E =
-(ka /m)J2. Also, with Eq. (3 .8) for 9 = 1 and the inequality ln(1 + C)- G :s; 0,
we find that
(3.30)
Hence
[(p , T, G)

(3.31)

the equality holding if and only if G
assumes the form
(3.32)

(£)"

~

[(p, T , G E),

= G E · The substantial time derivative of [

j

= -vp + hT -

C(TG)" dN"'·

Another set of functions (Massieu's functions) can be defined by performing the Legendre transformations on h( v, c;, C) ra ther than o n £(v, h , C ). As the
theory of these functions is very much analogous to that al ready made familiar,
we will not discuss this theory further here; specifically, we wil l not derive the
maximum principles for the Massieu functionse).
4. T he method of moments

Th study the consequences of using the method of moments, we introduce the
Hilbert space 1i in which the scalar product (w 1, w2) is defin ed by
(4.1)

(wt,w2) :=

j ft(/-\)w t("J•;2 (r;,)dN''- ·
.

.

We can determine the exact moment representations of h and h if we assume
that 1 + G, ln(l + C ), and G are elements of H . Then by use of the complete set
of tensor Hermite polynomials n n("'), n = 0, 1, .. . , oo, it is possible to represent
1 + G, ln(1 + G ), and C by the expansions [9]
00

1

1 + G = y := "\""' - &n . n n,
.i....J n !
n=O

00

(4.2)

ln(1 + C )

=L

_,y n • n n'

n=O

c·

=~
I_ b
.i....J I

n •

n =2

nn

n.

'

(')Of co urse, we can a lso derive the minimum principles, this being purely a matter of conve nt io n in the
choice of the sign of the function.
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where bn and xn are the expansion coefllcients and the symbol · deno tes the
inner pro duct of the tensors involved. C learly, because of the constra ints (3 .8),
we have

b0

(4.3)

= 1'

t}

= 0,

Tr b2

=0

'

where Tr is the trace operato r. T he above seri es converge in the sense of th e
norm in 71.. However, to express xn in terms o f b't, we must first assume that
the series Y converges both pointwise fo r each "' and in the sense of H. and then
substitute Eq. (4.2) 1 into

Xn

(4.4)

= _!_ j
n!

nBn 1n(1 + C ) dNn..

.

Here we remark that if the above conditions are not satisfied, then the mom ent
representations of h and h described below are not expected to exist . This gives us
necessary informatio n about wha t is and is no t possible. In the recent analysis [10]
presented by E u [see, e.g., his equatio ns (2.30) and (2.33)], an explicit assumption
was made that the exp ansion Y in Eq. (4.2) 1 conve rges to 1 + C in the sense
of means and tha t this rather weak conditio n is sufllcient to see th e method of
moments in actio n (i.e., to express x n in te rms o f b" ). The pointwise conve rgence
of Y just deduced clearly suggests it to th e co nt rary.
From Eqs. (3.10) - (3.13) and ( 4.2) plus th e o rthogonality properties o f H ermite polyno mials [9], the moment re presentati o ns o f h and h are as foll ows:
<Xl

(4.5)

h

= h E- (1.- a/m ) L

X 11 • b'\

n=O

(4.6)

it = (y/T) 'u

+

;,E-

(ha/m ) f .-:..- n .

b

11
•

n =2

Consiste ncy(4 ) be tween Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) follows d irectly fro m th e considerations of Appendix n [cf. Eqs. (B.2)6 and (B.3)6]· We can similarly analyze th e
kin etic-theo ry expressio n fo r the entropy f1 ux if>. In fact, putting th e exp ansions
(4.2) 1 and (4.2) 2 into E q. (3.1 6), we fin d th a t [c f. also E q. (B.7) in Appendix B]
<Xl

(4.7)

p = (q/T ) - (ksgfmo: )

L (x n. bn+l + nxn. bn- l) '
n= l

where th e heat f1ux q is related to Tr b3 by

(4.8)

Tr b3

(N)J/2q.

= -2{! -2E

(•) The series in Eqs. (4.5) - (4.7) converge absolutely if l + C, 1<(\ + C), C , and ln(l +C) arc elements
of H .
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However, we have to worry abou t the converge nce of the series in Eq. (4.7);
this may require consideration of the situation in which also ~>:( 1 + C ) is an element
of 7{. From the viewpoint of the present paper, the method o f moments is a
form al and sophisticated way o f deriving th e ge neralized Gibbs rel atio n (3.12)2
for the specific Doltzmann entropy h. In Secs. 2 and 3, we have seen that there
are simpler and more n atural ways of deriving this relation. One obvious reason
for this is that, with the technique of functional differentiation, we can draw
definite and exact conclusions abo ut the existence of Eqs. (3.12) without making
any explicit or implicit reference to 'H . This is crucial because representative
and physically important cases are known [1 1] in which solutions of the kin etic
equation do no t exist in the Hilbert space chosen: G rf. 'H. This fact detracts much
from the usefulness of H ermite expansions (and of various ad hoc trun cation and
projection procedures) at the level of th e nonlinear Doltzman n o r Doltzmann-like
equations.
We recall that the nonnegative entropy pr~duction a is give n by Eq. (2.5) 4 and
conclude from Eqs. (3.7) and ( 4.2) 2 that
00

(4.9)

a= - ( /..:a f m )

L x n . P'\
n=O

where

p n := (mjg)

(4.10)

J

fl 11 J(f)dN c

and where

(4. 11)

pO

=0

pi= 0

1

1

Tr P 2

= 0.

The exact and/or tractable mo ment represen tations of p n a re not expected to
exist, except in the case of Ma,xwellian mo lecules.
In Sec.5 we shall verify that if we use the formu las (4.5), (4.7), and (4.9) in
the balance eq ua tio n (2.4) for h, the n this ba la nce equatio n will be a uto matically
satisfied, at least formally. Before doing so, however, it is necessary to de rive the
evolution eq ua tions for (!, 1L, c, a nd un.
The equations of balance of(!, ·u, and E are easily obtained fro m the I3o ltzmann
equation under the natural ass um ptio n th at f fa lls o ff sufficiently rapidly fo r large
values of c:

. = -(!(D · u) ,
. = -~ [a . (pi+ w)]1
1
. = --1 (8 · q) - -(pi
+ w) · L.

(!

(4.12)

tL

(!

E

/}

/}
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The ab breviated symbo l I stands for the u n it te nsor o f a Euclidea n vecto r space
lE (dim lE = N ), L is the spatial grad ient of u (L := Du), and w is the stress
deviato r defin ed by

(4.13)

w := m

j (c®c- ~lcfJ)

f d Nc.

This st ress d eviator is proportio nal to !}:
2

b

(4.14)

Nw .
= -2g£

By use of the notation introduced in Appendix A we obtain fro m

= :"/,

bn

(4.15)

J

Dn J d N C

and the Bo ltzmann equation (under usual assumptions) the following result:
bn

(4.16)
whe re
zn :=

= zn +

-±

p n,

(a · bn+ l + no V bn-1) -

~g

(o' . l)n+ I + ng' V bn- 1)

-no ( it V bn- l)- n [L U bn + (n- 1)L V b"- 2)

- ~ [Cn + 1)£
(4.16')

g' := 8(},

£'

· 1/Jn+ l

+ n (n- 1)£' V '1/J"- 1)

-

~; '1/;n,

: = D£,

'1/Jn := bn + (n- 1) ! V b11 b- 3 := 0 ,

1

b- 2 := 0,

2,

b- 1 := 0,

n = 0, 1, ...,oo .

T his is th e d esired system o f equatio ns fo r the coefficients b" in the expansio n
(4.2) 1 of 1 + G. Inspectio n shows that E qs. (4.1 6) are automatically satisfi ed if n
equals 0 or 1, because of E qs. ( 4.12); mo reover, (Tr b2 )" = Tr L2 = tr Z 2 = tr p2 =
0. Ano ther remark is also in o rder. To obtain a manageable system o f "extended"
difTere ntial equatio ns, the infini te set o f mo ments has to be truncated and some
procedures fo r expressing pn in terms o f b71 must be proposed. H owever, to the
best of our knowledge, it stil l remains an open q uestio n whether such a truncutio n
procedure is consistent with kin e tic theory.
The manner in which th ese calculatio ns form the fi rst step in the form al derivatio n of h = -Q- 1 (8 · P) + a fro m Eqs. (4.5), (4.7), and (4.9), will become clear
in the text below.
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5. Consistency between the generalized Cibbs rela tion and the en tropy law

First of all, there is no question that Eqs. (3.12) and (4.6) are consistent with
the entropy law (2.4) because these equations are identities. Nevertheless, since
this point has been a subject o f debate [12-14] in the past, here the internal
consistency of the formalism will be demonstrated from still another viewpoint.
To achieve the objective in mind, we first substitute Eqs. (4.7) and (4.9) into the
entropy law (2.4) and then establish the fo llowing identity by using Eqs. (3.3),
(4.8), (4.12), (4.14), (4.1 6), and the definitions of various quantities involved:
(5.1)

h = (yjT) v + ~ £ -

(ka/m)

f

.X

11
•

bn

+ (kB/moT) eh,

n =2

where
00

eh

:=

L [rea· 19n) + oT(.Y

11
•

z n)

+ (u" . X11 ) ] ,

n=l

(5.2)

19n :=

Qa - 1

x 2 :=

oT L ,

xn

:= 0

[xn . bn+ l + n).·n. bn-1] '
for

x 3 := 1~ r/T(I v E') ,
11

t= 2, 3.

The expansio n in Eq. (5.2) 1 starts fro m n = 1, because {) 0
n > 0. Combining Eqs. (4.6) and (5.1), we obtain

= 0 and vn 'I=

0 when

e, = 0.

(5 .3)

We call this equation the consistency condition beca use its role in esse nce is that of
a guarantor of the generalized Gibbs relation (4.6) for entropy change. In o rder
to demonstrate the internal consistency o f the fo rmalism, it is thus st imu lating to
show that Eq. (5.3) holds for all conditions of the I3oltzmann gas.
Now, we shall prove that eh can indeed be set eq ual to zero without encountering any internal contradiction. This proof generalizes to N -dimensional systems
the conclusionCS) formulated directly before Eq. (4.18) in [1 2]. A straightforward
applicatio n of Eqs. (3.3), (4.16), (5.2), (13.2) 1, and (13.3) 1 yields
(5.4)

1
-eh
= -a( u•
oT

£
· V1 ) - -V2
- -a ('
c · V3 ) - L
2E
N

·'D4 +

1
-Vs,
a

( ' )The notation in [1 21 slightly differs from ours as follows: ours =;. his; N =;. I; ka =;. I; m =;. I;
c =} >.; c =}X; a=} '\7; (; =} e; A =} d,JI; 1/J" =} cre- 1 1/1"- 1 ; X 0 =} r - 1(1-'- T v ); X" =} - T - 1 X" for
n "f' 0; {)n =;. -T- 1( X" • 1/J" ); x2 =;. 0; x3 =;. -x 3 . Similar comparisons of our consisll:ncy conditio n Ch = 0
(speciali7..cd to the case N = 1) with the corr~onding equ ;.~tion (25) of I 14 J are not possible, however, because
in this equation the meaning of the symbol 2....., is not clt:a rly cxpbined.
11
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where the objects 'D 1 , ... , V 5 are defined by Eqs. (13.2). H owever, from the considerations of Appendix 13 it fo llows that V~; = 0 when k = 1, ... , 5. This completes
the proof of Eq. (5.3) . The validity of eh = 0 and hence of Eq. (4.6) is also
obvious on the intuitive ground.
Thus contrary to th e suggestio n made in the literat ure [1 4], there does appear
to be a way that the terms in Eq. (5.2) 1 cancel each other so neatly that eh = 0
when Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) hold; in other words, whe n the complete set is taken for
En(,..). This implies the second conclusio n: th e re is no kin etic-theo ry fo undation
for including the compensation function (o r th e calortropy) in the thermodynamic
description of 13oltzmann's gas, as it is do ne in the so-called revised version of the
modified moment method [13] or in its possible further corrections (see especially
the discussion on p. 7177 after Eq. (3 .30) in [J O]). Such is indeed the case because
the generalized Gibbs relation (4.6) holds for the entropy density h itself, and not
for the compensation function which appears to be extraneous an d red undant.
The same obsetvation concerns th e notion of calortropy. To be mo re precise,
substitution of the formul a (4.2)2 into Eq. (3 .1) in [10] yields the conclusion th at
the calortropy does no t differ fro m 13o ltzmann's entropy.
The gist of the point made by the present analysis is that the information con tained in the generalized Cibbs relation formally does not contract as th e level of
description is passed f rom the phase-space le1'el (3.12) to that at the moment level
[cf. Eq. ( 4.6)], since the passage essentially ini'Oll ·es a complete set of Hermite polynomials. Moreover, afte r exp ressing x n in terms of /./' , as is formally always
possible [cf., e.g., our analysis directly after Eq. (4.3)], th e 13oltzmann entropy h
becomes a state functio n in a space spanned by the " th ermodynam ic" vari ab les

6 := {v,£ , un In= 2, 3, ... , oo}, and thus o ne can think of has being an exact
differential in Q}. On the basis o f such results, it is possible to infe r th at, as was
a lready fo und in earl ie r work (1 2], a therm odynamic inte rpretation of kinetic theory may be e rected on 13o ltzmann's e ntropy alone, i.e., without th e necessity [1 0,
13] of referring to th e "concepts" of compensa tio n function and calortropy. H owever, the method of moments is surely not very u seful in p ractice. This method
obscures the real situatio n: it suggests that th ere is something very special abo ut
the way the th eory of thermodynamic potentials is rel ated to Hermite expansions,
whereas in reality this is no t so. A deductive ma thematical way for exhibiting the
generalized Gibbs relation has been proposed in Sec. 3 and is clearly linked to
the technique of functional d ifferentiatio n.

6. Discussion and conclus ion
We have found a set of th e rmodynamic potentials for the description of a
13oltzmann gas. We have obtained th e extrem um principles fo r th ese potentials,
and examined their physical meaning in the simpl est case (a one-component gas).
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The basis for the ini tial analysis was Bo ltzmann's e ntropy wh ich is a fu nctio nal
o f the single particle d istribution func tio n, not of the fields. This entropy was
then d ivided into two parts, that associated with the local distribution (a nd hence
yielding a standard functio n of co nserved variables) p lus the remainder. U sing
the techn ique o f functional d ifTerent iati on, we have proved that if the independent gas-state variables are (v, c: , G'), the q uan ti ties N ks f 2mc: and 2(!c j N , wh ich
everybody would write down as th e only natural concep ts in the sit uatio n o f a
classical rarefi ed gas, exactly correspond to the " no nequ ilibrium inverse temperature" 1 /T and the " thermodynamic pressure " p as define d by investigating the
p artial derivatives of Bo ltzman n's en tropy h( v, c, C ) with resp ect to v and c:.
Compariso n with the usual approach shows tha t we can obtain the same resul ts
as usu al but in a much mo re transp arent way, beca use in the standard approach
(th e method of moments) the existe nce o f thermodynamic potentials dep ends on
the convergence o f the fo llowing series:
00

(6.1)

3(x , t) :=

L

X 11 (x, I) . u11 (x, 1),

n=O

where (x, t) is an a rbitrary space-ti me po in t. O n t he other hand, in o rder to
use th e met hod of moments to draw va luable co nclusions abo ut th e " thermo dynamic b ra nch" [12] of solutions o f Bo ltzmann's equatio n, it wo uld be necessary
to have not on ly th e converge nce o f 3 for arbitrary space- time p oints b ut also
some info rmation about unifo rmity (in space-time) of conve rgence; the existe nce
theorems for Bo ltzman n's equat io n give no indicatio n tha t there wil l be any such
unifo rmi ty. Furthe rmo re, the d iverge nce of Y [cf. Eq. (4.2)1] in certain impo rt ant
cases makes uniformity of co nve rge nce pro bl ematical. Fo r a d iscussio n of th ese
divergences, see, fo r examp le, [1 1].
The situati on is di fTe rent, however, wi th the fo rmalism o f Sec. 3, fo r its eq uatio ns give rise to the exact theo ry o f th ermodynamic po tentials inde pende nt o f
a ny ad hoc assumptio ns and a rtificial constru cti ons. To summariz e, the techniq ue
of functi o na l difTerentiatio n is an adeq uate tool to study the ma th ematical a nd
physical status of the generalized G ibbs relatio n at th e level of Boltzmann 's eq uatio n. The point of this discussio n is tha t instead o f co ncent rati ng o n th e formal
H ermite expansion (4.6) o f h, with the ambiguities that implies, we can deal
directly with Eqs. (3.12).
At first sight, it seems th at while the qu estions/problems posed here apply for
ge neral systems, th eir answers/resolutions must be limited to classical rarefi ed
gases. But this is not the case. In fact, we have already verified that o ur ideas are
quite universal a nd can be exte nded in a number o f directio ns, o ne o f th em be ing
the analysis of mixtures and quantum Bose- Einstein or Fermi - Dirac nonequilibrium ideal gases. However, since th ese extensio ns are not altogether trivial or
immediate, th ey will be treated in a sep ara te pap er.
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Appendix A. Some useful abbreviations

To m ake the resulti ng fo rm ulas shorter, in this paper we have in troduced
essentially th e same notatio n as in [15 - 17). L et lE be a Euclidean vecto r space
(dim E = N ). Choose a n o rthono rmal bas is {e1, ... ,eN} in lE a nd set er1 ••• ra :=
e q 0 ... 0 era·

1. The actio n of the symmetri zer !I o n a tensor .Ala o f degree a: is given by
N

(A.1)

JI Al a :=

L
r t .. . r 0 =l

Af(~· 1 .. .ra)er 1. . . r

0

,

w he re the coefficients M~ ...ra are components o f .Ala with resp ect to {er 1... ra }
and parentheses enclosing a set o f a: indices rep resent symmetrization o f these
indices, i.e., the sum over n! p erm utatio ns o f th e indices, divided by a: !
2. Suppose that M a and AJf3 are the tenso rs o f degrees a: and (3 , respectively.
Then th e equality

(A.2)
defin es th e symmetric tenso r product of M a and AJ f3.

3. The action of u on Ala and !1J f3 is characteriz ed by

(A.3)

Ala u AJ f3 := if

Tr

( Ala® AJf3 ) ,

( l ,o:+ 1)

where Tr (! ,a + I) is the trace opera tor with respec t to the pair (1 , a:

+ 1).

4. L et us suppose that v := min (a: , /3). Th en in contracting u a with AJf3 the
v-fo ld contractio n is d eno ted by · . T he tenso r Ala • AJf3 of degree a: + f3 - 2v
is usually te rmed the inner tenso r pro duct o f Ala and !tJf3 . H owever, if M a and
M f3 are not to tally symmetric te nso rs, the n some convent io n as to which of the
2v indices are to be co ntracted, must be fo llowed when do ing th e contrac tion. I n
this con text, see the precise de finit ion of Ala · AJf3 in A ppendix A of [17).

o

5. Suppose th at M a and Af a a re th e te nso rs o f degree a:. Then the actio n of
on M a and Ala is d escribed by
N

(A.4)

Mao AJC't :=

L

l

[(er . u a) . (es . u a) er®

r,s = l

6. The effect of {) on a tensor fi eld

Ma is given by

N

(A.S)

{)AJCl: :=

L er 0 {),.Ala
r= l
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7. The action of {) · on a tensor field 1\l o: is de fi ned by

a· MO' : = (l ,oTr+ 1) ( D/o.!o: ) .

(A.6)

8. The effect of Dv on a tensor fi eld AJ CY is characterized by
(A.7)

{) V

M 0 := ll(DAJO).

Appendix B. Auxiliary forma l properties of un a nd

The effect of
given by

7J

xn

o n a fu nctio n !1 (~>:) or a tensor fi eld M n("' ) of degree n is
N

DA :=

L (8,.,1) e,.,
r =l

(B.l)

N

DM n

:=L e,. @u,. !Ir ,
r=l

where Br := D/ D,.,r.
The objects V k. k

= 1, .. . , 6, are

defined by

00

Vt :=

L nxn .{;n- I,
n =l

v2

:=

L nx n . 'l/Jn,
n =2
00

v3 := - Tr /;3 +

L

[en + 1).Y" · ·lj;n+ l + n(n - 1)_\" n, 'lj;n-1- x n. /;n+ 1] ,

n= l

(B.2)

v4 :=

00

- b2 +

L n [bnoxn + (n- 1)X n . /;

11
-

n= l
00

Vs :=

L [ca)(n). un+ l + n(D . x n). u"- 1] ,
n= l
00

v6

:=

L

,\' n . !Jn,

n =O

where, of course, {) = Dx.
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(B.3)

8 11

ar;; j f {I- ~ 0 ~ + ~ 0 O[ln(1 + C )]} dN ~ = 0,
r;; j f {~ · D[ln(1 + C )]} dN ~ = 0,
a
ar;; j f [ ln(1 + G)]' dN n, = 0,
f2

Vs=

f2

f2

where [ln(1 + G)]" is the substantial time derivative of ln(1 + G). In these equations, f and G are functio ns of :r , ~. and /..
T he proof that the series Vt., k = 1, .. . , 6, can indeed be represented by the
above vanishing integrals, is based on Eqs. (2.5) 5, (3.2), (4.2) 2, ( 4.15), and the
follow ing identities [15, 16] for H ermite polynomiais .D 11 (~) [9]:

~ 0 B 11 (~)

N

= nn+\~) + nL e,. 0 [e,. V n n- l(n,)] ,
,-= 1

N

(B.4)

Ofln =

nL er 0 (e,. V nn-

1

) ,

r=l

n(n + l)[Mn . (I V n n- 1)]

= 2n (Mn. nn-l) + n (n- 1) [CTr A/

11

)

.

n n- l] )

where Mn is an arbitrary symmetric tensor of degree n.
The series in Eqs. (B.2) exist and are absolutely converge nt if 1 +G, [ln(l + G)]" ,
0 ln(1 +C), K 0 0 ln(l + C ), n, 0 EJ ln(l + C ), and K 0 '" 0 0 ln(l + C) a re elements
of H. Clearly, as usual, we must also assume that we can exchange the integral
over c o r n, with the derivative ox; these assu mp tions are necessary in order to
derive the evolutio n equatio ns (4.16) fo r &71 • If these postula tes are no t satisfi ed,
the method o f mo ments fails to exist.
U sing the identi ty

(B.5)

m

---r:J
! = S2(1 + G)
a (!

and integra ting by p arts, we easily conclude fro m the constraints (3 .8) that the
integra ls in E qs. (B.3) vanish; th~ s

(B.6)
when k

= 1, ... , 6. This observatio n co mple tes the proo f of E q. (5.3).
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A one-dimensional version of these calculations is represented by Eqs. (4.14)
in [12]; see also the comments at the bo ttom of p. 359 in that paper. A ll the
essential ingredients f or the proof of the consistency condition (5.3) were thus given
seven years ago .
From 1J 1 = 0 it follows that Eq. (4.7) simplifies to
00

cp

(B.7)

= (q/ T ) -

(kag f nw )

L

x n . bn+ 1.

n =1
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Magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer flow and heat transfer
on a continuous moving wavy surface
M. A. HOSSAIN

(DHAKA)

and

I. POP

(CLUJ)

of the boundary layer flow and heat transfer on a continuous moving wavy surface
in a quiescent electrically conducting fluid with a constant transverse magnetic field is formulated.
The resulting parabolic differential equations arc solved numerically u.sing the Kcller-box scheme.
Detailed results for the velocity and temperature fields arc presented, and also the results for the
skin-friction coefficient and the local Nussclt number. These results arc given for different values
of the amplitude of the wavy surface and magnetic parameter when the Prandtl number equals
0.7. It is shown that the flow and heat transfer characteristics arc substantially altered by both the
magnetic parameter and the amplitude of the wavy suliace.
T~!E PROBLEM

1. Introduction

THE INTERACTION between an electrically conducting fluid and an applied magne tic field is an important practical problem which has been studied very often
in relation to the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power generator and bo undary layer flow control. Hydrodynamic be haviour of boundary layers alo ng a fl at
plate in the presence of a constant transve rse magnetic fi eld was first analysed by
Rossow [1 ], who assumed that magnetic R eynolds number was so small that the
induced magnetic fi eld could be igno red. This problem has been further investigated by many researchers, including LEW!S [2), KATAG!RI [3), L!RON and WI LHELM
[4), CHUANG [5), l NG HAM [6), PATHAK and CHOUDHARY [7), SOVNDALGEKAR et a/.
[8), WATANABE [9), and W ATANABE and POP [1 0), among others.
The purpose of this paper is to study the MHD bo undary layer flow and heat
transfer over a continuous moving wavy surface in an elect rically co nducting fluid
at rest, in the presence of a co nstan t transve rse magnetic field. The tra nsformed
nonsimilar boundary layer equations were solved numerically using the Ke ller-box
method [11] fo r some values of the amplitude of the wavy surface a, and mag netic
parameter M with the Pra nd tl number Pr equal 0.7. We have st udied the efiect
of the parameters a and M o n the velocity and temperature fields, as well as
on the skin-frictio n coefficient and the local Nusselt number. We expect that the
physical insight gained in this pape r will enable the understanding of the complex
situatio ns where boundary laye r approximation is not made.
It is worth pointing out that the MHD flow and heat transfer over a wavy
surface is of importance in severa l heat tra nsfer collectors where the presence of
roughness elements disturbs the flow past surfaces and alters the heat transfer
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rate. On the other hand, a co ntinuo usly moving surface in an electrically conducting fluid permeated by a unifo rm transverse magne tic fi eld has many practical applications in manufacturing meta ll urgical processes invo lving the cooling of
continuous strips or fil aments by drawing them through a quiescent fluid. Mention may be made of drawing, annealing and tinning of caper wires. In a ll these
cases the properties of the fin al product depend to a great extent o n the rate
of cooling. By drawing such strips in a n electrically conducting fluid subject to a
magnetic field, the rate of cooling can be control led and final products of desired
characteristics might be achieved. Another interesting application of hydro magnetics to metallurgy lies in the purifica tio n of molten meta ls from non-metallic
inclusions by the application of a magnetic fi eld.

2. Basic equations
Consider a wavy surface at wall temperature Tw moving tangentially from le ft
to right with a constant velocity U th rough a stagnant electrically conducting fluid
of temperature T00 , where T w > T 00 • The wavy surface is electrically insulated
and a constant magnetic field flo normal to the surface is imposed. The geo metry
and the coordinate system, which is fixed in space, are illustrated in Fig. 1. The
wavy surface is described by

y = S(x ) = asin (1rxjl),

(2.1)

where a is the amplitude of the wavy surface and l is the characteristic length scale
associated with the waves. In the present ana lysis the magnet ic R eynolds number
is assumed to be small and therefo re, the ind uced magnet ic fi e ld will be very small
and can be neglected compared to the applied fie ld. Under this app roximatio n,

y

u
FIG.

1. Phys ical model and coordinate system.

the basic equations governing the steady fl ow of a viscous incompressible and
electrically conducting fluid in presence of a uniform transverse magnetic field
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fJu
fJx

_
1 fJp
o-oD6 _
+ v\1 2 'U - - - U
e EJx
e '
1 f)p
2

fJu
fJy

U- + V - = -- -

(2.2)

fJv
fJv
u - + v - = - - - + v\lv
fJx
oy
{2 fJy
'
f)T
fJT
ll
2
u+ v - = Pr \1 T,
fJx
oy

where u and v are the components o f velocity along the x- and y-directions,
respectively, T is the temperature, p is the pressure, e, v and o-0 are the density,
kinematic viscosity and electric conductivity of the fluid, and \1 2 is the Laplacian
expressed in Cartesian coordinates.
The app ropriate boundary conditions for the above equations are
y= S(x ):

(2.3)

uty-- v t-x

= v = 0,
P = Poo, T

u

fj-+ oo:

x

= o,

=0:

u t-:;; + v t:y

P = Poo ,
= T

T

all

'

= u,
=T
y =I 0,
00 ,

T

= Tw,
all

all

x > 0,

x 2: 0,

where t-x and t -y are the components of the unit vector tangent to the wavy surface
along (x, Y)-directions.
Equations (2.2) may now be no ndimensionalized by using the following variables

= xll , y = "Yil , u = uiU, v = viU,
p = (J5 - Poo ) I f2 U 2 , fJ = (T - Too) I _j T, a = aIl , S ( x) = S(x) I l,
where L1T = Tw - T Using these variables and introducing the nondimensional
(2.4)

x

00 •

stream function 'lj; defin ed as

Dl/;
D.'L '

(2.5)

v = - -

Eq. (2.5) can then be written as
81/; EJ2,p
8·1/; EJ2 1/;
fJy oxfJy - ox f)y 2

(2.6)

EJ J/; EJ2,p
fJy

Dx 2 -

D,P DB
oy Dx

a1/J

D21/J

o x DxDy

D·l/; f)fJ
Dx f)y

=
= - _!_ _1

Pr Re

v2fJ.
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Also, the boundary co nditions (2.3) become

y=S(x):
(2.7)

y ----;

00 :

X= 0:

{) 'lj;
{)'lj;
{) 1/J - S {)·1/J = a
e = 1,
Sx Dy +f)=
x Dx
'
X o, Dy
{)'lj; = {)'lj; = 0
e = o, all X 2: 0,
]J = 0,
{)y
{)x
'
e = o, all y f 0;
]J = 0,

all X > 0,

here a is defined according to

a= ( 1 +

(2.8)

s;

1/ 2
)

with Sx = dS/dx. Here Re= Uljv is the Reynolds number and M= aoD5l / QU
is the magnetic field parameter. We notice that Ctx , ty) = (1 / a, Sxfa) were used
in (2.7). It should be noted that the value a = 1, i.e. a = 0, corresponds to the
case of a fl at surface. In this case we take for l a characteristic length L along
the flat surface.
The efTect of the wavy undulatio ns can be transferred from the boun dary
conditions (2.7) to the governing equations by means of the transformation given
by (see REES and P O P [1 2, 13]),
(2.9)

fj = y - S(x ).

X= X,

Applying (2.9) to Eqs. (2.6) and dropping the hat we get the following equations:

(2.10)

and the bo undary condit ions (2.7) become

y =O
(2.11)

y ----;

00 :

X= 0

'1/J

{)'lj;
{)y
]J

{)'lj;

= 0,
=

f)= 1j a,
y

{) !jJ
{)x

=0
,

= 0, e = o,

7J

e = 1,

ali

= 0, e = o,

all y

f 0,
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where L 1 , L2 and L3 are the operators defined by
[J3

[)3

L1

= a 2- + -- Dy3
DyDx2

L2

= -5xa 2u~ y 3 + (1

[)3

[)2

25x--- 5xx-,
D :~:D y2
Dy2

[J3

[J3

[J3

+ 35_;) -D.!: Dy2

(2.1 2)

-

35x - D
{)
y x2

()2

[)2

- 35xx-D
{) . + 35x5xx{)
.c y

[)2

[J2

[)2

y2

[)3

{)

5xxx-{) + {)
y

X3

,

{)

L3 = a 2 -[)y2 + - 25xfJ.c{)y
. - - - 5 xx{)y
. .- .
[).c2
Next, we introduce the boundary layer variables
(2 .13)

x = x,

~ =VRe 'lj;,

y=VRey,

p=p,

B=B.

Substituting (2. 13) into (2.10) and formally letting Re ---. oo, we obtain, after
dropping the tilde,
87j; ()27j; - {) tjJ [J21j;
Dy DxDy
D:t Dy 2

(2.14)

= - {) fJ

+ R e I /2 S . Dp + a2 [J3 7j; - M D1f;
x Dy
[)y3
Dy '

Dx

5 ( D1f; [J27f;- D1f; _D2 P._ ) - 5 .. (D t/J )2 + 5 .a2D31f;
x ox Dy 2
Dy D.1:fJy
xx
Dy
x fJy3

= R e l / 2Dp

Dy '

DB
81f; DB
- - D1f;
-= -1 a2 -fJ2B .
Dy Dx

Dx Dy

Pr

fJy2

Equation (2.14)2 indicates that the pressure grad ient in they-direction must
be of O (Re- 112 ). This implies that the lowest order pressure gradient in the
x-d irection can be determined fro m the inviscid fl ow solution. In the present
problem, the inviscid flow fi eld is at rest and hence Dpj Ox = 0. Now, elemination
of Dpj{)y between (2.14) 1 and (2.14)2 results in the following boundary layer
equations for the problem under consideration:

(2.15)

D1f; D21f;
Dt/J D21f;
a1.
Dy DxDy - Dx oy 2 + -;;

(D1f;) 2
fJy

=a

2

D3 t/J

/1/ D1f;
Dy3 - a2 Dy '

DwDB
D1f; DB
1 2 D2B
Dy D.1: - D.1: fJy - Pr a Dy 2 '

subject to the corresponding bo undary conditions

(2.16)

Dt/J
-Dy =1 /a '

y = 0 :

.J
. =O,
If/

y -+ oo:

D1f; = fJ·tjJ = 0

X =

0 :

Dy

8= 1,

B = 0,

Dx
'
B = 0, all y -:f 0.
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To solve Eqs. (2.15) a long with the boundary conditions (2.16), we introduce
the following group of tra nsfo rmatio ns:

() = g (~,rJ) ,

(2.17)
where
_ Y c - 1/ 2
TJ- - .,
)

(2.18)

~

(T

= X.

Equations (2.15) then become

!"I+~ J!" + CT( ~u !"- !'2)2

(2.1 9)

(T

1\I

CT 2

ul = ~(tar- !"of) ,
D~

1 11
l I CT(
I
- g + -fg + - Ug
Pr
2
CT

a~

= ~ ( f log
-. 8~

ID
g-

f)

8~

subject to the boundary conditions
j'(~,O)

!(CO)= 0,
(2.20)

J'(~, oo) = h(~, oo) =

= 1/ CT,
g (~ ,

0,

g(CO)
oo)

= 1,

= 0,

where primes denote partial difierentiation with respect to "'· We notice th at
Eqs. (2.19) reduce to those derived by REES and Por [1 4] when the re is no app lied
magnetic fie ld (M = 0) in th e fl ow fi eld.
The physical quantities o f interest are the skin-frict io n coefficient and th e local
Nusselt number defined as

= x 7Jw

N

(2.21)

k.!1T '

Ux

whe re the skin-frict ion r w a nd the heat flux 7j w at th e wall are give n by
Tw

(2.22)
H ere

= f L ( f)~ + {)~)
Dy

fL

D:t iJ= O

,

7Jw = - k n • \lT.

and k are the viscosity and thermal conductivity of th e fluid, a nd

(2.23)

n

1)

Sx
= ( - --;;
, -;

is the unit vector normal to the wavy surface. U sing (2.4 ), (2.9), (2.13) and (2.17),
we get the skin-friction coefficient and the local Nusselt number from the fo llowing expressions:

NuxfRe~/ 2

(2.24)
where Rex

= Uxjv

is the local Reyno lds number.
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3. Results and discussion
An implicit finite-difference method together with the K eller-box elimination
technique [11] have been used to solve the parabolic difierential equations (2.19)
along with the boundary condition (2.20). Since a good description of this method
is available in [15 -17], it will no t be repeated here. The accuracy of the predicted
I. 0 .-----.-----.---.-----r------,
~ = o..~ (cres t)
= l..'i (trough)
M

a)

0.8

1> :

0.0

o:

0.5

o: 1.0

0.6

!' (~, 71)
0.4

0.2
0.0
0. 0

1.0

2.0

'7

:3.0

4. 0

5.0

M
0.8

1>:

0.0

o : 0.5
o : 1.0

0.6
g((, ry)
0.4

0.2
0.0
0. 0

:2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

Tf

FrG. 2. a) Velocity profiles against 17 for different !If with a= 0. 1; b) temperature profiles
against 17 for differen t Af with a = 0.1 and Pr = 0.7.
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results has been established by comparison with known resu lts for the skin-friction
coefficient and the local Nusselt number of a continuo usly moving f1at pla te (a =
0) in a viscous electrically non-conducting fluid with M = 0. Thus, REES and PoP
[14] found C1 R e_!P = -0.4438 and NuxfRe~l 2 = - 0.3492 for P r = 0.7, while
the present calculations give C1 Re~l 2 = -0.4439 and Nu,) Re~/ 2 = -0.3509. It is
seen that these results a re in excellent agreement and therefore we are confident
that our present solution is very accurate.

1.0

a)

~ = O..'i tcrcst )

= !. .')

-

tro ug h) -

0.8
0.6

!' (~, 71)

a

0.4
0.2

0.0

0.0

1.0

:3.0

2.0

4.0

5.0

7f

1.0

b)

f. = 0.5

= I .S

lJ

~cres t)
Lro11 g h)

s

11

C> : 0.0

o: !l .~

O.G

o:

0 .')

g ((7!)
0.4

0 •)

0.0

0.0

2.0

4.0

r;

60

8.0

10.0

FrG. 3. a ) Velocity profiles against 17 for differen t a with AI = 0.5; b) te mperature profiles
against 17 for differen t a with M = 0.5 and Pr = 0. 7.
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Rep resentative velocity and temperature profiles are shown in Figs. 2 and 3
exhibiting the efiects of the wave amplitude a and of the magnetic fie ld parameter
M. Results are given for Pr = 0.7 only. Then, since behaviour of these profiles
at crest and trough positions is very similar, the case of ( = 0.5 (crest) and
( = 1.5 (trough) are only presented in this paper. Figures 2 and 3 show clearly
that both the velocity and temperature profiles increase with the increase of M.
However, Fig. 2 indicates that for a = 0.1 and M == 0 (non-magnetic field) at
both the through and crest positions, the velocity and temperature profiles are
almost identical due to which the difierences between the thick and thin curves
are not observable. But, at a larger value of a (0.5, say), there is a considerable
difierence at these two positions (trough and crest) in the velocity and temperature profiles for M = 0. On the other hand, the velocity profiles decrease, while
the temperature profiles increase owing to the increase of the amplitude of the
wavy surface.

a)

2.0

u
o: U.ll
o · 0. 1
• : 0.2

0.5

0.0
0.0

:2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

f,
b)

0.4

o . :~

IL

V: () . ()

..

~

o : !) . 1
lU

1/ 'J

Rr.r

0.'2

() . 1

0.0

:2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

f,
FI G .

4. a) Skin-friction coefficient for diffe re nt a with Jlf = 0.5; b) loc:ll Nusselt number
for diffe re nt a with AI = 0 .5 and Pr = 0. 7.
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In Figs. 4 and 5 the va ria tio n with a, M a nd ~ o f th e skin-frictio n coeffici ent
and the loca l Nusselt number is illustra te d. It is o bserved tha t these quantities
vary p e rio dically in the direc tio n o f ~ whe n a =I 0 (wavy surface), while th ey
vary smoothly fo r a = 0 ( Oa t plate ). Furthe r, Fig. 4 a shows tha t the skin-frictio n
coefficient is less than or e qual to th a t co rresponding to a fl at surface (a = 0);
this is due to the e ffect o f centrifugal fo rces, th e third te rm o f Eq. (2.19) 1•

a)

3.0
<l '

o:

:2. 0
-

C.,' f

o·

jJ I /2
1.e..,

M
0.0

0.25
0.50

•:

1.0

0.0

L...__ _ _ _L..__

0.0

_

_

_

2.0

.L..__ _ __

4.0

...J....__

_

_

____,

6.0

8.0

f,
b)
0.3
!::!..!!..:r._
1 /l

H"r

0.:2
U. l

0.0

_ _ __

L...___;~..LJ.j_.L.._

0.0

2.0

...J....__

_ _ __,___ _ __

4.0

G.O

8.0

f,
F IG.

5. a) Skin-frictio n coeffi cie nt for differen t M with et = 0 .1; b) local Nussclt number
fo r different M wi th a = 0. 1 a nd Pr = 0 .7.
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On the macroscopic parameters of brittle fracture
N.F. MORO ZOV

and

Y.V. PETROV

(ST. PETERSllURG)

TtiE PRODLEM of modeling of some of the specific effects of brittle fracture in the high loading rate
conditions is discussed . An approac h based on the system of fixed materia l constants describing
macro-strength properties of the material is considered. New principles of material testing are
analyzed. l11e corresponding inc uba tion time criterion allows us to manage without the a priori given
rate dependcnccs of dynamic strength and fracture to ughness. New applications of the criterion to
the problems of disintegration and erosion arc considered.

1. Basic structural characteristic of static fracture
O NE OF THE PRINCIPAL parameters o f linear fracture mechanics is the material
structure size d describ ing the elementary cell of fa ilu re. T he classical approaches
by G RIFFITH [3] and IRWIN [5] conside r th is characteristic as a latent quantity. It
may be presented as dimensional combinatio n of surface energy, critical stress
intensity factor, stat ic strength and elastic constan ts o f the mate rial:

(1.1)

d

, .£
f'V

2

- -

,

ac
The elementa ry cell o f fractu re has no un ique phys ical interpretatio n. It may be
interpreted in va rio us ways, depen ding o n th e class of problems. The co rresp onding Grillith - I rwin criterion is a universal ly recognized critical cond ition o f brittle
and quasi-brittle fracture. This criterio n is based on the square root singulari ty o f
the stress field at the crac k t ip. There fo re its fi eld o f app licability is limited. For
instance, in th e case o f a n angular notch in a plate, th e ge neral energy balance
equation cannot be satisfi ed fo r all methods o f loading (MoRozov [9]).
N EUBER [1 2] and NovoZHI LOY [1 4] suggested to consider th e material structure
directly. The co rresponding cri terio n requi res that the mean no rm al stress in the
range o f material structure size d must be equal to th e static strength o f the
mate rial. In the plane deformatio n state case we have:

1j

d

(1.2)

a (1·) dr

~ ac .

0

Assuming that in th e sim plest cases th e criterio n (1.2) gives th e same results
as the Irwin's critical stress intensity fac to r cri terion, we obta in fo r th e material
structure siz e d the expressio n:

(1 .3)
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Criterion (1.2) may be used in vario us cases in wh ich th e sq ua re root singul arity
and the appropriate energy balance do not wo rk. R esults obtained by means of
the criterio n (1.2) under the co nditio n (1.3) are well co nfirmed by experiments
in static cases (MoRo zov [9]).
The int roduced material consta nt d is q uite similar to the p rocess zone size
p arameter fo r the sho rt crack fracture assessment occurrin g in ce ramics (ANoo
et al. [1 ]).

2. Fast fracture processes
The constant progress observed in experimental mech an ics during the last
years enables us to understand the fact tha t dynamic fracture in brittle so lids is
remarkab le for its specific nature. The correspo nding experiments helped us to
discover some principal e fTects that have no interpreta tio n within the framework
of the conven tional models of brittle fa ilure . Here are just some o f them:
1) The dyna mic b ranch of the time-d epe nde nce o f strength a nd fracture delays
in spalling (Z LATTN et al. [23]) .
2) The extensive zones of fail ure (cavitatio n) in spalling and their unpredictable geometry (BROBERG (2], SEAMAN et al. (21 ], e tc.).
3) The dependence o f cri tical stress inte nsity fac to r o f crack growth initiation
on the load ing histo ry (R AVL-CHANDAR and KNAUSS (20]).
4) T he behavio ur of the sho rt pu lse load threshold amplitudes leading to
failu re at th e crack tip (KALTHOFF and SHOCKEY (6), SHOCKEY et al. (22]).
Analysis of the experime nts shows that the main co ntradictions of the tra ditiona l models appear when failu re occurs during the short time intervals after th e
start o f the loading process. MoRozov and P ETROV [10, 11] p roposed an approach
to the a nalysis of dynamic britt le failure based on th e incuba tio n time criterio n:
t

(2.1)

-:;.1

d

J d J ( ')
1

t- T

a T, B, t d r dl 1

~

ac ·

Q

H ere d and r are material st ructure size a nd structure time of failure, resp ectively, ac is static strength o f the mate rial, (1·, B) are po lar co ordina tes, a(T , B, t)
is tensile stress at th e crack tip (1' = 0). T he mate ri al structure size d is to be
d etermin ed in acco rd ance wi th th e da ta o f qu asi-sta ti c tests of specime ns containing cracks, an d in the case of p lane strain it may be exp ressed by th e simple
formula (1.3). The materi al structure time r is responsible fo r the dynamic p eculiarities of the macro-fracture process and fo r each ma terial it sho ul d be fo und
from exp erime nts. In acco rd ance with this a pproach, ac, f( l e and r co nstitute
th e syst em of fixed material constants describ ing macro-strength p roperties of
the m at eria l. PETROV [1 5] has shown th at th e cri terio n (2.1) refl ects the discrete
nature of dynamic fracture of brittl e solids.
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In the case of virgin materials, the criterion (2.1) reduces to the form:

(2.2)

~

t

j a(t')dt' ~ ac .
l-T

This form will now be used for the analysis of two particular problems.
The analysis of the particula r problems of dynamic fracture mechanics is associated with the appropriate choice of the parameter T. We shall mention two
basic cases:

1. The incubation time is defined by the material structure size of fracture:
(2.3)

d

d..fo
k '

T=-=-C

where c is the maximum wave velocity, f2 is the density of continuum, k is the
constant depending on the deformation material properties. According to this
definition, the incubation time has a physical meaning of the minimum time
p eriod required for the interaction between two neighbouring material structure
cells. The incubation-time criterion with the parameter T selected acco rding to the
formula (2.3) allows us to describe efiectively the time-dependence of strength
and the fracture zone geometry in conditions of spalling (MoRozov et al. [10,
11], PETROV and UTKIN [16]). Thus, the definition (2.3) provides a good analogy
between the incubatio n time criterio n and the well-known experiments in the case
o f "defectless" materials.
2. The incubation time does not directly depend on the ma terial structure size
of failure. This takes place when a problem of initia tion of the macro-crack growth
is considered. Nucleation, growth and coalescence of micro-defects in the special
process zone region at the crack tip precedes the growth of the macro-c rack.
These processes are accompanied by a local stress relaxation and change the
effective materia l properties. Th e incubation time T is to be considered as the
principal integral characteristic of the processes in the co rresponding process
zone regio n. P ETROV and MOROZOV [1 8] proved tha t in the case of macro-cracks,
the material structure time T can be interpreted as an incubation time in the
well-known minimum time criterion proposed and explored by KALTHOFF and
SHOCKEY [6], HOMMA et al. [4], and SHOCKEY et al. [22]:
(2.4)

·

T

= tine ·

The aforementioned dependence of the fracture to ughness on the loading history
and the specific behavio ur of the short loading pulse threshold a mplitudes can
be explained and effectively analyzed by means of the incubatio n time criterion
under the condition (2.4) (PETROV and MOROZOV [1 8]).
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3. Some basic principles of the material strength properties testing
In this section we outline some of the possible methods of description of the
material strength properties. Table 1 represents the basic parameters and criteria
to be used in testing of the materials. In Table 1 CJc, K1c are the material constants,
CJ~ 0 ( v ), J( Id( v ) are the material functions that represent the dependences o f
critical characteristics on the loading rate v.
Table 1.
No.

Me thod

1

Classical static

2

Classical dynamic

3

SRI International

4

Incubation time approach

Materia l parameters

Crite ria

17c, J(lc

17 $ 17c, ](I $ ](l e

O'~yn(u), xl d( u)

a(t) $ O'~Y" , /\' 1(t) $ ](Id

O'~yn(u), l\'ld( u),

line

CT(I) $ u~Y", minimum time criterion

17c , [\'le , T

incubatio n time criterion

The classical dynamic approach, resulting directly from the static strength theory and linear fracture mechanics, is based on two strength characteristics CJ~Y"(v ),
J( Id( v ), that are supposed to be material functions found from experiments.
The minimum time theory proposed by J.F. Kalthoff, D.A. Shockey and eoworkers is based on the incubation time notio n. It allows us to explain some of
the principal dynamic fracture effects. On the other hand, the minimum time
technique turns out to be too sophisticated for practical engineering.
It is seen from the Table 1 and the aforement ioned results that the incubation
time criterion combines the simplicity of the classical static me thod with the
effectiveness of the SRI International approach. B asing on the system of fix ed
material constants, it enables us to p redict the behaviour of dynamic strength
and dynamic fracture toughness from a unified viewpoint. Thus, the rate strength
dependences may be considered as calculated characteristics. The criterion may
be applied for both the " defectless" and macro-cracked specimens.

4. Application to the problem of dis integration
The great interest in connectio n with the technology o f disintegratio n of solids
is presented by the issues concerning the speed of propagation of failure and the
fracture zone geometry. Even elementary experiments on spalling show that the
zone of destruction may have very diverse geometry. It can be either one spalling
section (like a crack), or several ones. In some experiments, the zone of fracture
has a form of a continuously damaged domain of finite extension . This doma in was
named a zone of continuo us crushing (NIKIFO ROFSKY and SHEMJAKIN [13]). Th ere
are also experiments, in which the zone of destruction represents the mixture
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of damaged regions with intact pa rts of the material. Most of the experiments
show, tha t the geometry of th e fa ilure zones stron gly dep ends on the parameters
of the applied load ing, such as a speed o f loading, its a mplitude, duratio n, etc.
Eventually, it can be said th at the whole histo ry o f lo ading is very impo rta nt.
In this sectio n we consider th e p articular proble m o f disintegratio n o f a solid
b all caused by the instant discharge (unloadin g) o f th e extern al press ure (PETROV,
SEMENOV and UTKIN [17]). We shall demonstrate that th e incubatio n time crite rion
gives all the vari ety of the fracture zones just in the sonic approxima tion of the
problem.
L et a ball be loaded on its surface by a unifo rm pressure. At a certain mome nt, the pressure is insta ntaneously taken away. The correspo nding boundary
value problem in the sonic approximatio n is described by the fo llowing system of
equations:
u

= u (T, 1) ,

DP

(4.1)

H e re H(t) is the H eaviside step functio n; u and a are th e displacement a nd
pressure inside the materi al, <P is th e potential functio n, a 0 is the initial pressure,
c is the wave velocity.
The disch a rge of th e pressure produ ces a sphe rical wave o f unlo ading moving
to th e center of th e ball. This wave ca rri es a tensile stress th at produces fracture
of th e material. The afo rementioned incubati o n time crite rio n allows us to find
the exte ut and geo me try o f fa ilure in this particul ar situat io n.
We assum e th at th e materia l is ho mogeneo us, isotropic and composed o f the
spherical layers of thickn ess b. All layers are assumed to have ide ntical materi al
prope rties. We assume th at th e layer is destroyed at th e certain moment, when
the critical conditio n in th e ce nte r o f the laye r correspo ndin g to the criterion (2.2)
is fulfilled. The d estroyed layer turns o ut to be, on the one hand, a shield fo r th e
moving waves, and on th e other hand, a so urce o f an additio nal unloading wave.
The unlo ading waves runni ng inside the ball are re Oected from the destroyed
layers and inte ract with o ther stress waves. Thus the process is cha racterized by
a complicated picture of direct a nd re Oected waves.
The scheme was realized in a comp lex o f computer programs I3ALL. One o f
the main results o f th e calc ul atio ns was the graphically subm itted zo ne of frac ture .
It turn ed o ut th at the regio n o f failure strongly depe nds o n the parameters o f
the problem a nd o n th e material co nstants. Some o f the possible variants o f the
fracture zo ne for th e hypoth etical va lues ac = 900 MPa, T = 1 f.LS, b = 3 mm,
c = 5000 m/s are presented in the Fig. 1 (frac ture zo nes are shown in black),
where a large va rie ty of geome [ly is seen.
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FIG.

1. Calcu lated fracture zones caused by instant unloading of the ball.

5. Application to the problem of erosion
The solid part icle impact velocity at the beginning of targe t ma terial loss in the
steady-state erosion process can be considered as a cri tical or threshold velocity.
It is a principal characteristic th at bears an informatio n about dynamic strength
properties of materials subjected to the impact loading. In this section, the relation between the threshold velocity I V and the incubation time r is inves tigated.
The possibility of using th e incubation time criterion in determining th e threshold
erosio n characteristics is established.
One of the principal feat ures of the erosion process is ~hat th e target material
surface is subjected to extremely short impact ac tions. The evaluation of failure
in these cond itions may be done only on the basis of special criteria renecting the
specific nature of fast fracture phenomenon. The incubatio n time criterio n (2.2)
is an effective instrument for this analysis. H ere we shall consider the simplest
way to obtain some o f the basic threshold erosion characteristics.
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L et a spherical p article o f rad ius R fa ll with velocity v o n the surface o f
an elastic ha lf-space. U sing th e class ical H ertz impact th eo ry approximation
(KOLESNIKOV an d MoRozov [7]), we describe the motion of the particle by the
fo llowing equatio n:

d2 h

m-=-P
dt 2
,

(5 .1)
where

(5.2)

P(t)

4

= k( R)h312(t) ,

!,;(R)

E

= 3VR (1 -

v2 ) .

At the beginning o f th e impact event we have dh / dt = v . The maxim um penetration h0 occurs when dhjdt = 0. So lving Eq. (5 .1 ), we obtain

(5.3)

ho(v, R)

(5

mv

2) 2/5

= 4k

I

to(v R )

,

= 2ho

'

v

j V_cfr s;2 = 2.94 hov ,

0

1

1

where to is th e d uration of the impact event. The p enetratio n funct io n h(t) can
be approximated by the simple form ula (KOLESNIKOV and MoRozov [7]):

h(l)

(5 .4)

= ho sin(1rt / t.o) .

The maximum te nsile stress occurring a t th e edge of the contact area is given by
the expression (LAWN and WILSHAW [8]):

1-

a(t, v, R)

=-

a(t, v, R)

=

(5.5)

P(t , v, R)

211

2

(
/l),
1ra 2 l ,v, .

-

[3P(l , v, R)(l - v 2

)!!:_]
4£

113
,

where the co ntact fo rce P(t , v , R ) can be fo und by means of E qs. (5.2) - (5 .4).
L et v = W de no te the thresho ld velocity co rresponding to the beginning of
fa ilure. We co nsider th e fun ction:

(5 .6)

J(r, v, R )

= m1ax

j

t

a (s, v , R) ds- a cr .

t -r

According to (2.2), we de termine the thresho ld velocity v == W as the minimum
positive roo t of th e equatio n:

(5 .7)

J( r , v , R )

= 0,

whe re r is the incubatio n time fo r the target material.
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The corresponding calculations were performed for the al uminum alloy D95
and the incubation time was determined according to formul ae (1.3), (2.3): a c =
460MPa, l\"Ic = 37MPam 112, c = 6500 m/s, T = 2J~'fcf (7ra;c) :::::; 0.6JLS. The
calculated dependence of the thresho ld velocity 1V on the value of radius R is
presented in the Fig. 2 by the solid curve. The static branch shows a weak dependence of the threshold velocity on the length of the radius. On the contrary,
the dynamic branch, corresponding to the small particles and very short loading pulses, represents a strong dependence of the cri tical velocity on the radius
of particles. This b ehaviour of th e thres hold velocity is observed in nu merous
experiments (POLEZHAEV [19]), but it can no t be explained o n the basis of the
traditional fracture mechanics. The depe ndence followin g from the conventional
critical stress th eory is also presented in the Fig. 2 by dashed line.
8
log(w(R))
log(wc(R))
6

4

2

-- -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~·---

QL____________ L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3.5
2.5
2
3
1.5
log(2K I0 6 )
~

F IG. 2. Dependence of the threshold velocity IV (m/s) on the r adius R (m) of erodcnt pa: ticles
calculated for alumini um alloy I395 . The dependence correspo nding to the classical frac1ure
criterion: u :::; u c is plotted by dashed line.
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Stability of Couette flow in the wide gap
of two circular concentric cylinders
with rotating inner cylinder and finite growth rate
H.S. TAKHAR (MANCHESTER), M.A. ALl
and V.M. SOUNDALGEKAR (THANE)

(BAHRAIN)

A FINITE-DIFFERENCE sournoN for the stability of flow of a viscous fluid in an annula r wide-gap
space is carried out by taking into account the effects of finite growth rate of the amplification
factor 17. The numerical values of the minimum Taylor number Tarn a nd the critical Thylor number
The for d ifferent values of 1J and for 17 ~0 and 17 = 0, respectively, arc derived and tabulated. l11e
effects of 17 and 17 o n the radial component of disturbance a nd on the cell patterns are shown. It
is observed that for increasing 17(> 0), the cell patterns arc reduced in size, while for decreasing
17( < 0) they arc enlarged.

1. Introduction

STABILITY OF AXISYMMETRIC FLOW of a viscous incompressible fluid between two
concentric rotating cylinders has been investigated by TAYLOR [6], CHANDRASEKHAR (1 ), HARRIS and REro (2), W ALOWIT, TSAO and D1 PRIMA [7), SOUNDALGEKAR
et al. [4], who used difTerent methods and difTerent boundary conditions. The
usual mathematical procedure of the stability analysis is to assume that small
disturbances are superimposed on the steady motion. These disturbances are
assumed to be periodic in the z-direction and proportional to e 17 1 , where a is
the amplification parameter or growth rate factor. Then the parameter which
governs the stability of the motion is the exponential time factor a, the motion
being stable or unstable according to whether the real part of a is less than or
greater than zero, and when a = 0, it is known as the marginal state. Almost all
the papers in this field applying the linear stability analysis dealt with a = 0, i.e.
the marginal state of stability. RoBERTS [3] was the first to study the effects of
non-zero values of the growth rate on the Taylor number in the wide-gap Couette
flow, and computed the smallest characteristic values of the Taylor number for a
given wave number a and the growth rate factor a, by employing the numerical
method given by Harris and Reid. However, the efTects of a on the radial velocity
perturbation and on the cell pattern have not been studied or shown graphically.
Hence it is now proposed to solve the eigen-value problem of ROBERTS [3] by
using a finite-difierence technique and to derive the minimum values of the Taylor
number, Tarn, for difierent values of ±a of the radial velocity perturbations and
the cell-patterns. In the next section, a short acco unt of the finite-difTerence
method is given and numerical values of Tam are tabulated for different values of
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±a and wave nu mber a. In order to verify our results, we have also computed the

=0

numerical values of Tac, the critical Taylor number fo r a
number ac.

and critical wave

2. Solution to th e axisymmeh·ic pr·oblem a t finite growth r·ate

The axisymmetric linear stability of Couette flow at finite growth rate, wher. the
o uter cylinder is at rest and the two cylinders are separated by a wide gap, ca1 be
shown to be governed by the following system of sixth order (e.g. SOUNDALGEKAR
et al. [5]).
(2.1)
(DD*- a 2 - a)v

(2.2)
(2.3)

u

= 1L,

= v =Du=

0

at

x

= 0, 1.

H ere u, v are the radial and azimuthal components of the disturbances, a i ~ the
axial wave number, a is the growth rate and Ta is the T<tylor number. The) are
defined as follows:
x =

(2.4)

d
D = dx'

D*

= !!_ +

= 1-

x,

1 - 17 •
~

dx
~

!J(.r)

cl

Ta

= 1] + (1 -1J).l:,

=

41?d4 (
1 - 772

f2t) 2
//

,

where R 1 and R 2 are the radii of the inner and outer cyl inders, respectively, and
.0 1 is the rate of rotation of the inner cylinder. Our Ta is equivalent to 2Tan
where Th n is the Taylor number defined by Roberts or Chandrasekhar, as
'PJ n = 21?d4
1 - '1/2

(EJ.)

2

V

3. Me thod of solution

I3y solving the above eigenvalue problem defin ed by Eqs. (2.1)- (2.3), W { determine the smallest characteristic value of the Titylor number, denoted by fam ,
for given wave number a and a . To so lve Eqs. (2.1)- (2.2) by the finite-difTer!nce
technique, we first expand these as follows:

(3.1)

[n 4 + 2kD 3 -

(31.:2 + 2a 2

+a) D 2 +

(31.: 3 - 2al.:- al.:) D

+(2a 2 k2 - 3!.: 4 + a4 + a(k 2 + a 2 )] u
(3.2)

[n 2 + kD -

(k 2 + a 2 + a)]

V =

u,

1.:
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We write th e d erivatives in terms o f central di fTe rences and rearra nge the te rms.
Then E qs. (3.1 ) and (3.2) reduce to
(3.3)

m ;Ui+ 2

+ m zUi + l +

m3 U;

+ 1n4Ui- l +

msUi -2

= - h 4 a 2Td • g (x )· V;,

c1v;. +l + c2v;. + C3vi -1 = h2Ui ,

(3.4)
where
m 1

= 1 + hk ,
2

mz = - 4 - 2hk - h (3k

(3.5)

2

+ 2a 2 + a) +

1

2h

3

(3k 3

3k 4 +

m3

= 6 + 2h 2 (3 k 2 + 2a 2 + a )+ h 4 (2a 2 k2

m4

1
= -4 + 2hk- h 2 (3k 2 + 2a 2 +a ) - 2_h 3 (3k 3

m5

=1-

c1 =

-

-

-

2a2k - ak) ,
a

4

+ a k 2 + a a2 ) ,

2a 2k - ak ),

hk ,
1
1 + -hk
2 ,

Cz = -2- h 2 (k 2 + a 2 + a ),

c3 = 1 - 21 hk .
The sufT1X i sta nds fo r th e pivotal p oint under conside ration. T he step length
h = 1/N , wh ere N is the nu mbe r of interv als into wh ich the range [0, 1] is
divided. T he boundary conditions (2.3) imply that

(3.6)
Equatio ns (3.3) and (3.4) with conditio ns (3 .6) can be wri tten in matrix no ta tio n
as

A 1U

(3.7)

= Ta D1 \1,

A 2 V = Ti,

whe re A 1 , A 2 and B 1 are t he coefll cient ma trices of o rd er n x n, and n = N - 1.
E qua tio ns (3 .7) can be combined into an eigenvalue equ ation of the fo rm

(3.8)

(C - Ta I) V

= 0.

T he e igenvalues are computed by using th e Q R algorithm fo r a = 0, ± 0 .5, ± 1,
± 1.5, ± 2.0 and are listed in Tab le 1 fo r 17 = 0.85, 0.5, 0.1 which correspo nds to
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the wide gap case. For a = 0, the marginal state, the e igenvalues Tac are known
as critical values of the Taylor number which corresponds to lowest values of the
wave number a and are denoted by ac, the critical wave number.
We observe from Table 1 that for the marginal state of stability (a = 0), the
critical values of the Taylo r number and wave number increase by increasing the
width of the gap between two concentric cylinders. H owever, when the amplification factor a ( > 0) is increasing, there is also an increase in the minimum values
of Taylor number, and opposite is the case when the amplification factor a(< 0)
is decreasing; then the minim um values of Ta viz. Tam also decrease.
Table 1. Values of ac, Tac (a = 0) a nd am, Ta,,, (a

0.5

0.1

0).

ac
3.130

Tac

Tac(Jl)

0.85

3802

0.5

3.162

6194

3805
6 199

TJ

0.85

=I

TJ/a

-2.0

-1.0

-0.5

-0.1

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

CL m

3.00

3.068

3.100

3.124

3.159

3.188

3.215

3.241

Tam

3233

3515

3658

3773

3947

4097

4243

4393

am

3.033

3.100

3.132

3. 156

3. 191

3.219

3.247

Tam

5289

5737

5964

6148

6425

6659

6895

3.273
7134

CL m

3.217
56216

3.280
60318

3.310
62394

3.333
64065

3.367

3.395
68716

3.422
70855

3.449
73011

Tam

66592

1.0

0 .8
'7 = 0 .5

U(x)

'r-----1-\-- - - - '7 = 0 . 1

0.6

0.4
- - a= 0
a = 2.0
- - a = - 2 .0
0 .2

0 . 0¥-----,------,-----.-----,-----~

0. 0

0 .2

0.4
FIG.

0. 6

X

1. Rad ia l ve locity U(x).
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The radial component of velocity disturbance U(x ) is shown in Fig. l for TJ =
0.5, 0.1 and for a = 0, ±2.0. It is observed that U( x ) increases near the inner
cylinder and decreases near the outer cylinder when a = 2.0 as compared to that
at the onset of instability (a = 0.0), and opposite is the case when a = - 2.0. The
cell patterns are shown for TJ = 0.5 and 0.1 for a = 0, ± 2.0 in Figs. 2-7. It is
observed from these figures that the cells get reduced in size for a = 2.0 and get
enlarged in size for a = -2.0 as compared to those at the onset of instability.
0.49 7
.05
0.3

0. 15

z
0.0

- 0 . 15

-0.3

-0.4 97

0 .2

0.4

FIG . 2. Cell patterns at the onset of instabil ity for 17

0 .6

X

0.8

= 0.5 and a= 0.0, 1/J = U(x )cosa Z .

0.48

0.3

0.1 5

z
0.0

- 0 . 15

- 0 .3

-0.48

0 .2

1.0

0.4

X

F IG. 3. Cell pattern instability for 17 = 0.5 and a
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X

0 .3

z
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0.0
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F rG. 7. Cell pattern for 77 = 0.1 and a = -2.0
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Singularities of aerodynamic transfer functions
calculated on the basis of an unsteady lifting surface model
in subsonic flow
M. NOWAK (WARSZAWA)
A DIRECT METHOD to calculate the Laplace transformed pressure distribution on subsonic lifting surfaces is considered. The kernel function is analytically continued in the entire p-plane (of
the non-dimensional Laplace variable), and the discretizing procedure follows the lifting lines (or
doublet-lattice) me thod developed for simple harmo nic motion. The aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix is a function of Mach number Af and the complex variable p. In the first part of
the paper, some analytical properties of this matrix were investigated on the basis of numerical
calculations performed for an aspect- ratio-3 rectangular wing. The main conclusion o f this paper
is that fo r 111 'f 0, the re exist a large (probably infinite) set of latent roots of the matrix in the
left half of the p-planc which (usually) reflect in poles of the transfer functio ns. For 1\1 -+ I, all
latent roots tend to the o rigi n (p = 0). For J\1 -+ 0, all latent roots move to infinity and p robably,
fo r M = 0 there are no roots in the finite part of the p-pla ne. The distribution of la tent roots
in the p-plane does not depend o n the number of aerodynamic elements introd uced by the discrctization (within the limits of accuracy of the calculation method). The algebraic equations a re
well-conditioned in the right half of the p-plane and in a strip parallel to the imaginary axis in left
half of the p-plane. The width of this strip depends o n the Mach number. In the second part of
the paper, an app roximation to the aerodynamic transfer functions based o n the identified singularities and calculated left and right-hand latent vectors of the ae rodynamic influence coefficients
matrix is developed. It avoids the ill-posed analytical continuation from the imaginary axis in the
whole p-plane. The results clarify also some unexpected phenomena observed in Laplace-domain
calculations, and described in the literature.

1. Introduction

THE KNOWLEDGE of unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a flexible aeroplane
undergoing small perturbations from a steady equilibrium state of tri mmed, rectilinear flight, is essential for stability analyses of the motion of the structure.
The prediction of the unsteady aerodynamic loads is complicated by the fact
that the unsteady fl owfield surrou nding the body is not determined solely by the
instantaneous state variables of the structure, but it depends also on the past
history of the motion of the body. The aerodynamic forces exhibit heredity due
to the influence of vorticity shed into the wake at earlier instants of time.
The input data in a lifting surface aerodynamic model is the upwash distribution w(x, y , t) on the wing surface S (Fig. 1). Assuming th at all linear coordinates
(x , y, z) are nondimensionalized by a reference length b (usual root semichord),
and introducing nondimensional time l
(1.1)

=

U • lreal
b
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1.

where U is the flight velocity, the expression fo r the u pwash distribu tio n can be
put in the form

w(x,y,t )
---'---'-----'
- = -Dh + -Dh

(1.2)

U

Dx

Dt '

where h(x, y , l) deno tes the no rmal (no ndime nsio nalized) displacements of the
wing surface.
The lifting su rface integral eq uatio n re lates upwash and lifting p ressu re coefficien t cp(x, y , l) (i.e. pressure di fTerence .dp(x, y, I) between the upper and lower
surface, no ndime nsio na lized by the dynamic p ressure {!U 2 / 2) o n the wing. T he
o riginal fo rm of the lifting surface equ ation, give n in 1940 by K OSSNER (1 ] applies
to harmo nic motio n, when

w(x, y , t)

= w(x, y , ik )eikt

and

Cp ( X

1

y1 t)

~
= Cp

(

X,

'I ) ikt
y 1 u.:
e .

The lifting surface equatio n relates in this case the amp lit udes of upwash and
pressure coefficient

(1.3)
where x 0

(1 .4)

w(x,
---'
-- uy-, ik)-'- = -87T1

=x -

~.

Yo

=y-

1],

jj l\'(AI , .1:0 ' YO , .1.: )~ ( z.1.:)(l
1.

Cp ~, 1]'

l

~ c 1] '

s
M stands fo r th e M ach numbe r a nd
1.:

= wb
u

is the nond imensio nal frequency coeffi cient (called also red uced frequency).
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The kern el o f this equatio n is singular and the solu tion is sought in the class
o f functions vanishing o n the trailing edge - t his is a necessa ry condition fo r the
uniq ueness of the solution, and p hysically it expresses the Kutta conditio n.
There were developed many di1Terent me thods for discretization o f the lifting su rface equation in the frequency domain. O ne of the most useful is the
doublet-lattice technique o f ALBANO a nd R ODDEN [2]. The calculations in this
paper were made mainly by the lifting-lines method [3, 4], with algorithms very
similar to the doublet-lattice method, but usually with better convergence properties (with respect to the number o f introd uced aerodynamic elements).
For many years, the unsteady aerodynamic theo ries and its applications have
focused p rimarily on the fre quency doma in, since the knowledge of aerodynamic
fo rces a t harmonic disturbances is sufficien t fo r the determi nation of flutter
boundaries. The advent of active contro l techno logy for flexible aircraft h as renewed interest in u nstea dy aerodynamic forces given in the time and Laplace
domains.
The d isplaceme nts of the structure are usually described by means o f a finite
set of generalized coordinates q1(t), q2 (t ), . . . , q11 (t) de fi ned o n the basis of a set
o f assumed modes
n

h(x , y, t)

(1 .5)

=L

ht. (x, y) · fJt. (l),

k= l

where the functions h ~.. ( x, y) ( k = 1, 2, .. . , 11 ) co rrespond in the most cases to
na tural vib ratio n modes o f the st ructure. Th e u pwash d istribution o n the lifting
surface may be expressed in terms of the ge neral ized coord inates and gene ralized
velocities

w(x , y , l)

(1.6)

U

= Ln
k= l

Dht. (x, y)
-'l

u:t

•

fJk

()
I

" I (
) • ()
+ :z=
tt. X ' y • q k I .
k= l

The gene ralized ae rodynamic forces (related to the dyn amic p ressure a nd b2 )
a re defin ed by integrals taken over the surfa ce

(1.7)

fk (l)

= jj

ht. (x , y)cp (x , y, t ) dS

fo r

1.:

= 1, 2, . . . , n.

s
The problem consist in determinatio n of the generalized fo rce vector {!( t)}
(with n e lements (1.7)) fo r a given motion, described by t he functio n {q(r )}
for -oo < r ~ t. Independently o f the de ta ils o f the ae ro dynamic model, the
ae rodynamic ope rator which relates {q(l)} to {f(t)} possesses always so me basic prope rt ies, such as single-valuedn ess, lineari ty, time-invariance and co ntinuity.
Acco rding to a th eorem o f S CHWA RTZ [6], these fo ur properties can be replaced
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by the entirely equivalent conditio n that states that th is operator has a ( distributional) convo lutio n representation.
(1 .8)

{f(t)}

= [A(M, t) ] * {IJ(l)},

where [A( M , t)] is the u nit imp ulse respo nse matrix fun ction (called also hereditary matrix [5]), the (j , k) eleme nt o f wh ich is the generalized ind icia! respo nse in
the j -th mode due to the p ressure cp (x, y, t) generated by the mo tio n in the k-th
mode with Qk(t) = 8(t ). The elements of th is matrix depend also on the M ach
number M . The aerodynamic fo rces can depend only on the histo ry and no t on
the future of the motion. That means t hat the aerodynamic system is ca usal, and
therefore
[A(.t\1, t)] = 0
for
t < 0.
D irect ca lculatio n of the elements o f [A(M, t)] for arbitrary time may be
d ifficult and in practice, these functio ns are usually determined only by means o f
the inversion of Fourier o r Laplace transform. Taking the Laplace transfo rmatio n
o f the convolution (1.8) it fo llows that
(1.9)

{f(p)}

= [ A(i\J.p)) U/(p)} ,

where p is the L aplace variab le, and th e circumflex accents C) deno te transforms
(1.10)

{f(p)} = .C{f(t)},

{(j(p)}

= .C {q(t)}

and

[ii(J\!,7J)]

= .c[!I(M , t)].

T he aerodynamic t ransfer fun ctio ns mat rix [;l(.H , 7J)] is a L ap lace transform o f a
real distributio n and is real whenever 1' is real. H ence
(1.11)
where the star ( *) deno tes co mplex conjugate values.
The co nvo lution (1.8) a nd the L ap lace transform ation sho uld be interpreted
on the basis of the theory o f distributions [6]. T he aerodyn a mic transfer functions grow with increasing IPI like O(IPI) in the case o f co mpressible fl ow, a nd
like O(lpl 2) in the incomp ressible case. Additiona lly, the d istributio nal Laplace
transfo rm does no t contain explicitly the in itia l values and t his simpl ifi es the
analys is.
If the L aplace variable is pure imagi na ry ]J = i l~ , then (1.9) determ ines the
steady-sta te frequency respo nse function, which relates th e amp litudes o f ge neralized coo rdin ates to the amplitudes of generalized fo rces in harmonic mo tion.
(1.12)

{f(ik)} = [ii(M,·i/,;)] {(j(ik)} ,
http://rcin.org.pl
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where k is the frequency coefficient defined in (1.4), and

[A(M, ik)]

=

lim [ii(M , p)]

p~• k

is the matrix of harmonic transfer functi ons.
The elements of the matrix [A( AI, ik)] can be calculated numerically for given
values M and k on the basis of th e lifting surface equation (1 .3), and the relations
(1.6) and (1.7).
The aerodynamic transfer matrix [A(i\1, JJ) ] is the final product of aerodynamic
calculations and it is usually determined by means of the analytic continuation of
the elements of matrix [.X(M, ik)] from the imaginary axis into the whole complex
plane. 1Wo types of approximation have been used in practice for this purpose.
1. The first approach begins with calculating the values of harmonic transfer
function s over a specified range of the freq ue ncy coefficients k = k 1 , k2, ... , k m.
Next, the harmonic transfer functions are approximated by rational function which
fit best the calculated values. The last step is th e analytic continuation of the
resulting rational functions into the whole 7;-plane.
2. In the second (direct) approach, the kernel functi on of th e lift ing surface
equation (1.3) is extended from the imaginary axis to th e entire complex plane
li.'(M , xo, Yo, ik) ---.. A' (M, xo, yo, p) by means of an exact analytic continuation.
The elements of the aerodynamic transfer fun ctio ns are calculated directly for
a given value of the Laplace variable p on the basis of this ge neralized lifting
surface equation.
Both approaches have their own advantages a nd disadvantages. The e lements
of [A(Af, p)] are ho lo morphic functions with branch points p = 0 and p = -oo
(for M < 1) which are neglected in th e app roxima ti on by ratio nal fun ctions. When
the transfer functions are approxim ated by polynomials o r rational fun cti ons, it
is possible to cast th e aeroelastic (and aerose1voelastic) equations of motion in
a linear time-invariant state-space form (instead o f in tegro - difTerenti al form),
although th e size of the state vector increases d ue to the approximatio n. Currently
there are three basic formulations used in app roximating th e ae rodynamic transfer
functions by means of rational functio ns: least-sq uares [7], modifi ed ma trix-Pade
[8] and minimum-state [9]. The common disadvantage of these methods is th e
necessity of numerical realisa tio n of an ill-posed analytic continuation.
The direct ana lytic continuation of fun ctions which app ear in the expression
for harmo nic aerodynamic fo rces gave rise in the past to arguments on the validity of the results in the left-hand half-plane of the L aplace va riab le a nd was
rejected in a series o f articles [10, 11, 12, 13] . This problem was later resolved by
M I LN E [14], EDWARDS [15] and others, but nowadays some doubts arose about the
possibility of a practical utilisation of this approach [1 6]. It was stated, th at the
application o f numerical so lution techniques to the integral equation in the le ft
half o f the p-plane may result in a highly ill-cond itioned set of linear eq uations
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[17). An unexpected pheno menon was observed in [1 8). Some of the genera lized
forces for strongly decaying motions in high subsonic fl ow reveal a looping behaviour in the complex plane. Testi ng a new method fo r solving the lifting surface
equation, UEDA [1 9) stated that "it looks probable that an aerodynamic singulari ty
exists in the left half of the p plane when the flow becomes high subsonic".
Another interesting approach to the app roxjmation of transfer functions was
given by STARK [20). He proposed an expression for the li ft deficiency function in
the time domain and assumed that this function is independent of the deflect ion
mode of the wing. Laplace transform of his deficiency function possesses branch
points p = 0 and p = - oo, which are the only singularities of the transfer
functions in the entire p plane. This app roach leads to a good approximation in
the incompressible case, but for non-zero Mach numbers the results were less
satisfactory.
The knowledge of analyt ic properties of aerodynamic transfer functions in the
p plane is until now only fragmentary. It is known that the matrix [rl(Af, p )] cannot have any poles in the right half of the p plane, since the transient aerodynamic
response is always stable. It is also known, that fo r a subsonic flow, the aerodynamic transfer functions have logarith mic branch points 7' = 0 and p = - oo,
as a result of the unlimited length of the wake. It is usually expected, that the
aerodynamic transfer functions have no poles also in the left half of the ]J plane
[5). This is true for the exact so lution of two-dimensional airfo il in incompressible
flow but was newer proved for the compressible case. T he problem is additionally complicated by the fact, that the solution of the singu lar integral equation is
ill-posed, but the numerical methods used in the cho rdwise integration introduce
a self-regularization and, after discretization, the resul ting set of algebraic linear
equations is usually well-conditioned. In the two-dimensional case (of an airfo il)
the proof of this statement was given by LI FANOV [21 ].
The aim of this paper is to investigate the numerical problems which occur
in solving the lifting surface eq uation in the Laplace domain and the analytical
properties of the transfer functio ns in the left half of the 7' plane (for decaying
motion). Particular attention wil l be paid to the cond itioning of the linear algebraic equations obtained by the discretizatio n of th e li ft ing surface eq uation, and
to the identification of singularities of the transfer fu nctions.
2. Lifting sud'ace equation in th e Laplace domain

The lifting surface equatio n in the Laplace domain is the result of an analytic
continuation of the kernel of (1.3). Formally, the variable i!.: should be replaced
by the Laplace variable
(2.1)

w(x, y , p)
U

1
= S1r

jj X (\1, x 0 , y0 , 1')~cP(C 17, 7')d~ d17.
s
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The singular kernel (in the case of a flat surface) may be expressed in the form
[4, 18]
(2.2)

A'(M, xo,yo, JJ) =

7~2 [(1 + ~)

e - pru-

F(pr,u)]

e-pxo,

where

{3

= X-C
= Y - 7],
= lvol,
= Jx6+ {327.2'
= Jl- ]o.J2'

u

=

XO

YO
T

R

MR -xo
f32r

The function F(z, u) is defined by means of following integrals
z

loo
u

(2.3)

F(z, u)

=

(1 - J1 + ,,2
17

;t• (1 +

2ezu + ::;

-oo

)

e- Z!J

7]

dq

J 1+ 1]2

)

for

e-"'7 d17 -

Re (z) ~ 0,

i1l"z11f\:)
for

Re (z) < 0.

The second expression (for Re (.z) < 0) may be obtained from the first integral
in (2.3), by an appropriate contour deformation.
Only a few papers (e.g. [18, 19, 22]) are known which are devoted to the
numerical problems wh ich occu r in li ft ing surface calculat io ns in the Laplace
do ma in.
For sm all values of lpntl it is convenient to spl it F(pl', 'IL) into two parts [1 8]

(2.4)
where

(2.5)

F,(z ) = z

J(1 -

/ I:

0

172

)

e- '" d17 =I+ z-

~z(II 1 (z) - Y (z )) ,
1

and the integral F2 (z, u) defines an entire analytic function of the z variable,
which may be expanded into a convergent series
(2.6)

F2( z, u)

= z ju
O

(1 -

17
j 1+17

2

)

e-z•J ch7 = f
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with a recursive relationship for the coefficients

gk(u)

= ( u ( ..;1 + u 2

u ) - k _k

-

1

) ( - u)k - 1 - k _k

1

9k - z(u )

for

k

~

2

and initial terms

go(u) = 1 - ( V1 + u 2
g1(u) =

-

u) ,

ln (v 1+u2 -u) + u(v1+ u2 -u) .
1

The H ankel function H~ >(z), Struve function lf 1(z) and Dessel functi o n of the
second kind Y1 (z) may be calculated with high accuracy on the basis of the series
given e.g. in [23]. The accuracy of the series (2.6) is limited by the numerical
instability due to the round-ofT error in actual computation. For calculations performed with double precision, this limit depends on the values of parameters
and sufficient accuracy can be achieved only if jprui < 6. For larger values of
parameters it is necessary to provide o ther approximations.
For very large values of jpr j satisfacto ry res ults may be obtained from the
asymptotic expansion derived by means of integrating by parts the integrals
in (2.3)

(2.7)

F(z, u)

~

(1 -

1
J(u) - [; J<">(u) ;:;

k) e - zu
~

for

Re (z)

for

Re (z) < 0,

0,

where

and

j<k+l)(u)

= - -1-

1 + u2

[C2k + l) uf (k) ( u) + (1.: + 1)(1.: - 1)/(k-I)(u)] .

The asymptotic series (2.7) is usually diverge nt and only a limited number of
terms can be employed in the calculations.
Very useful in practice is an expo nentia l approximatio n for th e integrands of
(2.3)
1-

7J

) 1 + 1] 2

~

12

La

k

exp (- zi' bo'7),

k= I

proposed by D esmarais. The values of coefllc ients u0 and a k are given in [18] .
The resulting rational approximation of F(JJI' , u) may be used in the range 1r / 4 <
jarg (p)i < 37f /4 and - oo < u <
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3. Discretization of the lifting s urface equation
It is possible, independently of the used discretization procedure, to distinguish
three steps of calculations of the values of transfer functions for a structure with
n degrees of freedom (for a given Mach number M and value of the Laplace
variable p ):
a. Calculation of the substantial derivative to obtain a N -dimensional app roximation of the upwash distribution

(3 .1)
Nxn

Nx l

Nxn

Nxl

b. Solution of a linear system of algebraic equat ions

{ w(p)} = [A"(M, p)] {cp(p)};

(3.2)

Nx l

NxN

Nx l

c. Determination of the transforms of the generalized coordinates

{lCP)} = [S]

(3 .3)

Nx i

nxN

{cp(J,)}.
Nx l

N is the size of the aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix which approximates
the integral operator. The vectors { w(p)} and {C'p(p)} d escribe the upwash and
pressure distributions on the wing surface. In p ract ice, typ ical values are: n =
20730 and N ,...., some hundreds (but always N ~ n ). The differentiation matrices
[D l] , [D 2 ] are determined by the formula (1.6), and th e integratio n ma trix [S]
by the definition of the generalized forces (1.7). These constant ma trices depend
only on the u sed discretizat io n me th od. M atrix [1\"(A! , JJ)] depends also on the
M ach numbe r and on th e assumed value of p. The evaluatio n o f this ma trix is
the most time-co nsuming p art o f the computat io n.
Equations (3 .2), (3.3) and (3.4) may be put togeth er in the form

nx l

nxN

NxN

Nxn

Nxn

N x1

Hence, the aerodynamic tra nsfer functions matrix is given by the formula
(3.4)
nxn

nxN

NxN

Nxn

Nxn

If the d iscret ization proced ure in the L ap lace do main is the same as in the
frequency domain (when ]J = ik), th en the matrix (3.4) is the result o f an exact
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analytical continuation of the ha rmonic transfer matrix [rl(JII, ik) ]. On the oth er
hand, if the calculations fo r a harmo nic motion are based o n the discretiz:ed
eq uation (1.3), then the values of analytic functions de termined in the entire
complex plane p are in fact calculated o n th e imaginary axis. Th erefore, the
knowledge of analytic properties of the transfer funct ions may be useful also in
the case, when the calculat ions are restricted to the imaginary axis only.
In the case of subsonic flow (Jil < 1), the elements of [1\. (M, p )] have a
branch-point in the origin (p = 0) and from the expression for the kernel function,
it follows th at
[K(M, p)]

= [A.(Af, 0)] + 0 (/ ln(p))

fo r

p _, 0 .

The transfer functions are holomorphic functio ns in the complex plane cut along
the negative real axis.
Poles of the transfe r matrix [1l (M , p)] may exist only in those points of the p
plane, where the matrix [1\.(Al, p)] is singular
(3 .5)
The number of la tent roots of the eq uatio n (3 .5) may be large o r in finite, because
th e elements of the mat rix [1\.(J\f , p)] are tra nscende ntal functions o f p.
4. Condition number and latent roots or the aerodynamic influence coellicients
ma trix

Most of the calculations in the fo llowing analysis were perfo rmed for a rectangular wing with an aspect ratio 11 = 3 in symmetric mot ion. This wing was
also investigated in (20] and [22]. For the discretizat ion, th e lifting lines method
(4] was used, but some of the calculations we re repeated with th e doublet-lattice
method [2] (with the same o r almost th e same res ults).
The sensitivity of the sol ution o f (3 .2) to the perturbation of th e data

may be measured by the conditio n num ber o f
of two matrix norms

u\·cu, Jl)] defined as the product

(4.1)

(1

s cond s oo).

Logarithm to the base 10 o f th e condition number can be used to estimate
the number of significant digits of the result which can be lost, independently
of the accuracy of th e method used to solve th e linea r equations. Hence, if the
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calculations are performed w ith double precision, then the matrix is numerical
singular when log 10 ( cond [I\"(i\1, p))) > 16.
The conditions numbers of the ma trix [F (M, p)] were calculated for different
Mach numbers and for a large set of p-values by means of the SVD a lgo rith ms
[24) for complex matrices.
Figure 2 shows the results o f calculations made for Mach number }.1 = 0.8
in a la rge region - 1.75 :S R e (p) :S 0, 0 :S Im (7;) :S 3.5 of the complex p-plane.
The size of the aerodynamic model was N = 10 x 20 = 200 elements (10 lifting
lines and 20 strips uniform ly distributed on the half-span of the wing). It is seen,
that the matrix in this region is well-conditioned, alt ho ugh for Re (p) < - 1.0 the
condition number grows very fast. There are also many local "spikes" which may
indicate, that in its neighbo urhood exist singular points of the matrix [F(M , p)].

M= 0.8
fiG .

2.

F igure 3 shows the same results in the fo rm of a co nto ur map. The latent roots
were also calcula ted on the basis of Eq . (3.5) by means of the Muller method [25).
The results o f these calculations are posted on the contour map in the fo rm of
black do ts. In each o f this calculated points log 10 (co nd [!1.( i\f,p)]) > 16, hence
the matrix is numerically singular. The initial values for the Muller iteration procedure were determined o n the basis o f the shape of contou r lines. The co ndition
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FIG. 4

number grows rapidly only in the vicinity of each root. In a very small regio n
( j.dpj < w- 8 ), the determinant of the matrix dec reases usually by a factor about
w- 10, although its value may be still very large. This is shown in the Fig. 4, where
the contour lines correspond to constant values of log 10 I d et(f\"(M, p)] j.
The singular points exist for each M ach number in the range 0 < M < 1.
The root distributions at Mach numbers 111 = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 0.95 are shown
in Fig. 5. It is seen that, as the M ach number increases, the width of the strip
in the left half of the p plane where the matrix [A"( M, 71)] is well-conditioned,
decreases. At the same time, all latent roots move in the direction to the origin.
This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 6 where the loci of about 20 selected roots
are depicted. The outer ends of these cu rves co rrespond to the Mach number
M = 0.5, and the inner ends to M = 0.9.
On the basis of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 it is possible to formul ate a hypothesis that
for M --. 0, all roots move to infinity and in the incompressible case M = 0,
there are no roots in the finite part of the plane IJJI < oo. On the other side, for
M --. 1, all roots move to the origin and may significantly inOuence the behaviour
of transfer functions at high subsonic Mach numbers.
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6.

It has been fo und in the exa mple o f a rectangu la r wing, but also fo r o ther
surface configura tions, th a t th e calc ula ted roo ts of Eq. (3.5) were always simple
roots only.

5. The influence of the disc,·etization on the dis tributi on of latent roots
It is no t clear if the roots have a physical mean ing a nd are related to the lift ing
surface equatio n o r if th ey occ ur o nly in nu me rical calc ulat io ns a nd are rela ted
to the discretiz ed pro ble m.
Figure 7 shows the influe nce o f th e size (N = 48-:- 437) of the matr ix [1\' (M , p)]
on the distributio n o f la te nt roo ts in th e p plane. The calculat io ns were made
by mea ns o f the lifting lines me thod, fo r a rectang ula r wing, a t M ach nu mber
M = 0 .8. It is seen tha t t he difTere nces may be related to the accu racy w h ich
may be achieved with th e d iffe re nt models. For la rge va lu es of th e frequ e ncy
coefficie nt, the pressure distri butio n is o scilla ti ng alo ng th e cho rd (Kutta waves)
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a nd a large nu mber o f aerodyna mic elements is req uired at th e discretizatio n. I t
fo llows, th at the nu mber and distributio n of latent roots do not depend o n the
size o f matrix [A' ( AI, p )] withi n the limits of accuracy of the u sed metho d.
The most time-consumi ng part of the p rocedure to calculate latent roo ts is the
search fo r a good initial app roximation. T he resul ts presented in Fig. 7 suggest a
practical approach, which may be appl ied fo r an arb itrary large N . The process
should be divid ed into a sequence o f steps, in which the number o f aero dynamic
elements increases N 1 < N 2 < . .. < N . The results obtained in each step are
used as th e initial values for th e next step . The cho ice of the initial approximations
for the first ste p may be not stre nuo us if N 1 is small e nough.
6. Approxima tion to the trans fer ma trix in th e vicini ty of its poles

The resolvent [26] of th e matrix [r,·(Jl ,JJ) ] fo r a given p has the fo rm

(6.1)
where th e scalar pa rameter A is distinct fro m the e igenvalues Aj(P), j = 1, 2, ... , N
of [1\' (.i\f, p)], wh ile {uj(p)} an d { Vj (JJ)} a re the right and left eigenvecto rs associated w ith Aj (p), and no rm alised in such a way, that {vj (lJ )f' {ui (P)} = 1. T he
relati o n (6.1) is true also for A = 0, beca use the matrix [ h"(i\I, O)] is no t singul ar.
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The derivative of an eige nvalue of [A"(.M, p)] is given by the expression

(6.2)
If the value p = Pk is a latent root of (3.5), then a t least o ne of the eigenvalues
Aj (Pk ), j = 1, 2, ... , N is equal to ze ro a nd in the vicinity of Pk

(6.3)
On the basis of (6.1 ), (6.2) and (6.3) it is possible to obtain an approximation
to the matrix inverse [A" (i\f, p)t 1 in the proximity of the roo t p = Pk

(6.4)
where [<P(p)] is a regular fun ctio n in the vicinity o f Pk. wh ile the latent vectors
{u k} and {vk} a re no n-trivial so lutions of the sets of homogeneous equ ations
and

(6.5)
no rmalised in such a way, that

(6.6)
It follows fro m (6.4) that the latent roo ts of (3.5) usually re Oect in poles o f
the transfer functi o ns (3.4 ). However, there are two obvious exceptions to this
rule.
If { s;} T is the i -th row of the integration mat rix [S] which was defined in
(3.3) and { s;V {uk} = 0, then the latent root lh is not a pole o f the functions
(elements) in the i-th row of the transfe r mat rix [A(J\I, p)]. Similarly, if {d 1j} and
{d 2 j } are the j -th co lumns o f the di ffe rentiation mat rices [D l] and [Dz] and at
the same time { vk} T { d 1j} = 0 and { vk} T {d 21 } = 0, the n the late nt root Pk is no t
a p ole of the fun ctio ns in the j-th column of the transfer matrix.
The right late nt vector which is a solutio n of the second homogeneous equation (6.5) d ete rmines a pressure distribution. In F ig. 8 and F ig. 9 two examples o f
such pressure distribut io ns are shown which are associated with two latent roots.
It has been numerically proved, th at the shapes of these func tions do not d epend
on the number of a erodyn amic elements used to the discretizatio n of the integral
equation.
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7. Approximation to the transfer fun ctions based on their singularities

The knowledge of the singulari ties: branch points (p = 0 and p = -oo) and
poles (latent roots of (3.5)) makes possible an approximate reconstructio n of
the transfer functions in the enti re complex p plane, without any use of analytic
continuation (from the imaginary axis).
The solution of the equation may be put in the form
(7.1)
where [Ae(p)] denotes the matrix [A.(.i\/, p)] - 1 .
Th simplify the notation, in (7.1) and later in this sectio n, the dependence of
the matrices which define the aerodynamic system on the Mach number was not
marked explicitly.
It should be emphasised that the relation (7.1) concerns the aerodynamic
model only and does no t depend on the defin ition of generalized coordinates
used to desc ribe the motion of the structu re.
The inverse La place transform .c- 1 applied to (7.1) gives the relation between
upwash and pressure distributions in th e ti me domain in the fo rm of a convolution
(7.2)

{cp(l)}

= [Ac(l)] * {w(l)},

where the elements of [Ac(l )] are the responses {cp(l)} which result from a unit
imp ulse o(l) in the elemen ts of the discretized upwash distribution {w(l)}. In
practice, it is usually more co nvenient to use ind itial functio ns [11 (1)], wh ich are
responses to a unit step change in the (discretized) upwash distri butio n. From
(7.2) it follows th at
(7.3)

{cP (I)}

= (fl (I)) * { 1i1 (I)} ,

where { w(1)} is the de rivative wi th respect to time l of the upwash vector {w(l)}.
The inditial functions (!! (I)] are related to the hereditary funct ions [Ac(l )],
and

(7.4)

where 1+(t) is th e unit step function (Heaviside functio n) .
From the fin al value theorem [6) it fo llows
(7.5)

[ff(oo))

=

lim (1I (I)]

t~=

= p-0
lim [rtc(p)] = [;tc(O)) = [h.(M, 0)]- 1 •

This limit co rresponds to the steady solution (for constant bo undary conditions
on the surface). In compressible flow (.~ ! 'f 0), there exists also the limit given
by the initial value theorem
(7.6)

[D]

= t-li m0+ [1! (1)] = pli- m= [;ic(p)] = [;tc( )) ,
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which can be calculated directly on the basis of the piston theory [27]
(7.7)

Cp

(·
O )- 4w(x, y , O+)
x , y , + -M
U

(discretiza tion of this rel ation in the method of the li fting lines is given in the
Appendix).
In the incompressible flow (M = 0) the limiting values (7.6) do not exist, but

(7.8)

[MA ]= lim ([If(t)] * l+(t))
t~O+

= p-.oo
lim (~ [Ac(p)j)
]J

is the apparent mass matrix, which can be determined on the basis of a simplified
model (without wake).
Thking into account the properties of the elements of the matrix [A"(M,p)], it
is p ossible to obtain (e.g. [5, 8, 14]) an asymptotic representa tion

(7.9)

[Ac(p)] - [rlc(O)] = 0(/ In p)

for

p -. 0.

It fo llows, that in the time domain
(7 .10)

[ll( t)]- [!!( ~ )]

= O(t.- 2 )

fo r

t ---. oo.

The general fo rm of the inditial matrix may be put in the fo rm

(7.11)

[II(l)] =[If(

)] - [C (t)] + [ AIA ]8(t) ,

whe re the function [C (t)] is usually calle d the defic iency function, and its asymptotic behaviour is d etermined by (7.10). The constant mat rix [If( )] determines
the steady-state limit and may be calculated o n the basis of (7.5). The apparent
mass matrix [MA] is involved only for incompressible flow.
This paper is focused on the poles of th e transfer functions and their influence
on the aerodynamic forces . It was shown that the latent roots of (3 .5) appear
only when M > 0, and therefore, the following a nalysis will be restricted to the
compressible flow when [M A] = 0 and the relations (7.6) and (7.7) may be used.
It is convenient to make a d ecomposition
(7.12)
where the first term rep resents the influence of po les, and on th e basis of (6.4)
it may be put in th e form

(7.13)
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where the summation concerns all the (calculated) roots, which exist alw1ys as
conjugate pairs. It may be assumed, that the second term [/te2 (p)) does not
possess any poles and represents the innue nce of the branc h-points p = 0 and
p = 00.
Similar decomposition of the indicia! matrix has the form

[JJ (t))

(7.14)

= [!T1 (t)) + [II2(t)],

where on th e basis of (7.13) it follows that

(7.15)
(7.16)
and for t

[Ht(oo))
--+

= tlim [Ht(t)] = li m [Aet(P)] =
oo
p-0

[Aet(O)],

oo

(7.17)

whe re

a

= max(Re
(Pk)) < 0
!.·

H ence, the asymptotic behaviour of [JI (t) ] is determined by [II2 (t)] - [/l 2 (ro):

O(c

=

2 ).

From (7.6) and (7.15) follows also th e limiting va lue

(7.18)

lim [If 2(t)]

t- 0+

=

= [D] .

lim [!f(t)]

t-0+

The deficiency function matrix may be also rep resented in the form of a SJm
of two components

(7.19)
and

(7.20)
The first component is determined by (7.13), but for the second component, m ly
the limiting value is known

(7 .21)

[C 2 (0)) = [Il2(oo)) - [D] = [X(AI, O)r 1 - [liet(O)] - [D]

and the asympto tic behavio ur

(7.22)

fo r

t

--+

oo .

Finally, the problem of approximating th e response matrix with the use of
identified singularities is reduced to th e determin ation of deficiency functims
which fulfils the conditions (7.21) an d (7.22).
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For this purpose it is possible to use a method proposed by STARK [20] in a
similar p rob lem. If the defi ciency matrix function can be approxjmated by a scalar
fu nction
(7.23)

[C2(t)]

= [C2(0)] · g(t) ,

where

g(O)
and

= 1,
g(t)

= o(t- 2 )

fo r

t

--+

oo,

then

[II(t)] = [II 1(t)] + (lf2(oo)]- [C2(0)] · g(t).

(7.24)

Thki ng th e L ap lace transform of (7.24) and mul tiplying the result by p we obtain
(7.25)

[A' (M,p)r

1

=

[ile(p)]

~ [ Ae1(p)] - [ile1(O)] + [S(AI, o)r 1 - [C2(0)] • pg(p),
where the matrix [C 2 (0)] is given by (7.21), and g(p) = £g(t).
STARK proposed [20, 28] some forms of the funct ion g(t). The best results
were obtained with the set
(7.26)

[/m(l)

= ( -a+a l )m

(m = 1, 2 , 3, ...) ,

w here a is a p ositive real nu mber wh ich can be chosen in n umerical experiments.
Laplace transforms of func tio ns (7.26) may be exp ressed by the exponential integral functions. T he cond itions (7.23) fulfil the function rn (t).

8. Conclusions
The numerically calculated ae rodynamic fo rces in the freq uency domain are
a lways the values of analytic fun ctions determined in th e entire complex plane of
the Laplace va riable. T hese funct ions have po les in the left half of the complex
plane, which determine the li mits fo r the approximation by means of rational
functions (with analytic continuat ion from the imaginary axis into t he complex
plane) and wh ich may significant ly influence the ae ro dynam ic forces in th e time
domain.

1. In the case when the d iscretizing procedure of the lifting surface eq uation
follows the lifting lines o r doublet-lattice methods, the resulting algebraic equations are well-co nditio ned in the righ t half of the p-plane a nd in a strip p arallel to
th e imaginary axis in th e le ft half o f the p-plane. T he w idth of th is strip d ecreases
with increasing Mach nu mber, but is wide enough fo r almost all applicatio ns.
Only for high subsonic fl ow the problem o f cond itio ni ng may be severe.
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2. In the compressible case ( AI f- 0), there exist a large (probably infinite) set
o f latent roots of the aerodynamic coefficients matrix in the left half of th e p-pla ne
which reflects (usually) in poles of the transfer functions. The distribution of
these latent roots in the p-plane does not depend on the number of aerodynamic
elements introduced in the discretization procedure (only small differences were
obseiVed which may be re lated to the accu racy of th e results).
3. Also the pressure distributions which correspond to latent vectors of the
aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix do not depend on the number of aerodynamic elements in troduced in the discretization procedure.
4. For decreasing Mach number 111 - r 0, all latent roots move away from
the origin to infinity and probably, for AI == 0 there are no roots in the finite
part of the p-p lane. It seems to agree with the results of the STARK method [20]
which takes into account on ly one singularity - the branch-point in the origin.
The remarkable accuracy of this method in the incompressible case and less
satisfactory results for AI > 0 may be caused by the inf1uence of the poles of
transfer fun ctions.
5. In subsonic now for JIJ -+ 1, all late nt roots tend to the origin (p == 0).
The proximity of many poles may cause significant difficulties in the calculation
of transfer fun ctions in th e range of high subsonic flow.
6. The decomposition of the deficiency fun ction into a part which expresses
the inf1uence of latent roots (7.19) and a part inf1uenced by the branch poin t
(7.20) enables the extraction of the part which is responsible for the starting
pulse. This agrees with the results of EDWARDS [1 5] who stated, that the step
response fun ct ion obtained by integrating along the branch cut does not contain
the starting pulse.
7. The looping behaviour of some of the ge neralized forces for strongly decaying motion obseiVed in [18] may be explained as the result of inf1uence of poles
of the transfe r funct ions. It may be rega rd ed as an indirect confi rm ation of the
existence of latent roots in t he ke rn el-functio n res ults.
The calculations and al l considerations p resented in this paper concern the
aerodynamic model and th e results are independent of the choice of gene ral ized
coordinates used to describe the motion of the stru ct ure.
The approxima tion to the aerodynamic transfer functions based on the identified singularities and th e calculated left and right-hand latent vectors of the
inf1uence coefficients matrix avo ids the ill -posed analytical continuatio n from the
imaginary axis into th e who le p-plane. It may be appl ied also in reg ions which
contain po les of the transfer functions.

Appendix. Discretiza tion o f th e pis ton th eo ry in th e lirting lines m ethod

In the lifting lines method of discretizatio n (similarly to many o ther methods),
the pressure distribution o n a profi le (cross-section of the wing) is app roximated
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by means of a truncated series of functions with appropriate singularities on
the leading and trailing edges. The pressure distribution in the piston theory
follows the upwash distributio n and is a regu lar, continuos function. Therefore it
is not possible to cast the piston theory in the lifting lines discretization scheme
exactly. Nevertheless, the approximation can assure the exact values of moments
of aerodynamic forces in the case if the upwash distribution is a polynomial of
degree less than the number of lifting lines on the cross-section.
The procedure of calculating the (approximate) pressure distribution on the
profile cp (x) on the basis of a known upwash distribution w(x )/U in the lifting
lines method [4] consists of the following steps

(A.l)
The vectors {!} and {w} , as well as {cP} and {a} describe in the cross-section
the approximate distributio ns of the upwash and pressure coefficient, respectively.
The sizes of these vectors are eq ual to th e number of lifting lines (denoted later
by rn). The vectors {w} and {cp} for al l cross-sections of the wing create the
vectors in (3.2) and N = L m.
The pressure distribution on a cross-section is, in the lifti ng lines method,
approximated by a truncated series of Jacobi polynomials

(A.2)

cp(x )

=

1 ~x m -1

~
U[

--

L

1 + X k=O

akPk(x ),

where 2bt is the local chord, the coo rdinate x is no rmalised to the interval
- 1 < x < 1 and P~.-(.c ) are polynomials which fulfil the orrhogonality condition

(A.3)
The vector {a} of the coeiTicients ak is determined for a given pressure distribution by the expressio n

J
1

(A.4)

{n}

= ;bt

{P(.t )} Cp(x )d.t.

- 1

The elements of the vector {P(.r) } are the polynomials Pk(x) . The quantities
calculated in the lifting lines method from the set of algebraic equations are the
strengths of lifting lines (pressure doublets). They are related to the ak coefficients
directly

(A.S)
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where [W] is a diagonal matrix with weight coefficients of the G auss- J acobi
quadrature, and the elements of the matrix [P] are the values o f the polyno mia ls
h(x) in the nodes of this quadrature.
The upwash distribution is approximated by means of the po lynomials Q ~.- (x ) =

Pk( -x)
(A.6)

w x ~-

( )

1

n- 1

L /J.-Q k(x ) = -1 {Q(x )}T {!} ,

U

7r

k=O

7r

where the coefficients f k are determined by the expressio n

{!}

(A.7)

= jl J l + x
- 1

{Q(x)) w (x ) dx .
U

1 -x

They are next transformed to the form

{w}

(A.S)

= .!_[P
f{f}
7r

=

([ P][I V])- 1 {!}.

The discretized model of the piston theory may be constructed on the basis of
the fo llowing scheme

{w} => {!} =>

(A.9)

w(x )
U
=> cp (.t) =>

{a}=> {cp},

with the use of the relatio ns (A.8), (A.6), (7.7), (A.4) and (A.5).

(A.IO)

{c, }

~ ;;~/ [ll'][ Pf

(l

{I' ( >)){Q (x))T

d.c ) [P ][IV]{ w) ,

where

{1+( - 1)k+n
1 - (- 1)"-k
fo r n :f k ,
k+ n +]
n-k
(All)
Pk(x )Qn(x ) dx =
2
- I
fo r n = k
2n + 1
The matrix [ D] de fin ed in (7.6) has, in the case of li ftin g lines metho d, a quasidiagonal fo rm and each di ago nal block correspo nds to a cross-sectio n of the wing
and has the form de termined by (A.1 0).
1

J
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Travelling waves in laser sustained plasma
Constant coefficient case
B. KA.iMIERCZAK

(WARSZAWA )

W E USE the Conley index theo ry to prove existence of trave lling waves to a system of pa rtial
d iffere ntia l eq uatio ns dcscribing a two-te mperature mudcl o f plasma sus tained by a laser beam.
These waves connect two asy mptotic state of gas: a cold one and a hot partially io nized one.

1. Introduction

THE AIM OF THIS PAPER is to prove the existence of travelling wave solution to
the equations of a two-temperature model describing the laser-sustained plasma
(see system (0)). T he problem was positively solved by means of the implicit
functio n theorem in [5] under the condition of sufficiently large values of the
coupling parameter. Th is time we use the technique of Conley connection index
theory (see [1 , 2, 3, 4]). l t seems interesting to compare th ese two methods. For
simplicity, we consider the case of constant tra nspo rt coeffi cients. The case of
variable transport coefficients will be considered in the subsequent paper.
The evolution of temperatures T1 and T 2 of electro ns and heavy particles
(i.e.atoms and io ns) in plasma sustained by a lase r beam under a constant pressure
p are described by the following equatio ns (see [5] and references therein):

(0)

(%
l +V . grad) c, = div (k, grad T, ) + r, - (T, (%
t + v • grad) c2 = div (/.:2 grad 'I2) + 1·1- (T
1 -

T2)W ,
T2)W.

Here ki are efTective heat co nductivity coefficients, c; their efTective heat capacities per unit volume. F 1, F2 are nonlinear source functio ns. The term ('f1- T2)W
describes collisional energy exchange betweee n electro ns and heavy particles. W is
proportional to the freq uency of electron-heavy particle collisions. This freque ncy
tends to infi nity asp ~ oo. So, we can write W(71; T1 , '/2) = /\(7J)II'(T1 , T2), where
>. is a real parameter, >.(p ) ___,. oo as p ___,. oo. The fu nctions k; > 0, ci > 0, Fi,
i E {1, 2}, and W > 0 depend in general o n T1 and 12. However, for simplicity
of presentation we will assume th at ki, ci, and 11' are co nsta nt. The depende nce
on T 1 and T 2 will be retained only in nonlinear sou rce terms F1 and F2 •
Dy looking for solutio ns in the form of a travelling wave, th at is by making a
substitution:
T 1(x , t )

= u 1(x · 11 + x_l),

12(x, t )
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where n E JR.3 can be interpreted as the direction o f propagation and x as a speed
of the wave, we are led to a system of ordina1y differential equations of the form:

c1B u'1 + F1(u) + A. ll ' (ul - u2) = 0,
k2 u'2- c2Bu2 + F2(u) + /\ll ' ( tq- u2) = 0,
k1 1L~ -

where':= dj d~, ~ := x·n + >._t, B := ( \ + v· n) and ·u := (u 1 , u 2 ). It is obvious that
by changing the scale of the independent variab le and redefining the constants
Ct. c2 and >.we may obtain a simpler (but less symmetric) form of this system:
(1.1)

u;'- c1Bu; + F 1(u) - >.(ul - u2)

= 0,

k u].- c2Bu2 + F2(u) + >.(tLJ- u2)

= 0.

The roots of the corresponding algebraic system
F 1 (tt)- A.(zq - u2)

F2(u) + A.(ul - u2)

= 0,
= 0,

are called constant states fo r (1.1 ). So, we are in terestcd in solutions defined for
all~ E JR. 1 whose derivatives vanish at ±oo and such that ( u1(0,u2(0) tends to
different constant states as ~ ± oo. Such so lutions are called heterodinics. Fo r a
given >. such solutions can exist only for certain values of the parameter fJ. (The
problem considered is a sort of a nonl inear eigenvalue problem). Thus it makes
sense to speak of heteroclinic triples (B, u 1, u 2) satisfying Eqs. (1.1 ). Our aim is
to prove existence of a heteroclinic connecting appropriate constant states of
Eqs. (1.1). These constant states can be interpre ted as the two states of gas: the
cold incoming one (at - oo) and the partially ion ized hot o ne (at oo ). The existence
theorem is stated in Theorem at the end of Sec. 7.
Th analyze heteroclinic connections for Eqs. ( 1.1) we will consider the following family of systems:

c10u; + F 1r1 - /\ (ul - u2 )
ku'.f. - c2,1fJ n2 + f2, 1 + /\( 11 I - 'U2 )
u~-

(l.ry)

=

0,

= 0,

where 1J E [0, 1] and

C21J = CJk(1 - 1J) + 1JC2,
:F11) := Fs + ry(F1 - Fs),
Fs(UJ,u2) := (FI + F2)

(C1

:F2,1 := Fs + ry(F2- Fs),
1
+ k)- (ul + l.:u2), (1 + k) - 1(ul + ku2)).

When we denote w := (1 + k)- 1 (u 1 + ku 2), d :=
both sides of Eqs. (l.ry ), we obtain the system:

u:!, add and subtract the

+ 2(1 + k)- 1F (w , w)
+ 7)(1 + k)- 1 (Ft + F2 - 2Fs- (c2- CJk )Bu2 ) = 0,
d" - c1Bd'- (1 + k - 1)/\ d + 17k - 1 (kF1 - F2 + (c2- clk)B u2) = 0.

w"- c1Bw'

(2)

tL 1 -

5
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Sections 2- 5 have a prep aratory character. Sectio n 2 co ntains th e assumptio ns
impo sed o n the coefficients of system (1.1 ). In Sec. 3 we examine p rop erties of
constant states of system (l.ry ), and especially th eir behaviour for large >.. In Sec. 4
we prove a priori estimates fo r first derivatives of the solutio ns to (l. ry) p rovided
th ey are contained in a certa in bo unded regio n of ( u 1 , u 2)-space and p rove that
the set of 8, fo r which a he teroclinic o rbit can exist is comprised in some bo unded
open interval (80 , 8 1), whe re 0 < 80 < 81• Such estimations are necessary, because
we want an isolating n eighbo urhood to be a compact subset o f th e phase space.
In Sec. 5 we examine the e igenvalues and e ige nvecto rs of the system linearized at
its singular p oints. In Sec. 6 we construct a n 17-family of co mpact subsets of the
phase space such that:
1) they are continuously varying with 17,
2) each of them is an iso lating neighbou rhood with respect to the fl ow ge nerated by E qs. (l.ry).
Fo r 17 = 0 the system (l.17) has almost a "classical" structure a nd is relatively
easy to analyze. T hen, using the invariance of the con nectio n index under continuatio n relation we can a nalyze existence o f he teroclinics for the system (1.1 ).
We did it in Sec. 7. Fo r reader's convenience we have collected the necessary
statements o f the connection index th eo ry taken from [1] in the Append ix A.

2. Assumptions
AsSUMITION 1. All t he conside red functions are of C 2 class. 0
A ssuMITION 2. The consta nts k, c 1 and c 2 a re posit ive. 0
Assu MITION 3. In the inte Jval [ - 2T, 1 + 2T], T > 0, the equation

F (y, y) := F't(y, y) + Fz(y, y) = 0

(3)

has exactly three solutio ns 0, 1 and
and l~y (Yo , Yo) > 0. 0

vo E (0, 1) such that l~y (0, 0) < 0, F,y (1, 1) < 0

I

ASSUMITION 4.

J

F (y , y) dy := I > 0.

D

0

3. Cons ta nt states du r ing continua tion
First of all, we will examine the behaviour o f constan t states fo r (l.17) i.e.
solutions to the algebra ic system:

(4)

F111(1t J,u2) - >. ( u, - uz )

= 0,

Fz,1(1t t , u2 ) + .A (a t - u2)

0,

while the p a rameter 17 cha nges in th e inte1val [0 , 1].
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REMARK. Let us note that the functions :F1,P :F2, satisfy the relation

where 1 (17)

= 2- 7].

0

To begin with, we will characterize the properties of the solutions to the system
(4) with respect to the sol utions of Eq. (3). First, it is easy to note, by means of
the implicit function theorem, that for sufficiently brge A and u 1 E [ -2r, 1 + 2r]
the equations :F177 (u~ou2) - A(ul - u2) = 0 and :F2,1(u1 , u2) + >.(ui- uz) = 0
are uniquely solvable with respect to u2 . The solutions to these equations will be
denoted below respectively by ttz = Jl,l (ul) and lL2 = v,,( ul)·
Below, :F;11 ,j will denote the partial d erivative of F ;,1 with re:-;pect to Uj.
LEMMA 1.
a. For all 1J E [0, 1] and sufficiently large >. > 0, the system (4) has exactly
three solution pairs (u 1, u 2)(>. , 17) such that both u 1 and u2 belong to the interval
[-r, 1 + r ] and such that for>. --.
they tend to app ropriate solutions of Eq. (3).
b. Let V belong to the set {0, y0 , 1} of solutions to Eq. (3) and let F,y(V) =
[(PI + Fz)(y, y)],yiy=V > 0 ( < 0) in some open neighbourhood of V in R 1•
Let (u 1 , u2)(.A,17) be this branch of solutions to (4) which tends to (V, V) as
A --+ oo. Then, in some open (in R 2 ) neighbourhood of this solution we have
[(:F117 + :F2,7) ( 11 1, uz)], 1 + [(F1 ,1 + :F2,1)( 'LJ, '~~z)l.z > 0 ( < 0).
Delow U.,(A , 1J) := (Uv l (>. , 1]), u.,2(/\, IJ)), I/ E {, 0, + }, will deno te the solution
branch such that U_(A,1J)--. (0, 0), L'0(/\,17) (y0,y0) and U+ (A , 17) ---. (1 , 1) for
>. --+ 00.
c. For all sufficiently large>. and all u 1 E [U_ 1 (/\ ,7J),U+ 1(.A ,7J)], we have
J.L~(u 1 ) > 0, v;/u 1) > 0. Moreover in all sufficient ly smal l neighbo urhoods of the
points U_(>., 17) and U+ (>. , 17) we have the inequalities,
> ·u;,. 0
P r o o f. Adding and subtracting both sid es of Egs. (4) we obtain:

t<,

(4')

:;:,, + :Fz,, = 0,
C(:F111 - :F2,7)

-

2( ul - uz )

= 0,

where e = >.-I. If e = 0 and v 1 anQ u2 sa tisfying the second equation are
bounded, then they must satisfy the eq uality u 2 = u 1• Putting it into the first
equation we infer, according to the definition of F ;,1, that it is equivalent to
the equation F(u 1 , 1t 1) = 0 i.e. to Eq.(3). Thus, for e = 0, in the rectangle
[-2r , 1 + 2r] x [-2r, 1 + 2r] there are exactly three solutions equal to (V, V),
V E {0, Yo, 1}. The determinan t of the Jacobian of the mapping (R 2 ---. R 2)
determined by the left-hand sides of (4') for C = 0 is eq ual to 2") (17)F,y(y, y)ly=V,
V E {0, Yo, 1}. So, according to Assumption 3 it is nonzero. H ence point a follows
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from the implicit function theorem. The proof of point b follows immediately from
the continuity of the partial derivatives of :Fi,1.
Now, difTerentiating both sides of Eqs. (4) with respect to u 1 we obtain the
equalities:

All the terms in the expressio n for 11;1 are take n at a point (n 1 , Jt,1(u 1)), and
in the expression fo r '!?~ at a point (u 1 , '!?,1(u 1)). Suppose th at '!?~ > IL~ in some
neighbourhood of U_ (>.., 17) or U+ (>.. , 17 ). Then, fo r /\ sufficiently large, all brackets
in the expressions above are positive and we wo uld have
[- :FI1),I + >..](1LJ , J.L,1(u i))[.F2,1,2 + /\]( ui,v,7(uJ))
- ( :F2q, l + >..J( nJ, '!?,1( uJ))(F l!7,2 + )..](u J, IL1J (uJ)) < 0.

Sufficiently close to Uv(>.., 17 ) (11 = - or v = + ) the difTerence ('!? 11 (tt 1) - J.L 11 (u 1 ))
can be made arbitrarily small . Consequently, fo r sufficiently large >.., this would
imply the inequality

However, according to Assumptio n 3 and point b of this lemma, this would imply,
that the left-hand side of the last inequal ity would be positive, wh ich could not
be true. This proves point c. 0
LEMMA 2. Let the assumptio ns of Lemma 1 be fulfill ed. Then for).. sufficiently
large determinant of the matrix

(.FJ,1.2(v) + /\)k ] l.:- l
(:F2q.2(u) - /\)

(5)

has the sign opposite to the sign of th e expressio n

P r o o f. The determinant of. VI is equal

to

Thus, for ).. sufficiently large, we obtain the claim of this lemma.
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4. A priori estimates
Global properties of heteroclinic solutions.
According to Lemma 1, especially to the proof of point a of that lemma, for
suilicien tly large >., the solutions U v ( >. , 7J ), v E { - , 0, +} are isolated. To be mo re
precise, there exists a number r* > 0 such that in the rectangle

there are no other solutions to the system (4 ).
LEMMA 3. For sufTciently large >. there exists a constant L * < oo independent
of the values of B, 1J E [0, 1] and >., such tha t for all bounded solutions to (l.ry),
for which u 1 and u 2 stay in the rectangle R,1 fo r all ~ we have the estimate:

P r o o f. First, suppose that the fu nction d(O = U t (0 - u2 (0 achieves
a positive maximum (negative minimum) for some ~ = ( E ( -oo, oo) and that
(u t((), u 2(()) lies in R w Then at this point d' = 0 and d" ::; 0 (2: 0). Hence, due
to (2),

(6)

ldl :S ryk-t(lkFI - F2l + l(c2 - Ctk)B u21)(1 + 1.:- 1 )- 1 >.- 1 .

As we assume that the solution is bo unded (fo r all times) and u2 (0 = 0 for
1~ 1 = oo, then Bu2 must attain the global maximum somewhere. As d' = 0 implies
u! = u2 = w' at the point of extremum, th en by means of the first equation in
(2), we can find an upper bound for l(c2- c 1 k)Bu2 1· It is not greater than

After some computations one can prove th at the right-hand side of (6) is not
greater than max{ry , (1 + c 1c2 t7J- t) -t } me:oc(2IF't( n)l + 2IP2(u)l + 2ll::S (u)l)>. - 1,
11
where the maximum is taken over Hw This expression has a common bound
independent of 7]. 0
Dy means of Lemma 3 we can prove:
LEMMA 4. For sufficiently large >. there exists a number L < oo independent
of 7J E [0, 1], B E ( - oo, oo) and >. , such th at for all solutions to (1.ry) which (for
all 0 stay in the rectangle R,1 the estimates l u ~ I < L, Iu21 < L hold. 0
Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary solution sati sfying the above co nditions.
Then there is M such that IFi 11 + (- l)i >.(u1 - u2) l < M for i = 1, 2 and (tq , u2 ) E
R 11 • Let us note, that due to Lemma 3, l/\ (u1 - n2)l < L*, so !If can also be
treated as independent of>.. First, let us examin e the case: (ctB) 2: 1. Suppose
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th at for some solution Iu~ I attains a value la rge r tha n AI. Then u'1 and u'{ have
the same sign and th is pro p e rty is re tained fo r all posi tive times. Conseque ntly,
this solutio n will grow exponen tially, co ntra ry to the bo undedn ess of the solution.
Hence, lu; I ~ M . If c 1B ~ - 1, th e n changing th e d irectio n of "time" we arrive at
the equation o f th e fo rm: u~' = c 1Bu'1- [F 111 - A(u 1- u2) J, thus fo r all positive times
u~ and u~ h ave the same sign (as befo re) a nd th e solution will grow exponentially.
So, lu~ I ~ M . In the same way we can prove that I1L21 ~ AI, if lc21JBI ~ 1. Now,
let us analyze th e case lc 1BI ~ 1. The n fo r suffi ciently la rge l u~ l, l u~l < lu;l + M
(Remembe r th at IF i'l + (- 1 )i A( u 1 - u2)l < M). Thus, if u~ (0) = L 1 > 0, the n
fo r ~ > 0, we wo uld have u;(O > exp (-0[ L 1 - M(exp(O - 1)) indepe nde ntly
of the sign of (c 1B). Integra ting th is ineq ual ity with respect t o~ over the interval
(0,1) we obtain th a t lu 1(1) - 1L 1(0) 1 > L 1(1 - e- 1) - llf. For L 1 sufficiently
la rge, the right-ha nd side o f this inequa lity is strictly larger th an ( U+ 1 (A, 77) U _ 1(.A. , 77) + 2r*), which is impossible due to the fact that th e solutio n must lie in
R'l . If L 1 < 0, the proof is carried o ut in the same way. Likewise the inequality
lc21JBI ~ 1 implies the ineq uality Iu21 < L2. Co nseque ntly lu; I < L, lu21 < L ,
where L = max{Af, L 1, L2} . 0
Let r = (c2 k - 1 - cJ), r,) = 1JIFI. If r ~ 0, let m = 2, ).. (1J) = CJ and
s = k(1 + k)- 1. If r < 0, the n le t 1H = 1, \ ('7) = C2,, k- 1 and s = (1 + k) - 1 . Now,
the first equa tio n in (2) can be wri tten as:

(7)
The next lemma estimates the "possible" values o f B.
LEMMA 5. There exists >. 0 E (0, oo) suc h that fo r all >. > >.o, 17 E [0 , 1]
the value of B, fo r which a he tcroclinic solutio n (with no nnega tive derivatives) to
system (l.17) connecting th e pa in ts U _ ( ,\, 11) a nd U + (,\, 17 ) ca n exist, is positive and
bounded unifo rmly fro m above and below i.e B E (Bo, 01) with 0 < Bo < B1. 0
Pr oof. Suppose th a t, for some B = B(17), ( u 1 (0 , u2 (0 ) satisfies (l.ry). Then
there is no open interval (comprised in ( - oo, oo )) such fo r ·i = 1 o r i = 2, 1Li(0
0 for~ from this interval. For, th e n ui'
0, u; = const and F i'l- >.( 1L 1 - 1L2)( - 1 )i- l
would be equal to 0 in th is in terva l. Due to Lemma l.c (fo r >. sufficien tly large)
the slope of the curve (Fi'l - >.( u 1 - 1L 2)( - 1y - l) = 0 is positive and finite, so
this would imply that U j = const also, where j is the index complementary to i.
Consequently this would be a singula r poin t. Dut th is cannot happen for 1~1 < oo.
Multiplying Eq. (7) by w' and integrating with respect to~ from ( - oo) to (oo)
we obtain:

=

=

00

(x'l

+ F1J)B(17)

j

- 00

00

w' (0 d~- (1 +
2

k)-

1

j (F

111

+ F2f))(u;d~ + ku;dO ~ 0.

- 00

We claim that for .A. sufficiently la rge, th e second te rm a t th e left-hand side is,
independently of 17 E [0, 1), positive, say, larger th a n s- 1I (Assumption 4). To
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prove this, let us consider for example the integral

1,1

+

l\:AZMI8RCZAI<

F2,1 ) n'1 d~. It is eq ual

- 00

to f{F117 (u, ,u2(u 1)) + F2,,(1LJ , '112 (u,))}rlu, , where u2(u 1) = u2(~ (1t J)), ~(u ,) is
the inverse of the function 1t 1(0 and the integration is made over the interval
[U_ 1(>. , ry), U+ 1(>., ry)]. Now, using point a of Lemma 1 (and its proof) and Lemma
3 we infer, by means of Taylor expansion with respect to (u2 (u 1) - u 1), t hat
1

this integral is larger than (1 (17)

j F (u 1)du1 - c >.- 1), where C is a constant
0

independent of>. and 17. The second integral can be estimated in the same way,
00

so, we infer that the claim is true. The integral

j

w' 2(0 d~ can be written as the

- oo

integral J w'(w) dw over the interval, which is bo unded fo r every TJ. As, due to
Lemma 4, Jw'(OI < L independently of~ E ( - oo , oc ) and 17 E [0, 1], and (x 11 +
F,J > 0, then (for all17 E [0, 1]) we infer that O(,J) > 0. Hence inf(B(17)) > Bo > 0.

,,

To find an uppe r bound for B(11) let us integrate Eq . (7) from ( -oo)
the fact that w' ~ 0. We obtain:
2- 1 w·2(0

~

<

,\ B(1J)

j

w'

2(0

rl~- (1 +

-oo

to~

using

(

k)- 1

j (F 1,1 + F2,1 )( u~ d~ + l.: u~ dO.

-00

Now, as before, one can easily prove th at fo r >- sufficiently large and all 17 E [0, 1]
there exists ( E ( - oo , oo) such that fo r ~ = ( the last term of the above inequality
y

(respecting the sign) is positive, say, large r than ( - 8- 1J), where J

= mJnJF(s) ds,
0

where minimum is taken over the intetval [0, 1]. J is negative due to Assumption
3. Consequently, there is a point on the trajecto ry, where 2- 1 w'2 ~ -8- 1J . Thus,
at the point of maximum of w' it follows fro m (7) that f:J (17) :::; sup(F 17,(u 1, u2) +
F217 ( u 1, u2))2[x1) (J.: + l) JJr ' , wh ere the supremum is taken over u E RT)' The
right-hand side of this inequality is bo unded from above by a number indepe ndent
of 7], let us denote it by f:J 1. Thus, we obtain the claim of the lemma. 0
5. E igen values of the lin earized sys te m
B elo w Z J and z2 will be variables standing f or u~ and
Equations (l.ry) may be written as the fi rst o rder system:

u2 and

z . - (.:-1, z2).

( z J, Z2,c lB z, - F 11J + ,\(ui - ·u2) ,
k- 1{c2,/J.:2 - F21J - t\ (u, - u2)}) .
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It is seen that the zeros o f th e right-hand side have the fo llowing form :

where U(>.., TJ) is a solution to system (4). Thus, fo r (u 1 , u 2 ) in the rectangle
[ -r, 1 + T] x [ - r, 1 + T] and sufficiently large >.. we have exactly three zeros:
(Uv (>.. , TJ), 0, 0),
v E { - , 0, + }. Linearizing (1.17) aro und (Uv (>.., 17), 0, 0),
v E { -, 0, + },we obtain the system:
u~
u'2

U!

I

(8)

z,

z'I
z'2

:= Mv(>.. , TJ)

U2

z,
Z2

where Mv(>.., TJ) := M(>.. , 17, Uv(>.. , 11)) and A1(,\ , 17, u) is defined in Lemma 2
by (5).
LEMMA 6. Let Ass umptions 2 and 3 be fulfilled. Then, for all sufficiently large
>.., () E (0, oo) and all TJ E [0, 1], the matrix M v(,\ , 17), v E { -, + },has fo ur real
eigenvalues. Two of them are positive and two of them are negative. 0
The proof of this lemma will be sketched in Appendix I3. It is easy to note
that the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue q of the matrix ilfv(,\ , TJ),
v E {-,0, +} has the form (~ 1 ,6,( 1 ,(2 ), where(; = q~i , i = 1, 2. (See [1] p.335.)
LEMMA 7. Let Assumptions 2 and 3 be fulfi lled. Then, for all suffic ien tly large
E (0, oo) and all 17 E [0, 1], the matrix M 0 (>.., tJ) has one negative, one positive
eigenvalue and two complex conjugate eigenvalues with positive real parts. The
components ~ t. 6 of the eigenvector corresponding to the negative eigenvalue
satisfy the condition 6~! 1 < 0. 0

>.., ()

The proof o f this Lemma 7 will be given in Appendix I3.
6. Isola ti ng neighbourhood du r ing con tinu a ti on

In this section we construct an 17-fam ily o f compact subsets N 3(,J), such that for
each TJ E [0, l] N3(7J) is an isolating neighbourhood fo r the now generated by the
first order system corresponding to (1.17). Every \'3 ('7) consists of a parallelepiped

plus "small" neighbo urhoods o f the singular points, which we want to connect
(N (17)), minus a small neighbourhood of the remaining singular point N 3 (0 , "'• TJ ).
This po int can be excised accord ing to Lemma 7 and the Lemma in 4.D in [1].
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Let us denote:

Ft1J(ui,uz) - A(ui- uz ) := Ht(A ,1],Ut,'lLz),
Fz1J(ul , uz) + A(tq - uz) := 1tz(A, ry , u1, 1tz).
As the proofs carried out below are th e same for all 17 E [0 , 1] and all sufficiently
large A, the n, to simplify notation, when there will be no danger of confusion, we
will write 1ti(0 instead of1t;(A, 17, Ut(O, uz(O).
According to Lemma 1 for fixed 77 and A (sufficiently large), the zero sets
of 7-(. 1 and H2 near the points U_ (A, ry ) := (U_ 1 ,U_2)(A , 77) and U+ (A,ry) :=
(U+ 1 , U+ 2)( A, 77) have the graph like that in Fig. 1.

I
FIG.

1.

LEMMA 8. The re exist smooth functions E2vC'tJ), such that for 17 E [0, 1], v E
{J E (0, 1] and all sufficiently small ..J 1 > 0, the set

{-, +},

N(b,ry,v, iJ.I) := {(1t,z): l·ul-Uvl(/\,17)1 ~ b.:1 t , lu2 -Uv2 (A ,17)I ~ biJ.2v(17),

Iz; I < L, i = 1, 2},
where L12v(77) = iJ.1 c2v(17) is an isolating ne ighbo urhood. 0
By means of Lemma 9 it may be proved th at (Uv, 0 , 0) is the maximal invariant
set in N(b, ry, v, iJ. 1), but we do not use this fact explicitly belowe.
Pro o f of Lemma 8. According to point c of Lemma 1 we have ~t:1 (u t) >
u 1 E {U_ 1(A, 17) , U+ 1(A , 17)}. Thus, for all sufficiently small iJ. 1 > 0, we
can find a smooth function c2v(17) such that, if ..J2v (17) = E2v(7J).:1t, th en the curve
7-(. 1 = 0 intersects th e upper and lower side of the rectangle ltLJ - Uv tl ~ {JiJ.I>
lu2- Uv2l ~ bi12v(17) and the curve H2 = 0 intersects the right and left side of this
rectangle. 7-(. 2 < 0 (> 0) at the upper (lower) side and H 1 < 0 (> 0) at its right
'!9~ (u 1 ) for
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(left) side. B o unded solutions of the considered family of equations (according
to Lemma 4) cannot touch the sets lzil = L. They can only touch the boundary
of this neighbourhood at p o ints whose proj ection o nto the (u 1, u 2)-plane are
contained in the sides of the conside red rectan gle (for fixed 8). Howeve r, this is
impossible. Suppose for example, th at u 2 has a max imum a t th e uppe r side of this
rectangle. The n z2(() = 0 a nd z2(() :S 0 for some ( E ( -oo, oo ). Simultaneously
z2(0 = - 7-l 2 ((). This contradicts the fact th a t H 2 < 0 a t th at side. The remaining
cases may be a na lyzed simila rly. 0
Let

Nl(TJ ) := {CuJ,U2, ZJ,Z2): u_i (A ,rJ)

:s :s U+; (A ,rJ),
'tlj

0 :s

Zj

:s L ,

i = 1,2},

where L is the number appearing in L emma 4. The n, let:

N(8,ry) :=

N (8,ry, - , .t~q))

u N (8, r1, + , L1 1),

where Ll 1 is fixed and so small th a t 1\' (8, 17, v, .c.l 1) , v E {-, +}, is an isolating
neighbourhood of the point (Uv (>., 17 ), 0, 0) and

N3 (0 , , , ry) := { (<LJ , u2, z 1, .:2):

ltLJ- Uo J(>. , rJ)I + lz1 l < "-,
Iu 2 - u02 C>. , TJ) I + Iz2l < "'} ,

where "' is a sufficiently small positive numbe r. F inally, le t

N 2 ( 8, TJ) := N 1( 17) U N (8, 17),
l\3(8, 77) := /\'2 (8, r1)\N3(0 . "-, '1) ,

N2('7) := N2(l , rJ) ,
i\'3( 11) := .t\'3(1, 71)·

For any compact set Z comprised in rlz e phase space S ( Z ) will denote the maximal
invariant set comprised in Z .
LEMMA 9. Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 a re fulfill ed. Then, for sufficie ntly
small"'> 0 and a ll ryE [0, 1], the set l\ 3 (ry) is an isola ting neighbourhood for the
flow determined by (l.r7). Furthermore, we have:

1. S(N2(r7)) = S(NI (r7)).
2. For any B E [Bo , BJ]

S(N3 (r7))

= {singular points u (pe rh aps)

connecting trajectories} . 0

P r o o f. First, let us note th a t the following le mma is va lid:
LEMMA 10. S(N 1(r7))nD N 1(r7) co nsists only of singula r points belonging to N 1. 0
The proof of this lemma is give n in Appendix C.
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Let N 2(0, r;) := n{N2(8, 17) : 8 E (0, 1]} . Arguing as in the proof of Lemma
Sec. 4. in [1] let us note that

N2(0, r;)\N,(17)

= {(-u , , u2 , z,, z2) :
v E { - , + },

= Uv (.A, 17 ),

( tq, 112)

l=d, l=2l < L,

z, < 0

or z2 < 0 }.

Trajectories through the points belonging to this set leave the set N2 (0) in appropriate direction. So, if S(N2W', 17)) :f S(N 1(tJ)) fo r some 8* E (0 , 1], then
there must exist 8 E (0, 8* ] such that S(N2(8, 17)) n DN2(8, 17) comprises a po int
not belonging to S(N 1(r;)). The set DN2(8, 17 ) may be divided into three parts:
&N (8, r; )\N 1(r; ), &N 1(r;)\N (8, r;) and D V1(17) n DN(8, 17). In Lemma 8 and the
first part of proof of Lemma 10 (Appendix C) we showed that the in te rsection
of S(N2 (8, r;)) with 8N (8, 17)\N 1(17 ) and DN 1(tl )\N (8, 17 ) is eiter empty or belongs
to N 1• Thus, it suffices to show the following statement:
LEMMA 11. S(N 2(8, r;)) n DN 1(17) n Dl\"(8, 17) = 0 for all 8 E (0, 1]. 0
The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix C.
In view of this lemma, point 1 of Lemma 9 is proved.
Now, due to Assumption 3, Lemma 2 and Lemma 7 we infer that the set
of points on trajecto ries comprised in S(i\'2 (b, 17 )) = S( N 1('tJ)) tending to the
point Uo (.A , 17) as ~ -> oo is empty. Thus, according to Lemma in Sec. 4.D , fo r "'
sufficiently small N3 (0, K, 17) can be excised fro m A 2(8, 17), 8 E (0, 1], 17 E [0, 1]. It
follows that N 3 (17) is a good isolati ng neighbo urhood. Point 2 o f Lem ma 9 fo llows
straight forwardly from the definiti on of i\' 1(tJ). 0
7. Conn ectio n index for ry

= 0 and exis te nce proo f

Now, for 7J E [0, 1], let
s~ :=

(U_(.>., 77 ), 0, 0) x [00 , ol] ,

Let SI') denote the maximal invariant set in the set N 3 (tl) x [00 , /J I] wit h respect
to the fl ow generated by (1. 17) togethe r with the equation 01 = 0. Due to the
results of the above sections, th e connection triples (S0. S0, So) and (S;, S ~ , S1)
are related by contin uation. l3y Theorem in Sec. 2.D o f [1] these triples have the
same (homotopic) connection indices. Accord ing to the defi nition (see [1] and the
Appendix A), the connectio n index of the triple (S0, S0, So) is the Conley index
of N 3 (0) x [00 , 01] with respect to the flow generated by Eqs. (1.0) (by which we
mean (l.17) with ry = 0) wri tten as a first orde r system, i.e. the system:
1

I

Ut
I

u2

zi - c10.:1 + Fs- ,\ ( n t kz~ - Ctf.:0.:-2

1t2)

+ Fs + .A ( tt t - 112)
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together with the equation

where {3 is a sufficiently small positive parameter. Let U' and U" denote open
neighbourhoods in R4 x (Bo - E,B 1 + c ) of S' (Bo) u S'(B 1) and S "(Bo) u S"(B 1),
respectively, having disjoint closures. The real-valued continuous function cp is
arbitrary except for the fact that it is positive in U' and negative in U" (see
Definition A.4 of the Appendix A).
To analyze the connection index for th e above system it is convenient to change
the dependent variables, name ly to consider the system:
(9.a)
(9.b)

Ll 1

= Z.j ,

(9.c)
where

and

The transformation (a 1 , 1t2 ,z 1,z 2 ,B) __,. (w,~,z w , z .j , e ) is a linear homeomorphism which tra nsforms N 3(0) x [Bo, 8 1] to a compact set; let us write it as
NwL> x [Bo, BI]. The set of exit po ints a re transfo rm ed into the set of exit points,
so the invariant set comprised in N w .:1 x [Bo, BJ] has the same Conley index as the
invariant set contained in JV3 (0) x [80 , BI]. Let us denote:
p := { (w, _:_1 , Zw , Z.J):

~

= 0,

Z _j

= 0}.

LEMMA 12. For >. > 0 the set S(N w ..:l x [Bo , BI]) is comprised m the set
P x [Bo , BI] 0

P r o o f. For any finite values of f) all no nconstant trajectories of solutions
to system (9.b) lie either on stable o r unstable manifold of the singular point
(0, 0, 0, 0), so it leaves Nw L> in positive or negat ive " time" direction . 0
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So, in variables (w, Ll , zw, zLl, B) the sets S0 and S0 are contained in P x

[Bo, BI]. Moreover, without losing generality we may assume that the functi o n
<PLl (w, Ll, zw, zLl) is constant with respect to (....l , .:.J) in some open neighbo urhood
of the plane P. It is clear that th e set [(
lU
Zu )nNw..1 ] x [Bo , BJ] , where Zu is
xENw.:.nP

the set of points of a plane perpendicular toP at x (in (w, .d , zw , z..1)-space) a nd
whose distance from P is not greater th an £, is a good iso lating neighbourhood of
the considered invariant set. Moreover, accord ing to the robustness of the Conley
index theory for sufficiently small (positive) £, the set

where J is the subset of NwLl n P, such tha t Zxe: is completely comprised in NwL1
for x E J, retains this property only if € is taken sufficiently small.
Obviously this set can be written as a Cartesian product

N* := Nw X N &

X

[Bo , BI] := Nw

X { (_j,

.:.J) : dist [(....l , .:...1), (0, 0)]

:S €} x [Bo, BJ] ,

where Nw is equivalent to :1 (defi ned in terms of w and zw )· Note, that the
system consisting of (9.a) and (9.c) does not depend, for sufficiently small c,
on Ll. According to t his fact th e trajectories belonging to the invariant set do
not change, if the second equation in (9.b) is replaced by any of the fam ily of
equations z~-ac 1 BzLl-(1 + k - 1 ) .\....l = O, where o. E [0, l] . Thus,foralla E [0, 1],
the set N* is a good isolating neighbo urhood a nd we can replace (9.b) by
(10)

Ll'

= ZL1 ,

In this way the system for (....l , z.J) is complete ly decoupled from the rest of the
system as the eq uat ions of (9.a) and (9.c) do no t depend on (....l, z..1). Due to the
known properties, the Conley index of N · is homotopic to h..1 1\ hwo , where h..1
is the Conley index of N Lltc with respect to (1 0) and hwo is the Conley index of
Nw x [Bo, BI] with respect to th e flow ge nerated by (9.a), (9.c).
Now, according to A ssumptio ns 2-4 there exists Bs E (B0 , B1) such tha t (9.a)
has a heteroclinic solution con necting the poin ts ( w, .:w) = (0, 0) and (w, zw ) =
(1 , 0). Let T 1 denote the trajectory of (9.a) fo r B = BS, crossing the zw axis at
a point, say (0, J). Let Be E (0, Bo) be so sma ll th at fo r B = Be the eige nvalues
of the lin earizat io n matrix of th e sytem (9.a) at ( w0 , 0) are complex conjuga te
(and have p ositive real part). Let 12 denote a (connected) segment of the spiral
trajectory of (9.a) with B = Be which lies in the halfplane z 2:: 0 sufficiently close
to (wo, 0). One can see th at (witho ut changing the Conley index) Nw x [Bo , BI] can
be deform ed to the region bounded by T 1, T2, the lines w = - w , w = 1 + w, w > 0
small, the boundaries of small diamonds consisting o f th e points (1 , 0) and (0, 0)
and the line zw = 0 as it is do ne in [1 ]. (During the deformation th e inva riant
trajectory, if it exists, does no t to uch the boundary of the deformed regio n). Thus
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the Conley index of Nw x [Bo, Bt] with respect to the flow generated by (9.a), (9.c)
can be computed to be homotopic to 0. Consequently, the connection index of
N* i.e. hLl /\ 0 ~ E 1 /\ 0 ~ 0. On the other hand, according to the results of
Sec. 5, for any TJ E [0, 1], the singular points (U+(,\ , 17), 0, 0) and (U_(A, 17), 0, 0)
are isolated invariant sets and the Conley index of them is homotopic to E 2 • As
(E 1 /\ E 2) v E 2 = E 3 v E 2 is not in the homotopy class of 0, then according to
Theorem in Ses. 2.F of [1], it follows that s;us; f 5 1 . Conseq uently in view of
Lemma 9 point 2 we infer (by Jetting j3 -+ 0) that the following theorem is true:
THEOREM. L et Assumptions 1-4 be satisfied. Then there exists B• E (Bo, Bt] such
that for B = B* and all sufficiently large A > 0, there exists a heteroclinic solution to
system (1.1) connecting the constant states U_(A, 1) and U+ (A , 1). 0

8. Discussion
It is possible to estimate the minimal value of A which is sufficient to prove
existence of a heteroclinic solution to the system (1.1 ), wh ich was rather impossible in the method chosen in [5]. An example of such an estimation will be given
below. It is worthwhile to note, that th is value of A depe nds on ly on the functions
Fi and their first derivatives. Especially, as one could foresee, this value does not
depend on the other coefficients i.e. k, c1 , c2 . Finally, let us stress that from the
mathematical point of view Assumption 4 is not necessary. This condition, which
refl ects the physical situation described by the system (0), was assumed only for
definiteness.
Th see, how the minimal value o f A can be estimated, let us take for example
a quite realistic situation, when F 2
0 and F 1 = F(u 1) (which corresponds to
the assumption that the energy is ga ined and radiated o ut on ly by the electron
component).

=

LEMMA 13. For F 2

=0 the solutio ns to system (4) are independent of TJ.

0

P r o o f. The system (4) takes the form:

- A.d + 17F(tt1) + (1 - 17 )Fs(w)
,\_j + (1 - 1))Fs (w )

= 0,
= 0,

where L1 = (u 1 - u2) and w = (u 1 + ktt2)(1 + k)- 1 • We have F(u 1) = F5 (w) +
F'( w* )k (k + 1)- 1 ..:1, where w* E [u1 ,w]. Suppose that, for a fixed 17 E [0, 1], this
system has a solution (u 1 , u 2 ), fo r which -.l f 0. Multiplying the second equation
by (1 - TJF' (w* )k( k + 1)- 1 A-I) and adding it to the first one we obtain an eq uation
[1 + (1 - 17)(1- TJF'(w*)k(k + 1)- 1 A- 1]Ps = 0. Consequently, for A sufficiently
large Fs = 0, and from the second equation we infer that .d = 0. 0
To find the estimation we will verify in turn all the conditions imposed on A
in the text above.
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First, the positiveness o f the determin ant at Uv , t/ E {, - , + }, its negative ness
at Uo and the conditions (-,\( u1 - u 2 ) + 11F + (1 - 1J) l~ ) .z > 0, (A('u 1 - 7t2 ) +
k(l - ry)Fs),1 > 0 (which were necessary in the proof of Lemmas 7 and 10) are
guaranteed by A > F : = max IF'(u)l.
u E[O, lj

Now, according to the proof of Lemma 3, lu 1 - ttz l is a pri01i smaller than
d = 6A - I ( max IF'(a)l) := 6A - I Fm .
uE [O, lj

Let

1

j

j

u

F(u )du = I > 0,

=J

min j F( n) du

uE [O, lj

0

0

We have

= jF( u)clu < 0 .
0

00

I:= (1 + k)-

j (F JT + F z, )( u; cl~ + k u; dO

1

1

1

- oo
(X)

= (1

1

+ k)-

j

[17F'( u 1) + 2(1 -

1J)I~(w)](n; cl~ + ku; dO

-oo
1

1
1

= 2(1 -

17) j F ( w) rl w + (1 + 1.:)- ry j F(u t) clu1
0

+ (1 + W 1 'I

Ll

fo'( u,)ku2 dE +

_l

0

F' (u • )dku2

d(},

where u" (O E [Ut (0, uz(O ].
The sum of the first three terms is equ al to [2- 17]I and th e mo dule o f last
term is estimated by the number i\ Lk = 6/\ - I f' I-~n · Thus, fo r A > 6FF,J - 1 the
integral I is la rger than 0. Li kewise, we can a priori estimate the minimum over
~ of the integral

<

.:7(0 := (1 + 1.:)-

1

j (F t

11

+ Fz ,J( u'1 rl~ + k u2 rLO.

- oo

So , acting as before we can wri te .:J as:
'1(0

w (O

2(1- 17))

j

1

F (w)d w + (1 + /. :)-

0

I

{

11

j

0

u2(0

1

+(l+ k)- 17

1

F(uz)ku2 d~ +

F(.-)ds

I

u ~(O

}

F'(u")[uz(O - ut(0] h2d~ ,

where u* (O E [u1(0, ttz(OJ.
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can be estimated fro m

2(1 -1J)J + ry(1 + 1.: )- l (1 + I.:)J + 2(1 - 1J)dFm + 1)(1 + k) - l k { Fm d + F d(j + d)}

= [2 -ry]J + [2(1- 17) + 1)(1

+ k)- 1 k] F d + Fdk1)(1 + k)- 1 (j + d) .
111

As the trajectory must stay in th e rectangle [0, 1] x [0, 1], then (j
is smaller than zero if

+ d) ::; 1 and ]

T his conditio n is satisfi ed fo r

The righ t-hand side of this inequali ty is small er than 61~ 11 ( F111 + F)IJI- 1, indep endently of 1J and 1.:. Putting eve rythi ng togeth er we can say th at the he teroclinic
trajectory for some finite () = B* > 0 exists if o nly

.A > max { F, 6 1·m U~n +
As

IJI < Fm, I < Fm,

F)IJI- 1 , 61,;) 31- 1 }

.

then

In a general case the evaluatio n can be carried o ut in principle in the same way,
though it would be a little bit more la borio us.
Appendix A

Let u s recall the basic facts of the co nnection triple th eory take n from [1]
(see also [2, 3]), which are used to p rove existence of beteroclinic o rb its. Suppose
tha t we are given a system o f n first order o rd inaty difTerential equatio ns (in R 11 )
parametrized (continuously) by a parameter () belo nging to some nonemp ty closed
interval [B0 , BI] . Let X = Rn x [B0 , Bt] . Let 5'', S" and S be iso lated inva ria nt sets
for the flow o n X de termined by this family of equa tio ns and let S'(B), S"(B),
5(B ) b e the set o f po ints in 5'', S" , S wit h p aram eter value B.
D EFINITION A.1. Th e triple S', S ". S is called a connection triple tf th e f ollowing
conditions are satisfied:

a. S' u 5" c S ,
b. S' n 5" = 0,
c. f or B = Bo and B = B1, 5 (8)

= S''(B) U S'" (B).
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Now, suppose that we are given a family of local flows on a space X p a rametrized in a continuous way by a parameter 17 E [0 , 1]. Suppose that So and S 1 are
isolated invariant sets for th e flows on X corresponding to 17 = 0 and 11 = 1.
D EFINITION A.2. We say that So and S1 are related by continuation, 1jthere exists
a compact set N in the space X x [0, 1] such that N ,1 (i.e. the set of points in N
with parameter value 7]) is an isolating neighbourhood and such that No and N 1 are
isolating neighbourhoods for So and S1, respectively. 0
DEFINITON A.3. Suppose that for each 1] E [0, 1] there exist compact sets N',
N", N such that N~, N~, N 11 are isolating neighbourhoods for the isolated invariant
ST))
sets S~ S~ and S,.,, respectively. Suppose th en, th at for each 17 E [0, 1] (S:,
is a connection !lip/e. Then, we say that the triples (S0, S 0, So) and (Si , Si', S 1) are
related by continuation . 0

s:;,

With a connectio n triple an index h(S' , S", S) may be connected. Its definition
may be fo und for instance in [1] (see Lemma, p. 325).
DEFINITION A.4. L et (S' , S " , S) be a connection triple for a family of differential
equations on R n parametrized by B in the inten ·al [Bo, BI]. /lssume the equations are
defined for B E ( Bo - £ , Bt + £ ) for som e £ > 0 (this is no real restriction - they
can be extended to such an interval). L et U' and U" be open neighbourhoods in
Rn x (Bo- £, B1 + c) of S'(Oo) u S '(B1) and S" (Oo) U S "(B 1) (re!>pectively); choose
these to have disjoint closures. Let <P be a continuous real-valued fun ction on R n
which is positive on U' and negative U". /lppend to the given family of equations the
equation 0' = JI<P(x )[B- 2- 1 (Bo + B1)]. where J1 is a small positive parameter. Let N
be a compact neighbourhood in Rn x (Oo - £, 01 + £) such that N (B) is an isolating
neighbourhood of S(B) for each B. Then, there is a PO > 0 such that if J1 E (0, Jto)
then N is an isolating neighbourhood f or the "enlarged !>ystem ". L et h J.L be the index
of S(N). J1 E (0, Jto). Th en hJ.L is independem of f l. and in fa ct depends only on the
triple (S', S", S). o
Now, let us assume (as it is in our case) that for every B E [0, 1] S' (B), S"(B)
are fixed hyperbolic singular points and th eir indices a re constant. Let us denote
them by h' and h", respectively. Now, if there was no connection be twee n S' and
S", then due to point b of D efinition A.l , and D efinition A.4 we would have
h(S' , S" , S) = (2~' 1 1\ h') V h", where h' a nd h" are th e Conley indices of S'(B)
and S"(B), B E [Bo, Bi] . So, if h(S', S" , S) 'f ( ~ 1 1\ h' ) v h", then S 'f S' U 5'".
The final theorem necessary for our proof is stated in [1] Sectio n D p. 326.
PROPOSITION. The index of a connection tri ple is constant on equivalence
classes u nder the continuation relat io n. 0
Appendix B

I n this appendix we prove Lemmas 6 and 7 concernin g the eige nvalues of the
tinearized system.
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Let us fix .X, ry and v and denote for simplicity:

M := Mv(.X , 17) := [:

~ l,

Let (~ 1 ,6 , (1 , (2 ) be the eigenvector of lii corresponding to an eigenvalue q of
M. As we mentioned in Sec. 5, it follows from th e structure of .M(.X, ry) and
considerations in [1] p. 335 that (~ 1, 6 , ( 1, ( 2 ) and q are coupled simultaneously
by the following three relations:

(B.l)

(i
q

= q~i '

i

= 1, 2,

= 2- 1 t ± J '4-- -~L-2 -_-(_a_+_b~-2-~l-1-) ,

q = 2- 1Tt

± j4- 1(Tl)2 -

(d +

c~z- 1 ~1) .

The eigenvalues of A/(.X , 17) a re the roots of the equation:
(B.2)

det(M) + q( -ell - atT) + (/(a + d + t 2T) +

l( -l -

tT ) + q4

= 0.

Using this fact we can prove the following lemma.
LEMMA B.l. Suppose that deLvt ::f 0, a < 0, d < 0, l > 0, tT > 0. Then the
real p art of the eigenvalues of M is d ifferent from 0. 0
P r o o f. As we have noticed, these eigcnvalues are given by the roots of
Eq. (B.2). It is obvious that 0 is not a solution of it. So, suppose that there is a
pair of eigenvalues q 1, q2 such that q1 = i L, q2 = - i L, L ::f 0. Substituting in
(B.2) first q = iL and next q = - i L and subtracting the obtained equations, we
arrive at the equation 2iLI( - aT - d + (1 + T) L 2 ) = 0. However, according to
the assumptions of the lemma we infer that the expression in the bracket is not
equal to zero. 0
Now, let us note that acco rding to Lemma 2 and Assumption 3 for sufficiently
large .X the following conditions are fulfilled (independently of 7J E [0, 1]):
(B.3)

det(M) ::f 0,

t

> 0,

tT > 0,

a < 0,

d

< 0,

be > 0.

P r o o f of Lemma 6. Let us note that, if we put v E {-, +} in the definition
of M, then, due to Assumption 3, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, det(M) > 0 for sufficiently large .X (independently of 17 E [0, 1]). Lemma 6 follows straightfonvardly
from the following more general lemma.
LEMMA B .2 Assume (B.3) and th a t det(;vt) > 0. Then the mat rix M(.X, ry) has
four real eigenvalues. lWo o f them are positive a nd two are negative. Moreover,
6~! 1 > 0 only fo r one of the positive and one of the negative eige nvalues. 0
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Proof. The condition det(/vt) > 0 implies that either a 2 -li > 0 or d 2 -c2 >
0 (or both). However, as one can easily see by renumbering the components of
u, we may always assume that the first one is satisfied, i.e. (a 2 - &2 ) > 0.
As a starting point of our analysis we will take the situation characterized by
the equalities: T = 1, a = d, v = c. In this case (D.2) takes the form:
(-a-b- q2 + ql)( - a + b- r/ + ql)

As (a 2

-

ql± =

= 0.

b2) > 0, then this equation has fou r real solutions:

r

1

(t ± J -4a -

4b +

12 ) ,

= 2- 1 (t ± J -4a + 4b + t 2 )

fJ2±

.

1\vo of them are positive and two are negative.
For f2 E [0, 1] let us make the following deformation:
(D.4)

a(Q) =a,
c(g)

d(g) =a+ (d- a)g,

= b + (c- b)g,

T(e)

b(Q) = b,
l)g.

= 1 + (T -

Then we have:
(D.5)

det(M(g))

= (1 -

g)det(.,vt(O)) + o det(-vt(1)) .

Thus, it follows that the deformed coefficients retain assumptions (D.3). For simplicity we will omit the expl icit depe ndence of c, d and T on o, if it does not
cause confusion.
Now, as band c (= c(g)) are both nonzero, then, according to relations (D.1)
and to the structure of eigenvectors, we can assume that ( 1 is nonzero (the ratio
6() 1 must stay fin ite). Thus without losing generality we can assume for definiteness that ( 1 = 1 and the eigenvector corresponding to an eigcnvalue q has the
form (1, 6 , q, q6). So (D.1) can be written as:
q

=r

1

t ± J4 - 1t 2

-

(o + &6)'

(D.6)
q = 2- 1'F t ± J 4- 1('f't) 2

-

(d + c~:2 1 ) .

Now, it can be easily proved that during the above deformation (with respect
to f2) the eigenvalues of M stay real (and according to Lemma 8 two of them
are positive). For f2 = 0 the eigenvecto rs of .\/ take the form {1, 1, q1±, fJt±} ,
{1,- l ,rn±,q2±}, where fJ I± = 2- 1(1 ± v'- 4a - 4b+L 2) and fJ2± = 2- 1 (t ±
J - 4a + 4b + t 2) . (Remind that we have set ( 1 = 1 for defin iteness).
As 6 never becomes 0, then its sign will not change du ring the deformatio n.
The proof of Lemmat D.2 is thus completed. 0
P r o o f of Lemma 7. Let us note, that, if we put v = 0 in the definition
of M , then, d ue to Assumption 3, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, de t(M ) < 0 fo r
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sufficiently large >. (independently of 17 E [0, 1]). In this proof we will also use
t he fact that for sufficien tly large >. both u and c are positive. Note, that during
the deformatio n (13.4), the condition det(}vt (g)) < 0 retains its validity according
to (13.5). Using arguments as in the proof of Lemma 6 we may assume without
losing generality that (u2 - &2) < 0. According to Lemma 13.1 , the eigenvalues of
M cannnot cross the imaginary axis. The number of eigenvalues with positive or
negative real parts is constant during the deformation. As (a + u)(a- u) < 0, then
o ne of these factors is positive and the o ther is negative. Thus for {! = 0 there
exists only one eigenvalue with negative real part and three ones with Re q > 0.
As b and c are positive, then th e sign of ~2 fo r negative eigenvalue is the same
as its sign for 12 = 0, as it cannot become 0 (see the proof of Lemma 6). As
(a- b) < (a + u) and (a - u) < 0, then, for (} = 0 the negative eigenvalue is equal
to q = z- 1(t - V 4a + 4&+ t 2 ) . Co mparing it with (13.6) 1 we obtain the claim of
the lemma. 0
Appendix C
P r o o f of Lemma 10. To prove Lemma 10 we will show that a trajectory
in the closure of N 1 cannot touch DIV1 and then return to its interior unless at
singular points. As, according to Lemma 4, all bounded solutions of o ur system
have its derivatives estimated in their absolute value by a common fin ite constant,
then it suffices to examine the following cases:
1. Ui (() = U_i (>. , 17) o r 1Li(() = U+i(,\ , 17) fo r some ( E (-oo,oo).
a. Let .=;(() f. 0. Then the trajectory leaves .\" 1 immediately.
b. Let z;(() = 0. Due to Lemma 1, 11:1 and v~ cannot achieve nonpositive
values, so the lines 71 1 = 0, 71 2 = 0 cannot intersect the sides N 1(17) n {(u 1,u2)}
except at the singular points. Moreover, at the upper (lower) side of this rectangle
we have 71 2 < 0 (> 0) and at the right (left) side H 1 < 0 (> 0), except fo r the
singular points. The proof that such a trajecto1y leaves N 1(17) if it does not reach
singular po ints is carried out as in Lemma 8.

2. z; (() = 0 for some ( E (oo, oo).
a. Let Z:(() f. 0. Then the trajecto1y leaves .\' 1 immediately.
b. Let zi(() = 0. T hen also [- Fi,1 + A(u 1 - u2)(- 1Y- 1J(() = 0. Let j denote
the index co mplementary to i . Then one obtains by di!Terentiatio n:

Thus, if >. > 0 is sufficiently large (larger than nondiago nal entries of the matrix
F;11 ,j ) and Zj ( () > 0, then zi'(() < 0, so that near this point Zi < 0 and the
trajectory lies outside N 1• Now, let us assume that z1(() = 0. The trajectory
leaves N 1 (in app rop riate direction), unless zj (() = 0. Then, however, we would
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13.

have also [ -Fjl) + .A(u 1
point. 0

-

u 2)(-1)i -

1 ](()

= 0, so

KAZMIERCZAI<

this point would be a singular

P r o o f of Lemma 11. First, let us note that DN 1( 11) consists of the following
sets:

{z;
{ u;

= 0} n N 1(·q),

= U_;(.A , 17)} n N 1(17) ,

= L} n N 1( '7),
{u; = U+; (.A , '7)} n N 1(17),

{ z;

i E {1, 2}. The second p air of sets cannot comprise points lying on bounded
trajectories. The first one intersecting DN (8, 17) gives us eight sets, namely:

{z; = 0, Ut {z; = 0, U2{z; = 0, U ] {z; = 0, 1L2-

U_t(.A,7J) = 8.d1, 0 ~ Zj < L},
u_2(.A , 77) = 8.d_2(1J), 0 ~ Zj < L}
u +J(A ,1J) = 8Llt, 0 ~ Zj < L},
u+2(A ,1J) = 8....l +2(7J), 0 ~ Zj < L} ,

where i E {1 , 2} and j is the index complementary to i and v E { -,+}.Below,
we will show that a trajectory touch ing one o f the above sets cannot belong to
S( N2 (8, 77)), i.e. it leaves N2 (8, 17) when continued in appropriate direction. Let
us consider particular cases.

1. u 1(0- U+ 1 = -8.d 1 for some ( E ( -oo, oo ). If z 1(() = 0, then we arrive at
the case analyzed in Lemma 8. So, let us suppose th at .:: 1(() > 0 and z2 (() = 0.
We can distinguish the three possibilities:
a. 112(() < 0, z2(() = - 112(() > 0. Then, for decreasing " times" the trajectory
leaves N(8, 77) (as tL 1 decreases) and /1.' 1('7) (as .:: 2 becomes negative).
b. 112(() > 0, z2(() = -71 2 ( () < 0, so 112 achieves a maximum. Consider
increasing " times". Then z 2 becomes negative an d never achieves the value 0
again while staying in N (8, 1J) . Fo r, suppose to the contrary, th at th ere exists
(t E ((, oo], such that z2((1) = 0 and z2CO < 0 for~ E ((,( 1). Then z2(( 1) 2:: 0.
But, simultaneously z2(( 1) = - H 2(( 1 ) < 0, as th e curve H 2 = 0 lies above the
starting point P1 (see Fig. 2) and it has positive slope in N (8, 17). The trajectory
can reach the curve 71 2 = 0 only outside N(b, 'J). 13ut leaving .1\' (6, 17) wo uld imply
leaving also N 1(17), as z 2 (0 < 0 for~ < (.
c. 712(0 = 0. Then z2(()
case is the same as case b.

= - H2.I(0.:: 1 < 0. Thus,

for increasing "time:>" this

2. u 1 (()- U_ 1 = 8Ll 1 for some ( E (- oo, oo). Tf .:: 1(() = 0, then we arrive at
the case considered in Lemma 8. So, let us suppose that .:: 1(() > 0 and z 2 (() = 0.
As before, some particular cases are to be distingu ished:
a. 112(() > 0, z2(0 = - 712(0 < 0. Then for increasing " times" z2 bei:omes
negative and the trajecto ry " immediately" leaves N(b, ' l) ('u 1 grows) and N 1(17)
(z2 decreases).
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b. 1i2(() < 0, z2(() = -1i2(() > 0, so u2 achieves a minimum. Consider
decreasing "times". Then z2 becomes negative and never achieves the value 0
again while staying in N(o, 17). For, suppose to the contrary, that there exists
( 1 E [ -oo, (), such that z2 ((I) = 0 and z2(0 < 0 for ~ E ((I,(). Then z2((I) :::; 0.
But, simultaneously z2((1) = -1i2(( 1) > 0, as the curve 1i2 = 0 lies below the
starting point P2 (see F ig.2) and it has positive slope in N (8,1J). The trajectory
can reach the curve 1t2 = 0 only outside N(o, 17). But leaving N (o, 1J) would imply
leaving also N 1 (7J), as z2 CO < 0 for~ <(.
c. 1i2(() = 0, z2(() = -1i2,1 z1 < 0. Thus for increasing "times" this case is
the same as case a.
3. The remaining cases are considered similarly.
Now, the intersection o f the sets: { u; = U_; (A , 17)} n N 1(17), {u;
N 1(17) with fJN(o, 1J) gives us the following sets:
{u1 - U_1(A,17)
{u2 - u_2(A , 1J)
{u 1

-

= U+i(.A , 1J)} n

= 8L1t , 1t2 = U_2 (,\ ,1J), 0 :S ::k < L , k = 1,2},
= 8.!1_2 , UJ = u_ ,(A ,1J), 0 :::; Zk < L , k = 1, 2} ,
= u+2 (A,17), o :::; zk < L, k = 1, 2},
u, = u+ ,(A , 7J), o :::; zk < L , k = 1, 2}.

u+, (A ,17) = -o.d,, u2

{u2- u+2 (.A,1J)

= -oL1+2,

Let us take, for example, the first set. Let us look at the projection of the
trajectory onto the ( u 1 , 1t2 )-space. This p rojection starts at the point

As 'H1 (~s ) > 0, then, z1(0 > 0 fo r all ~ < ~s sufficiently close to ~s· (If z, (~s) = 0,
then (~s ) < 0.) So that the bad.-ward trajecto ry co uld stay in the set N _ (o, 1J) u
N 1 (7J), for sufficiently small ~ < ~s we should have z~(O < 0 i.e. z 1 (C) = 0 and

zi
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z1(C) = - H 1 (C ) 2:: 0 for some C < (s - Such a situation could happen only
below the curve H 1 = 0 (or just on it). However, the trajectory arriving at the
curve H 1 = 0 must come below the cu rve H 2 = 0, first. But, below that cu1ve we
would have z2 2:: 0, due to the fact that z2 ;;::; 0 implies .:-2 ;;::; - H 2 < 0 (we consider
the backward trajectory). Consequently, the projection of the backward trajectory
must cross the boundary of N_ (8,17) at th e point not belonging to DN 1(17) . Thus
this trajectory does not stay in N 2 (8, '7 ) (see Fig. 1).
The proof that the trajectory (in appropriate time direction) starting at a point
belonging to the other three of the sets written down below does not stay in the
set N 2(8, ry), is carried out almost verbatim in the same way as above. So, the
proof of Lemma 11 is completed. 0
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Constitutive relations and internal equilibrium condition
for fluid-saturated porous solids
Nonlinear theory
M. CIESZKO

and

J. KUBIK

(POZNAN)

NONUNEAR CONSTITlJTlVE relations for the fluid-saturated porous clastic solid with isotropic pore
structure undergoing pure mechanical large ddormations arc developed. The fluid-solid composition is considered as the immiscib le mixture consisting of physically identifiable constituents
preserving its own individual, physical properties during deformation process. Considerations are
based on the balance equation for the internJI energy of the whole composition which is required
to be satisfied identically by the internal energy co nstitutive functions postulated for particular
components independently. Constitutive relatio ns fo r partial stresses of particular constituents are
obtained, and the internal equilibrium conditio n fo r the whole co mposition is established. T11ese
relations for the media with inco mpressible matrix ma terial and for nonsaturatcd porous skeleton
arc discussed.

1. Introduction

MACRO-CONTINUUM constitutive modelling of fluid-saturated porous solids has
been a subject of wide discussion through the last decades. Nonlinear models of
such materials are based mostly upon the fund amental notions of the Classical
Mixture Theory, [5, 23], and its reformulated form - the Theory of Interacting
Continua, [9, 10]. Classical mixtures are considered to be composed of miscible constituents (miscible mixture) and within that theory, a fluid-filled porous
medium is treated as the superposition of two continua (solid and fluid) characterized by two independent velocity fields. In such approach, the microstructure
of solid-fluid composition is not taken into acco unt in formulation of the balance
equations and constitutive relations. At the same time, constitutive theories of
classical mixtures quickly become complex and unwieldy, even for the simplest
constitutive assumptions, when they are based on the principle of equipresence
[23], which assumes that each constitutive quantity of a particular component
depends on a set of independent variables for the whole solid-fl uid composition
(see e.g. [1 , 2, 7, 11, 12]).
It is evident, however, that such mate rials as saturated sands, soils, porous
rocks, sintered metals, sponges etc. consist of physically identifiable solid matrix
and a fluid filling its pores that retain their mate rial integrity, and thus their
individual physical properties, during a deformation process. Therefore, porous
materials filled with fluid, contrary to the classical mixtures, have internal geometrical structure reflecting the fact of immiscibil ity of constituents and characteristics of this struct ure play important role in both transport phenomena and
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constitutive modelling of such materials. This also proves that in the local sense,
each constituent will obey the constitutive relations for that constituent a lone.
Among many works developing the macro-continuum constitutive modelling
of solid-fluid mixture there are papers that regard the immiscibility effect by
incorporating in the description the paramete r of volume po rosity characterizing
the volume fractions of the constituents (see for example [4, 6, 8, 13, 19-22]).
Most of these papers have in common the fact that they apply the principle of
equipresence in formulation of constitutive relations for partial quantities of the
individual components of the solid-fluid mixture ([6, 8, 19- 22]), or for the e:1ergy
constitutive functions concerning the whole aggregate ([4, 13]). Such approach
does not prove to be se lf-consistent in treating the immiscibility efTect as the
immanent feature of the porous solid-fluid composition.
The extensive literature concerning the difTerent descriptions of immiscible
and structured mixtures can be found in the review paper [3].
The purpose of this study is to develop, within the macro-continuum description, the nonlinear constitutive relations for fluid-saturated porous solids undergoing pure mechanical deformatio ns where the main consequences of the immiscibility, i.e. the skeleton pore structure characteristics and mutual indepe ndence
of mechanical properties of individual const ituents are taken into account The
components are assumed to be elastic a nd th e pore structure has isotro pic and
homogeneous properties in the macroscopic (averaged) sense.
Considerations are based on the balance equation for the internal energy of
the whole composition, which is required to be satisfied identically by the internal
energy constitutive functions postulated for particular components, the func:ional
forms of which reflect their individual features.
This enables one to obtain two no nlinear constitutive relations for stresses
(one for porous skeleton and the other for pore fluid), and the relation fo r
interface interaction force. Mo reover, the additio nal relation is derived which is
the condition of internal equ ilibrium for the solid-fluid composition. It relates the
pore fluid pressure with independent variables describing the deformation state
of porous skeleton.
In the paper three particular cases of constitutive relations are also considered. They concern the porous solids with isotrop ic mechanical properties. with
incompressible material of the skeleton and the case when porous solid is not
saturated with fluid.

2. Balance equations for mass, linear momentum and intemal energy
In our considerations we use the mac roscopic continuum description of fluidsaturated porous solid, the pore structure of which is isotropic and characterized
by. two parameters: the volume porosity f v and the structural permeability>. (or
equivalently K- = >.j f v < 1). The quantity f v represents the fluid volu me fraction
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and ). is th e measure of inhomogeneity of the f1uid micro-velocity field in its flow
relative to the skeleton, caused by the pore structure [14- 16]. The characteristic
feature of this theory is tha t the description of kinematics and dynamics of the
porous solid-f1uid mixture is referred to the so-called virtual components while the
description of constitutive properties of the mi,xture is formulated for its physical
constituents.
The physical constituents are: the fluid (If) and the porous skeleton (1 8 ) , which
are chemicaly inert and their mass is conserved. Therefore the appropriate continuity equations have the classical form used within the mixture theory [5]

a-s

gl + div ("Q svs) = 0,
a-J
gl + div(gfvf) = 0,
where "Q 8 and 21 are the partial densities of porous solid and f1uid, respectively,
and V 5 and vi stand for the mass average velocities of the constituents.
The virtual constituents are formed by the porous skeleton and fluid associated
with it - the first virtual co nstituent

(11)

~. and
moving at its own velocity ~.

moving at the skeleton velocity

the free fluid - the second virtual constituent (1 2 )
These velocities are related to velocities o f th e physical constitue nts as follows,
[14, 15]:
I
V= Vs,
2
V

1
= V s + -(vf
-

5

V

).

"'
The virtual constituents in the macroscopic description result from the requirement that the whole linear momentum and kinetic energy of the particular constituents considered within the Elementary Volume Element and described by
the qu antities defined at the micro-level (pore, grain level) should be fully represented by the macroscopic (averaged) quantities at the macro-level.
Since during a deformation process the amount of associated fluid can change,
the virtual constituents form systems interchanging th eir masses and the corespending continuity equations have the following form , [15],
I

0 (!

.

I I

Dt + d1v(gv) = g,
(2.1)

2

Dr!

. 22
7Jl + d1v(g
v) = - g.
The function g is the mass exchange intensity between the free and associated
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fluid and is given explicitly by the expression

The motion equations of the virtual consti tuents are, [14- 16],
1 1

1D v

edt
(2.2)

2 2

zD v

e dt
Do()
Dt

. 1 1
1
1 2 1
= div T +Q b+ 1\+ 2:y(v - v),
.

2

2

1

2

2

1

= d1v T + f2 b + 1\ + 2:g(v - v);

= [)()

+ ~ · grad ()

[) t

'

0'

= 1' 2,

where -It and i- c-It = 1\ = stand for the internal interaction forces between
constituents and b is the external body fo rce per unit mass. The last terms on the
RHS of Eqs. (2.2) represent the coupling between virt ual constituents caused by
the linear momentum exchange accompanying their mass exchange.

i-)

The partial densities
~ and partial Cauchy stresses
of the virtual constituents are related to the partial densities (iS, gf and partial Cauchy stresses
P , T f of the physical constituents through the following equations, [14]

T,f

b,

(2.3)

b=(is + (1 -

(2.4)

T = Ts + (1 - '"')Tf,

h: )?Jf,

1

where
-{!!

= Ju _of '

and f2!, (! 5 stand for the efTective density of fluid and porous skeleton, respectively.
1

2

Stress tensors T 5 and T f are ass umed to be symmetric, so that stresses T and T
are also symmetric.
The local form of the intern al energy ba lance equation can be form ulated
both for the individual components or fo r the whole solid-flui d composition. In
our case we use the seco nd one that allows us to avoid the specification of the
terms describing the interchange of en ergy between constituents.
Accounting fo r the imm iscibility of the physical constituents, the intern:d energy of the porous solid-fluid composition is co nsidered as the sum of the internal
energies of these constituents. When therma l efects are disregarded, its fcrm is
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as follows, [16, 17],
1

(2.5)

1

Des

2

D ef

Ir-+ (1- "-)7J~-- +
Dt
Dt

D ef
"'(jf _ _

Dt

~

= 1t

2

1

I ,

I

2

2

·(v-v)+tr(TTL)+tr(TTL),

where ef and es are the internal energies per unit mass for the fluid and the solid
skeleton, respectively, and the tensors
I

1

L = grad v,

2

L

2

= grad v

are the velocity gradients of the virtual constituents. The subscript T stands for
the transposition of the tensor.
The particular terms of the LHS of (2.5 ) describe the rate of changes of the
internal energy in the matrix material, associated fluid and free fluid, respectively,
which are balanced by the rate of work of volume and surface forces represented
by the RHS terms of (2.5). Equation (2.5) will be used in further part of this
work to derive the necessa ry constitutive relations.
3. Constitutive relations for the elastic porous solid filled with barotropic fluid.
The internal equilibrium of the system

In this section we formulate constitutive relations for porous solid filled with
fluid undergoing large elastic deformations. It is ass umed that both, porous skeleton and fluid filling pores have elastic properties, and mutual solid-fluid interaction on the interface is that of mechanical type only. We disregard the viscous
efTects of the fluid confining our conside rations to the pure elastic interactions.
Under the above assumptions, the fluid-saturated porous solid forms the
non-dissipative system of two immiscible constituents, each of which preserves its
own physical propert ies during a deform ation process. The mechanical behaviour
of such system is entirely described by the mass and linear momentum balance
equations of virtual constituents (2.1) and (2.2), respectively, and appropriate
constitutive relations wh ich have to be formulated for the physical components.
At the same time, the balance eq uation (2.5) for the internal energy of the system
must be identically satisfied by constitutive relations for an arbitrary mechanical
process.
We apply the internal energy balance equation (2.5) to obtain non linear constitutive equations for the elast ic po rous solid filled wit h fluid. Their forms will be
derived from Eq. (2.5) which has to be identically satisfi ed by the postulated functions fo r the internal energies of in dividual physical constituents of the solid-fluid
syste m.
Such method of derivation of the const itutive relations is analogous to the
clasical approach used for the hyperelastic medi um.
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3.1. Constitutive postulates for the fluid and porous skeleton internal energies

The essence of the immiscibility is the fact that th e physical constituen ts o f
porous solid-fluid mixture remain separated during a deformation process and
then, in the local sense, each constituent shall obey the constitutive re lations for
that constituent alone. Therefore it is reaso nable to define the internal energy
for each physical constituent indep endently by the field quantities describing its
own state of deformation.
In the case of the elastic (barotropic) fluid filling pores of the skeleton, its
local state is defined by the effective fluid mass density r/ . Thus, the constitutive
function for the fluid internal energy ca n be written as follows:

(3.1)
The local deformation state of the elastic porous skeleton filled with fluid,
contrary to a non-porous material, is characterized by two kinds of independent
va riables describing, say, the internal and external skeleto n deformations. The
internal deformation of the skeleton is connected with a change of its geometrical
pore structure and is measured by variat ions of the pore st ructure parameters:
f v and .A (or eq uivalently ~>:). Both the pore structure parameters will be u sed in
the description as the intern al state variables.
T he external skeleton deform atio n (bulk deformation of a porous sample) is
defined by the d eform a tio n grad ient
(3.2)
where

x = X k(X, I) := X (k-\X), I)
is the deformation functio n of the porous body 13 which relates the position X of
the skeleton part icle (macroscopic particle) X E [) in t he reference configuration
X= k( X)

to its positio n x in the cu rrent config uration
x = X( X , 1).

The d erivative in (3.2) is defined by the identity, [18],

Oxk
() X k(X+ IID, I )I h =O
DX D -= Dh

1

whe re D is a n a rbitra ry vec tor quantity.
The de fo rma tio n process in which the po re structu re parameters o f porous
skele to n c hanges wh ile the defo rm atio n grad ient F is constant and equal to the
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identity tensor is called the pure internal deformation, whereas the case when the
pore parameters are constant during the deformation measured by the gradient
F is called the pure external deformation.
Thking the above into account, the constitutive relation for the internal energy
of porous elastic solid can be proposed in the following form

(3 .3)
Because of dependence of the deformation gradient F on the choice of reference
configuration, the function ek must also depend on the reference configuration
to ensure the value of internal energy e5 to be insensitive to changes of this
configuration.
It is commonly accepted that each constitutive relation should satisfy the principle of material objectivity, that is to be independent of the choice of reference
frame.
The relation (3.1) as the scalar-valued scalar function satisfies this principle
automatically whereas the objectivity condition for the relation (3.3) takes the
form of the following identity, (18],

(3.4)
that has to be satisfied fo r every orthogonal transformation Q (QT
for arbitrary values of independent variables F, f u and "'- ·
The condition (3.4) when applied to (3.3) yields

= Q - 1)

and

(3.5)
where

(3.6)
is the right Cauchy-G reen defo rmat ion tensor.
Accounti ng fo r the fac t that the independen t variables C, f v an d "' are o bjective
quantities, the scalar-valued funct ion (3.5) sat isfies the objectivity princip le for
arbitrary fo rm of
The rep resentation (3.5) is the general (nonlinear) constitutive relatio n fo r the
internal energy o f po ro us solid of an isotropic elastic p roperties and the isotropic
pore structure.
The relation (3.5) is not the only form tha t rep resents the internal energy
of porous skeleto n. We can derive two other, eq uivale nt fo rms replacing th e current volume po rosity fu with th e porosity
(say Lagrangean po rosity) defin ed
by

et.

J!:

(3 .7)
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where
J = det(F) = [det(C)] 112 ,

(3.8)

or with the skeleton density r/ related to the porosity f u by the skeleton continJity
equation
(3 .9)

!2

In (3.9) o0 and
stand for the values of r/ and f v, respectively, in the reference
configuration.
The porosity
is the ratio of the pore volume contained in the Elemen:ary
Volume Element (macro-particle) o f the porous body in the current configura:ion
to the total volume of the same Volume Element in the reference configurat.on.
Variation of this quantity, contrary to variation of f v, is the local absolute meamre
of the change of a pore volume during a deformation process.
Similarly, the skeleton mass density variation may be considered as the bcal
absolute measure of the change o f a skeleton volume. In such a case th e dersity
Q 8 , similarly to the porosity f v, plays the role of in ternal state va riable.
These are good points in application of J!: and [/ to the skeleton inte·nal
energy formulation. We obtain

f!:

es

(3.10)

--

~sf
(c
e~.-

, !/..,v , " ·) ,

(3.11)
where the constitutive functions

(3.12)

~sJ
ek (C '

(3.13)

~se (c

ek

et1 and z:e are defin ed by th e following identties

J'-v , "-·) =-

~s
(c '
e~.-

JLu / •J' "-·) '

·' ·) =- e~sk (c , 1 - -s;
·)
r!o (! •;
. , " .

' (! ' "'

The constitutive functions for the Ouid (3.1), and for the porous skeleton (3.5)
or its alternative forms (3.10) and (3.11) entirely describe the energetic stat~ of
elastic porous solid filled with fluid and undergoing finite deformations.
3.2. Constitutive relations for s tresses. The cond ition of medwnil'al internal equilibrium

To establish constitutive stress-strain rel atio ns for each constituent of the
fluid-porous solid immiscible mixture, and relations describ ing mutual solid-fuid
interaction, we app ly the approach characteristic for the hypere lastic medum.
We introduce the relat io ns (3.1) and (3.5) to the energy b:.l lance eq uation (!.5)
for the whole porous solid-Ouid mixture which has to be identically satisfied for
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an a rbitrary mechanical process. Using, moreover, th e continuity equation (2.1)2,
E q. (2.5) can be written as fo llows
(3.14)

tr {

[2{? 5 F~~ FT-:~~; (gff fu(1- ~)I-+] L}
r1
-tr { ~
[ df}f

rrs _e_
d~ 1 (r/)2] -b.-Jv
(r/) 2~ful + T2]2}
L + [(j 5 ~D fv
de!
Dt
I

_ [dei
dgf

(r/)z grad (.A)+ 7(]· (~ _~) + Det
D = o.
OK Dt
K

E quation (3.14) is the linear function of the independent quantities

L'

t' (~ - ~) '

1

D

1

fu

D

Dt '

K

Dl '

fo r an arbitrary mechanical process in the body. Since th ese quantities can assume
arbitrary values, equation (3.14) will be identically satisfied if the corresponding
coefficients are equal to zero. D efining the quantity
(3.15)

_ ( 1 ) 2 cLef
0
d[!f

]J 1 -

which is considered as the efTective pore pressure, from (3.14) we have
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)
D~s

(3.19)
(3 .20)

~
i],, =0,
1't'

= -]) grad (.A).

Condition (3 .20) describes the force exerted on the so lid skeleton by fluid filling
its pores. From (3.20) it is seen that, despite the lack of fluid viscosity efTects in
the considerations, the solid-fluid interface interaction force does exist due to the
nonhomogeneity of the skeleton pore stru ct ure.
The expression (3.19) is the necessary condition for minimum of the skeleton
internal energy function at constant strain tensor C and volume porosity f v· If,
additionally, the sufficient condition is satisfied, i.e.
fJ2[s
k
iJh2

> 0,
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then Eq. (3 .19) indicates that the saturated porous body undergoes a deformaton
process in such a way that the parameter "' takes values for which the skele1on
internal energy has a minimum, (Fig. 1). Th erefore, the condition (3.19) may
be treated as the implicit equation of variation of the /{,-parameter durin~ a
deformation process.

FIG. 1.

Illustration of the changes of the pore structure parameter "' during the dcformatiot
process.

Assuming that (3.19) is the smooth function of "'' it can be rewritten (at le:tst
locally) in the explicit fo rm
(3.21)

1-i,

= f{ (C , f u),

that has to satisfy the condition
D~ s

::~ek (C, f u,

Ul-i,

"')I

~

t<=t<(C.fv)

=0.

Equation (3.21) offers the possibility of exclusion of the /{,-parameter from the .;et
of independent variables defining the skeleton internal energy function. In stch
a case, the constitutive functions (3.5), (3.10) and (3.11) take the form
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)

et (C , ! v)

=et (C, f u, f{ (C, ! u)) ,
ek

-se(c ,(!s) =-

ek

ek

-, Lee , JL))
u
,

~s J(c , JL
u, "'

- sf (c , JL)
_
v
=

ek

~ se

cc ,(! s•"'-: ecc , (! s)) ,

where
(3.25)
(3.26)

=f{ (C, J!:1J),
(C, r/) =f{(C, 1 - z>o I r/ J).

~ L(c , J!: )
f{ 12
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From th e condition (3.19), due to identities (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain
;-,-s f

;-,-s12

u ck

_

u ek

i)r;

-

[)r;

_
-

O
,

and co nsequently (3.12) and (3 .13) reduce to the foll owing identities, respectively

(3.27)
(3.28)

=et cc, Jf 11),
et (C ,{/) =ef (C , 1 - ?Jo/r/1).

et1 cc, Jf )
12

From th e above consideration it is seen that the condition (3.19) should be treated
not only as the condition of independence of the skeleton internal energy of
the p arameter K., but also as the equation of changes of this parameter. Such
interpretation of the condition (3.19) is supported by the ana lysis given in Sec. 4.3
where the skeleton mass density changes of non-saturated porous material is
obtained as a particular case of the internal equilibrium condition (for pf = 0)
in the same form as the condition (3.19).
Now, taking into account rel ations (3.22), (3.19) and (2.4), Eqs. (3.16)- (3.18)
can be written in the following form
o -s

2ns F ~ FT

(3.29)

Ts

=

(3.30)

Tf

=-

(3.31)

pf

= (!

~

DC

'

f uJJ f l ,

- sDct
[) f u .

Equations (3.29) and (3.30) (together with (3 .15)) are the constitutive relations
for th e p artial stresses of an elastic porous skeleton and of a barotropic fluid
fill ing its pores, respectively. Equation (3.3 1) relates the po re fluid pressure pf
with the defo rmation tensor C and the volume porosity f u; quantities which defi ne
the state of deformation of the porous skeleto n. It is the condition fo r internal
mechanical eq uilibrium between porous skeleton and fl uid fil ling its pores. As
will be shown in Sec. 4.2, this equation does not appear in the descriptio n in the
case when the skeleton material is incompressible.
T he condition (3.31) and the skeleton continuity equatio n (3.9) de fi ne (optionally) changes of the two internal parameters: the volume porosity f v and the
skeleton mass density gs.
From the above considerations it is seen that the constit ut ive functio ns

in relations (3.29) and (3.31) are defined by the mec hanical prop erties of po rous
skeleto n and do not depend o n the p roperties of the flu id fi lli ng its pores. In
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such constitutive formulation the mechanical coupling between fluid and porous
skeleton appears only in the internal equili brium condi tion (3.31 ) where the fluid
pore pressure pf is present.
It is worth to note that relation similar to (3.31) was considered by KENYON in
his paper [13] on the equilibrium theory of the solid-fluid mixture. H e introduced
constitutive postulate relating the volume porosity f u to the fluid bulk densi ty (j f
and J = det(F), without any physical motivation. Such relation can be considered as a particular case of the equation (3.31) that has the resonable physical
interpretation.
The form of the constitutive equation (3.29) and the internal equilibrium
condition (3.31) will change if the Lagrangean porosity I~ or the skeleton mass
density 12S. instead of the current volume porosity f v, is used in the expression
for skeleton internal energy. In the first case, afte r difTerentiatio n o f (3.27) with
respect to C and J!: , we obtain

The above relations, when applied to (3.29) and (3 .31) yield
(3.32)
(3.33)
Taking Eq. (3.30) into account, we can co nclude that Eq. (3.32) is the constitutive
relation for the total stress
T

= Ts + T f

in the solid-fluid composition.
Equations (3.32) and (3.33) coincide wi th the equations derived in another
way by BIOT [4].
In the second case, after d ifTerentiation o f (3 .28) with respect to C and i/ we
have

Dct _ ~( 1
DC

_

2

J )Dct e-T
u i.Jfu

= l!o

OZt
(r:s ) 2.} [) f v ·
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These relations, when applied to (3.29) and (3.31 ), give
(3.34)
(3.35)
From (3.34) it is seen that the stress in the skeleton is composed of two parts;
the first part
-(1 - f u)J/I
is due to the presence of the pore fluid in the skeleton pores, and the second
part
o--:se
2{!- SF (.k F T

oc .

is due to the deformation o f porous solid.
I ntroducing the efiective stress tensor in the skeleton by the definition
(3.36)
fro m (3.34) we obtain the constitutive equation for the efiective stresses in the
following form
(3.37)
It should be noted that the constitutive relation (3.37) as well as the intern al
equilibrium condition (3.35) and the constitutive equation (3.15) for the efiective
po re flui d pressure, do not dep end expl ici tly on the volume po rosity f u· It lim its
th e number of the quantities appearing in th ese equations thus simpl ify ing their
fo rms.
In such a case the condition (3.35) can be considered as the equation describing variations of the skeleton mass d ensity [/ (particu larly in the case of
no n-satura ted pores (yf = 0); see Sec. 4.3). The n th e skeleton continuity equation (3.12) plays the role of equation for the volume porosity changes.
The constitutive relat ions (3.15) and (3.37), the conditio n (3.35) and E q. (3.21)
form a complete set of the constitutive eq uat ions for the flu id-saturated poro us
solid of elastic mechanical properties (in general anisotropic) and of the isotropic,
initially homogeneo us pore structure. This set of equations is supplemen ted by
the relation (3.20) describing the solid-fluid interface interaction force.

4. Cons titutive rela tions. Special cases
In this section the non li nea r constitutive relat io ns fo r the p ractically impo rta nt
fluid-saturated porous media of simplifi ed mechan ical p roperties are analysed. We
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consider three p articular cases that concern porous solids: of isotropic mechanica l
properties, of an inco mpressible skeleton material and the case when porous solid
is not saturated with fluid.
4.1. Saturated porous solid with isotropic properties or skeleton

The constitutive relations (3.29), (3.31) a nd (3.21) will describe elastic properties of the isotropic porous skeleton fill ed with fluid if all of them are isotropic
relations. This can be achieved by imposing the isotropy condition on the rela tion
(3.4) for the skeleto n internal energy.
This condition takes the following fo rm, [18],

(4.1)
which has to be fulfilled for all orthogonal tra nsformations Q (QT = Q- 1) and
all values of independent variables C, f u• ..... Such requirement imposed on the
fluid internal energy (3.1) is satisfied identically.
The condition (4.1) shows that the skeleton inte rnal ene rgy is an imariant
of the deformatio n te nsor C and thus, it can be considered as a function o f the
invariants of C.
In such case Eq. (3.5 ) becomes

es

(4. 2)

-_

re

~es
_ -os(
··) ,
k (C , Jv. "··) =
ek Ic
1 , 2 , 13c , Jv,"

where

If = tr (C),

If = det(C),

a re the principal invariants of the tenso r C.
Relation (4.2) is a general fo rm of th e constitut ive equation for the ir te rnal
e nergy of the skeleton with isotropic mechan ica l properties.
Isotropy of (4.2), due to th e rela tion (3.19), results in isotro py o f Eq. (3.21) and
consequently, due to the identity (3.22), leads to the isotropy of the stress·strain
relation (3.29) and of th e internal equilib rium conditio n (3.31).
We obtain

(4.4)

"' = ~(If J28 ,If, ! v),
Ts = 2"Q s {If Ef i + (Ef + 1(1 E~ )ll -

(4.5)

P

(4.3)

f

- s

{)-s

ek

= (} {) f v '

where
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and the right Cauchy -Green defo rmation te nsor C is replaced with the left deformation tensor
the invariants of which are identical

a=1,2,3.
The quantity

E! stands for
a=1,2,3.

Relations (3.15), (4.3)- (4.5) form the set of the constitutive equatio ns describing
the mechanical behavio ur of the isotropic, elastic po ro us solid-fluid composition.
Using the relations (3.7) and (3.9) we can derive two other, equivalent sets of
constitutive relations in which, instead of the volume porosity fv , the mass density
r/ or Lagrangean porosity J!: are used as idependent constitutive va riable.
4.2. Saturated po rous medium wi th incompressible skeleton ma ter ial

Incomp ressibility of the porous skeleton ma terial is defi ned by the condition

rl = £?o .

(4.7)

It is a kin ematic constraint confining the skeleton mot ion during its deformation.
This condition, at the same time, is the special (t rivial) case o f the equation
describing changes of the skeleton mass density and replaces in this role the
co ndition of internal equil ibri um for the solid-fl uid compositio n.
Taking (4.7) into account, the skeleton continuity eq uatio n (3.9) reduces to
the relatio n

(4 .8)

fv

= 1-

(1 - J~) / J

that uniquely defi nes the volume porosity changes by means of the skeleton deformation gradient F.
The assum ption ( 4.7) and relation (4.8) el iminate the density {} 3 and porosity
fv or J!: from the set of independent va riables describing the internal energy of
the skeleto n. We have

(4.9)
Now, requiring the balance eq uatio n of the intern al energy (2.5) to be identically
satisfied by relations (3.1) and ( 4.9), one can find th e co nsti tutive equatio ns for
the interface interaction fo rce and the efTective fluid stresses ide ntical with the
relations (3.20) a nd (3.15), respectively. A t the same time, the functi on of the
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K:-parameter variation and the constitutive relatio n for the skeleton efTective stress
take forms similar to (3.19) and (3.37), respectively, i.e.
(4.10)

D• s

~ =0

o,

'

(4.11)
where

~t (C)

= ef(C, TZ(C))

and

"' = iZ(C)
is the explicit form of the rel ation (4.10) defi ned by the identity
{)

• s

·)I

ekcc, "-D
"'

:::

t<=~<(C)

-= o.

The term in (4.11), related to the fluid p ressu re pf represents the stresses in the
skeleton caused by the presence of the fluid in po res. These stresses cont ribute to
the pore fluid energy during the skeleton deformation. H owever, d ue to incompressibility of the skeleto n mate rial, th ey do not influence the skeleton intern al
energy.
It should be pointed out th at th e set of constitutive re lat io ns me ntioned above
does not contain the condition of internal, mechanical equilibrium for the considered solid-fluid composition. This results from the fact that the skeleton mass
density has been excluded from the set of independent variables.
4.3. The non-saturated porous solid

Constitutive description of no n-saturated, elast ic porous solids can be obtained
from the constitutive relation (3.37) and the intern al eq uilibrium condition (3.35)
through the assumption that the efTective fluid p ressure is eq ual to zero (pf = 0).
In such case, we have
(4.12)
(4.13)

De{e
s
D[!

= 0.

The form of Eq. ( 4.13) is similar to th at of (3.19). There fore, we conclude that
during a deformation pro cess of elastic, non-saturated porous solid, the skeleton mass density r/ takes values for wh ich the skeleton internal energy has a
minimum. This addition ally just ifi es our interpretatio n of (3.3 1) as the internal
equilibrium condition between the po re flu id and skele to n.
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is a smooth funct ion, equation (4.13) can be rewritten in the form

(4.14)
that explicitly describes the skeleton mass density changes. Then the identity

is satisfied.
Introducing (4.14) into the skeleton the mass contin uity equation (3.9) we
obtain the equation for the changes of volume porosity
(4.15)

f u = 1- n~...o j ) o. .
5

5

(C) ·

Moreover, the equatio n (4.14) eliminates the ske leton mass density from the set
of independent variables describing the internal energy of the skele ton. We have

( 4.16)
Thus, the constitutive relation (4.12), when (4.13) is taken into accoun t, reduces
to the form
(4.17)
similar to that fo r a non-porous solid.

5. Final remarks
Nonlinear constitutive relations for the fluid-saturated porous solid immiscible
mixture undergoing pure mechan ical large deformations have been developed.
Consideratio ns have been based on the balance equation for the intern al energy of the whole composition which was required to be satisfied identically by
the inte rn al energy constitutive fun cti ons postulated independently for individual
components.
General constitu tive relations for partial stresses in an anisot ropic, elastic
skeleto n and barotropic fluid have been fo rmu lated and the internal equilibrium condition for the composition has been established. This condition relates
the pore fl uid pressure to independent vari ab les describing the state o f porous
skeleton and it does not appear in the constitutive description when the skeleton
material is incompressible. Also the constitutive relations fo r the medium with
simplifie d physical properties have been discussed.
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Constitutive relations and internal equilibrium condition
for fluid-saturated porous solids
Linear description
M . CIESZKO

and

J. KUBIK

(POZNAN)

USING TilE NONUNEAR TIIEORY established in the paper (5), the constitutive relations fo r small deformations of the fluid-saturated porous solid are derived. It is assumed that the clastic properties
of porous skeleton arc non-isotropic while the skeleton pore structure is isotropic. Fluid tilling
pores is assumed to be barotropic. Such approach made it possible to construct the consistent linear description of elastic behaviour of porous medium in which all material constants are precisely
defi ned and represent mechanical properties of individual constituents. It is shown that the pure
elastic properties of fluid-filled aniso tropic skeleton arc characterized by 36 material constants and
reduces to 7 constants for the isotropic case, and to 4 constants when the skeleton is isotrop ic and
its material is incompressible. In each considered case, the only one material constant characterizes mechanical properties of the pore fluid whe reas the remaining constants characterize elastic
properties of porous skele ton.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to formulate the linear constitutive theory for
fluid-saturated porous elastic solid using as a starting point the results of nonlinear
theory established in [5], where the special atte ntion was paid to the conseque nces
o f the constituent immiscibility in such a medium.
The elastic properties of porous skeleton are assumed to be anisotropic while
its pore structure is isotropic and is described by two scalar parameters: volume
porosity f v and the structural permeability ,\ (or, equivalently, by para meter"' =
Aj f v), [10].
The comprehensive constitutive macro-descriptio n of mechanical behaviour
of fluid-saturated porous solids during a deformation process - also within the
linear theory - sho uld include all characteristic featu res resulting from the fact
of immiscibility of physical constituents. Therefore, in the case of a solid-fluid
elastic system, apart from the constitutive relatio ns for the skele ton stresses and
the pore fluid pressure, the additional relatio ns for pore structure parameters and
efTective skeleton mass density changes must be established. The formulation of
such relatio ns should provide clear physically motivated interpretation of interactions between the porous skeleton and po re fluid and to give precisely defined
material constants with clear physical interpretation.
In the commonly used linear theory of fluid-saturated porous solids developed by BtOT [1- 3], the problem of changes of pore structure parameters and
skeleton mass density do no t appear. The Biot constitutive relations de rived from
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the internal energy function postulated for the whole aggregate does not provide
simple interpretation of mechanical couplings between constituents, and the correspo nding material constants characterizing these couplings are complex [3, 7,
8). The above difficulties are unfortunately not overcome in works in which the
linear constitutive relations are obtained from their nonlinear form formula ted
with the use of the principle of equipresence (see e.g. [4, 6, 9, 12]).
In our analysis of the porous solid deformation process the notions of the
external (bulk) defo rmation defined by the right Cauchy- Green deformation
tensor C (the infinitesimal strain tensor E in the linear case) and of the internal
deformation measured by the change of the efiective skeleton mass density r/ (or,
equivalently, volume porosity f v) are used. Such approach enables one to obtain
the linear constitutive description of elastic solid-flu id composition in which the
mechanical coupling between the deformable skeleton and pore fluid appearing in
constitutive relations, and the corresponding material constants are well defined
and have clear physical meaning.
In the paper, it is shown that the elastic properties of fluid-filled anisotropic
skeleton with isotropic pore structure are characterized by 36 material constants
and reduces to 7 constants for the iso tropic case and to 4 constants when the
skeleton is iso tropic and its material is incompressible. It sho uld be pointed out
that in each considered case, on ly one material constant characterizes the mechan ical properties of the pore fluid whereas the remaining constan ts characterize
elastic properties of the porous skeleton.
2. Initial se t of constitutive relations for an clastic poro us s keleton fill ed with
barotropic fluid

The starting point for our considerations is the macroscopic nonlinear constitutive description of an elastic porous skeleton filled with barotropic fluid , fo rmulated in the former paper [5). It is assumed that the skeleton pore structure is
isotropic and characterized by two scalar parameters: the volume porosity f v and
structural permeability ,\ (or, equ ivalent ly, parameter h. = il/ f u). From differe nt
forms of the constitutive relations de rived for the elastic porous skeleton in this
discussion we use that one in which the independen t variables are the effective
mass density es and the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor

where F is the porous solid deformation gradient and the superscript T stands
for transposition of the tensor.
In such a case the complete set of constitut ive eq uations comprises:
• the constitutive stress-strain relation fo r the porous skeleto n
(2.1)

T·s

=-

crcs ..

7/ I + 2ns F- F 1 •

-

DC
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• the internal, mechanical equilibrium condition for the porous solid-fluid
aggregate
(2 .2)
• the equation for the ii-parameter variation
(2.3)
• the constitutive relation for the barotropic fluid
(2.4)

In the above equations, the constitutive relations

represent the internal energies of the po rous skeleton and Ouid, respectively, and
T*s is the efTective Cauchy stress tensor related to the partial stress tensor T' by

expression
The quantities pi and r/ stand for the Ouid pore pressure and its mass density,
respectively.
The derivative in (2.1) is defined by the identity, [11]
(2.5)

o-es

•D
DC

u

= -e
Uh

5

(C

+ hD '~r/)/ h=O'

where D is an arbitrary secon d order symmetric tensor.
Equations (2.1)- (2.4) have been derived from the internal energy balance
equation of porous solid-Ouid aggregate wh ich was required to be identically satisfied by the independent internal energy fun ctions postulated for the physical
constituents and an arbitrary nondissipative mechanical process. Such approach
takes into account the fact of im miscibility of th e physical components that provides preservat ion of their individual physical properties du ring a defo rmation
process.
The constitutive functions in Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3) are related to the elastic properties of the porous skeleton and do not depend exp licitly on the volume porosity
f v· It reduces the number of quantities appearing in these eq uations simpli fying
their forms. Therefore the internal equilibrium condition (2.2), that relates the
quantities pf, C and r/, may be considered as the equation desc ribing variatio ns
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of the skeleton mass d ensity r/ during a deformation process. Co nsequently, variations of the volume porosity parameter f v are defined by the continuity equation
for the skeleton
(2.6)

(1 -

!v)r/ det(F) = (1

-

J2)g0,

!2

where quantities
and lJo are the values o f f u and es, respectively, in the reference configuration.
All the three quantities: r/, f v and ~'- can not be controlled directly by the
boundary conditions and in this sense they play the role of internal parameters.

3. Linear constitutive relations for elastic fluid-filled porous medium
We are interested in the linear constitutive description of elastic porous solid
filled with barotropic flui d undergoing small deformations. We consider deformations around the equilibrium state of the medium that is assumed to be its
reference configuration. The linear constitutive relations are derived by linearization of the general non linear eq uations (2.1)- (2.4).
Since the fluid does not have the natural stress-free states, both physical constituents (fluid and porous solid) are in some initial stress state (in a ny arbitrary
reference configuration). Assuming that the medium in the reference configuration is homogeneous, its in itial state will be characterized by the following set of
quantities:
T()s ,
r.:o , 71

eo, !2,

b, t!b,

the values of which, due to (2.1)-(2.4), are related to each o ther by

(3.1)

(3.2)

f

T 0•S -- - po i

sDcslo

+ 2go De ,

Des lo
() {!s

'

(3.3)

(3.4)
where

De1 o _ de1
Dgf

I -

for

and

Co = Fif Fo = I.
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For further discussion we introduce the solid displaceme nt gradient H
(3.5)

H

=F-

I

2E

=C-

I

and the Lagrange strain tensor E

that are linked by the geometrical relatio n
(3 .6)
Then, at small values of the displacement gradient H, from (3.6) we obtain

E ~ (H + H)/2

=E

and the right Cauchy- Green deformatio n tensor C can be expressed as follows

C

(3 .7)

~ I+

2E,

where E is the infinitesimal strain tensor of the skeleton. The quantity 2E is the
linear increment of the deformation tensor C.
To obtain linear constitutive relations from (2.1)- (2.4) we introd uce the incremental form o f quantities T *S, pf, f2 8 , ef, and "'

T •s
(3.8)

es

= T()s + .dT*S'
pf = Pb + .dpf'
= eo + .deS,
e1 = gb + Lle1,
"' = "'O + .dn, .

Then, using expressions (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) in the constitutive relatio n (2.1 ),
after expansion o f the inte rnal energy function we can write the efTective stresses
in the skeleton as fo llows

The above rela tion , when the co ndi tion (3.1 ) is take n into acco unt and all the
no nlinear terms are neglected, assumes the fo rm
(3 .10)
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where quantities
!I(" -

(3 .11)

-

2 ns

2

0 2-s
e 10

Co) D{}soc

are the efTective material constants of the porous skeleton which have tensorial
character;
is the fourth order tenso r and I!C is the second order tensor.
In a similar way we can obtain the linear form of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). They
are

c·

(3.12)
(3.13)

A

~K

=

•

V

c

Ll{}s

--

s

f2o

E
+ Tll>"'
11
• '
'

where
(3.14)
(3.15)
In derivation of (3.12) the commutative law of different iation
(3.16)

!I(* -

-

2

2-s 10 - 2 s 2 .o2-s
s 2 D e
e 10
(L>o) Dg sDC - (r!o) DCiJgs

was used.
Equations (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13) are th e set of linea r constitutive relations for fluid-saturated porous solid of an an isotropic elas tic properties and the
isotropic pore structure. From the definitions (3.11), (3.14) and (3 .15) it is seen
that the material constants c·, GC, k ;, v; and JP'" characterize the mecha nical
properties of porous skeleton only and depend o n the chosen initial state o f the
porous solid. The fourth order tensor
in (3.10) is the tenso r of elastic constants for the porous skeleton undergoing small external deformations at constant
efTective skeleton mass density r/. The material constant 11·; in (3.12) represents
the volumetric modulus of elasticity of the skeleton material corresponding to
the pure internal deformatio n caused by th e change o f the po re pressure zi at
constant deformation tensor C (E = 0, external deformation does not exist).
The second order tensor !I(", as it is seen from the defin ition (3.16) and relations (3.10) and (3.12), is the tensor characterizing the coupling between two
independent kinds of deformations measured by tensor C and the increment of
f2 8 • Due to the symmetry of tensor C, the tensor !I(" is also sym metric.

cc·
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I..:; in the form

(3.17)
characterizes the volume changes o f th e skeleto n material caused by external
deformatio n of the po rous so lid at co nstant pore pressure (yf = p6). In such a
case from (3.12) we have
.6.r/

-

(3.18)

gi)

-

= -V ·E.
p

O n the o ther ha nd, in the case whe n the external defo rmation do es not exist
(E = 0), from equations (3.10) and (3.12) we obtain the relation
(3.19)
where the tensor V E is expressed by tensor IK.*and quantities J\·;, T(is in the
fo llowing way
(3.20)
It characterizes the ch ange of the skeleton stresses res ulting fro m the internal
solid deforma tio n caused by the change of the fluid po re press ure.
Coefficients appearing in equation (3.1 3) describe the changes of the pore
structure para me ter "' during the de fo rma tion process. The scalar coefficient v;
de fi ned by (3.15) 1 characteri zes the change o f "' as a resul t of the change of
the effective skeleto n d ensity at the constan t defo rmatio n tensor C, whereas the
coefficient JP>"' is the symmetric second orde r tensor characteriz ing the changes of
"' caused by the extern al skeleton deformatio n defi ned by E at constan t effective
density g 5 •
The changes o f the second pore parameter, i.e. the volume porosity, a re characterized by t he skeleton mass continui ty equatio n (2.6). Its linear fo rm is
.6. J
.6. o s
= -~
+ tr (E).
1 - JO
os
u
~o

_ _u_

(3 .21)

To complete the linear constit utive descrip tio n o f an elas tic poro us so lid-flu id
compositio n it is necessery to linearize the co nstit ut ive relation (2.4) fo r fluid.
We have
(3 .22)
where
(3.23)

ao

~ ( 2e(~~; 1° + Ce6l' d'~:~~' l o (

is the velocity o f the wave-fro nt propagatio n in a bulk flui d.
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Constitutive stress-strain relations of the porous solid (3.10), the internal eq_[uilibrium equation (3.12), the constitutive relation for the barotropic fluid (3.22)
and the equation of changes of the pore parameter "' (3.13) form the cornpl1ete
set of the linear constitutive equations for the elastic fluid-saturated porous solid
of an anisotropic mechanical properties and isotropic pore structure.
These equations contain six material constants. Three of them are scalar co efficients (K;, ao, v;) and three other are tensorial coefficients of the fourth order
(C*) and second order (IIC, P*).
It should be mentiond that in the above description the velocity ao or, equivalently, the fluid volume compressibility A. f
(3 .24)
is the only material constant characterizing the fluid properties while the rema ining parameters characterize the skeleton properties.
Regarding the symmetry of tensorial coefficients we have, in general, 3 + 21 +
6 + 6 = 36 scalar quantities that have to be determined experimentally. Mo reover, in solving any mathematical problem it is necessary to know the quantities
and
characterizing the state of saturated solid in its reference
T 08 , g0, "'•
configuration.

12

P6

4. Linear constitutive relations. Special cases
The obtained constitutive equations of an anisotropic fluid-saturated porous
solid are a good basis for derivation of constitutive relations for elastic porous
solids with high symmetry of mechanical properties or reduced physical properties. In this section we consider elastic behavio ur of the fluid-porous solid composition with skeleton of isotropic mechanical properties, the case when the skeleton
material is incompressible and the case when the porous medium is unsaturated.
Constitutive relations for porous materials of such reduced properties have simple
form and are important in practical applica tions.
4.1. Porous medium with isotropic skeleton

The constitutive relations (3.10), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.22) will describe the
isotropic properties of a porous body if their form is invariant under any orthogonal transformation of the dependent and independent variables
{ fJ.pf , fJ.(}f , fJ.g 8 ,

fJ.K.,

fJ.T* 5 ,

E,

H} .

Thking the orthogonal transformations of these variables, i.e.
(4.1)
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the constitutive relations (3 .10), (3.12) and (3.13) assume the form

(4.2)

Q LlT"' 3 Qr

+ Llpfi =

+(To3 +
(4.3)

pf

c·. (Q if Qr ) + oc· Llr/

p~l)~r

eo

+

(QHQT)T()s + T()s(QHQTf,

= K* • (Q EQT) + A"* Lles + 2pof Ll{!s '
c

(4.4)

2p~(QE QT) +

Ll~ =

Lle 3

eo

eo

v;- +JP'*· (Q EQT),
-

3

l>o

where Q (Q QT = I) is the orthogonal tensor.
Equations (4.2)- (4.4) will be identical with the corresponding equations (3.1 0),
(3.12) and (3.13) for arbitrary values of variables Llpf, LleS, Ll~, LlT* 3 , E, H and
any orthogonal tensor Q if the following conditions are satisfied

(4.5)

Q * C* = C*,
Q IK* QT = IK* ,
Q T()sQT = T()s,

where Q * is a linear operator defined by the equation

a nd @ denotes the tensorial product of vectors.
It follows from ( 4.5) tha t the isotropy conditions for the constitutive relations
are equivalent to the requirement of isotropy of tensorial material constants C*,
IK* and JP* and, additionally, the isotropy of the skeleto n stress state T 0s in the
reference configuratio n.
The isotropy conditions (4.5) reduce the quantities
IK* and JP'* and T() 9 to
the following form

c·'

(4.6)

= X*I ,
T()s = - pal ,
IK*

where .JJ is the fourth order unit tensor defined as the identity operator for the second o rder tensors A (.Jf ·A = A). The quantities ..\~ an d J.L~ are the efiective Lame
constants of porous skeleton measured at the constant efiective mass density of
the skeleton material, and 7Jo is the initia l stress in the skeleton.
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Using (4.6) in Eqs. (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13) we obtain
(4.7)

(4.8)
(4.9)

A

LJ.K.

.drl
= 11:~ tr (-E) + 11c• t!o- •

In the case when the initial stress in the porous skeleto n is equal to the in tial
pore fluid pressure
Eq. (4.7) takes the reduced form
(4.10)

.drs + Llp!r

= 2 1 t~E +

c\~ tr (E)+ r\·· ~r) r.

Equations (3.22), (4.7) (or (4.10)), (4.8) and (4.9) form the complete se of
the linear constitutive relations for fully isotropic po rous solid filled with flui:i.
Seven material constants

are involved in the description, where the first six co nstan ts characterize el<stic
properties of the porous skeleton and one constant describes the mechanical fuid
property.
Methods of determination of these material constants will be discussed n a
seperate paper.
4.2. Saturated porous medium with incompressible matrix material

In the analysis of deform ation processes of fluid-saturated porous media tlere
are many physical situations in which the skeleton material can be considere' as
incompressible. The incompressibility conditio n takes the form
(4.11)

and is the kinematic constraint that confin es the skeleton motion during its deformation .
In such a case the macroscopic volume deformations of porous skeleton a·ise
at the cost of the change of pore vo lume. This is evidently seen in the skekon
continuity equation (3.21) that has the form
(4.12)

.dfv

-

-1 - 10 = tr(E).
V
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T he incompressibility conditio n (4.11) is, at the same time, a particular case of
the equation definin g changes o f the eiTective skeleto n mass density and, as it was
shown in [5], it replaces the in ternal equilibrium conditio n (in our case, Eqs. (3.12)
and (4.8)).
The skeleto n material incompressibility has no influence on the form of constitutive relatio n (3.22) for the fluid pressure, however, it substantially simplifies
the form of two other relations (3. 10) and (3.13) reducing the number of material
constants. We have

(4.13)

LlT"s + Llzil

(4.14)

Ll~

= cc· + 2p6J). E + H T(} + T(}
= v; tr (E).
8

8

H7 ,

In this case the increment of fluid pressure !'J. z) is the part of the skeleton stresses
that during the skeleton defo rmation does the work over the pore fluid but does
not change the energetic state o f the skeleto n due to its ma terial incompressibility.
Equations (4.13) and (4.14) for the fully isotropic porous solid, according to the
analysis done in Sec. 4.1 assume the form
(4.15)

LlT"s + !J.pf l

(4.16)

Ll~

= 2(ft; + P6- l'o)E + _x; tr(E)I,
= 11; tr (E) .

The above equations form, together with (3.22), the set o f three constitutive
relations defining the mechanical behavio ur o f flu id-saturated, isotropic porous
solid with incompressible skeleto n materi al. S uch poro us medium is characterized
by four m ateria l co nstants:
•

P e'

,.
' ' 11'

11

•

j 'f

11'

\

The first three constants describe mecha nical properties of porous skeleton and
the last one describes the pore fluid.
4.3. Non-saturated porous solid

To obtain the constitutive relatio ns describing the elastic behavio ur of an
anisotropic porous solid not saturated wi th fluid, o ne can assume in the equations (3.10) and (3.1 2) that the po re fluid press ure pf is equa l to zero (pf = 0).
Therefore, these equatio ns ge t the fo rm
(4.1 7)
(4.1 8)

o = oc· . E- + A.•c !'J.oss ,
~

t?o

while the equation (3 .13) is not changed.
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Equation (4.17) will be simplified, if the skeleton reference configuration is
its natural configuration, i.e. Ti) 8 = 0.
We have
(4.19)
From the internal equilibrium equation (4.18) it follows that for fluid-free porous
skeleton, the density change of the skeleton material is uniquely defined by the
porous solid strain tensor E. Therefore the constitutive relation (4.19) can be
written in the form
(4.20)

T*S

= C*.
z E

which is analogous to that of non-porous elastic solid.
Tensor
(4.21)

c; = c· - crrc ® IK*)/ x;

is the equivalent elasticity tensor of the efTective elastic constants of a porous
skeleton.
In the isotropic case relation (4.20) is
(4.22)
where

If, additionally, the incompressibility of the skeleton material is assumed, the
stress in the skeleton can be written as

(4.23)
The material coefficients appearing in relations (4.20), (4.22) and (4.23) play an
analogous role as those in the classical linear elasticity of solids, and their measurement can be done in the classical way. These material constants completely
assure the determination of stress and strain state in the porous skeleton. For description of the change of the skeleton mass density es, or the change of the pore
structure parameter"' it is necessary to evaluate additional coefficients appearing
in Eqs. (4.18) and (3.13) or in their reduced forms (4.9) and (4.8). Measurement
of these coefficients requires some new methods to be proposed.
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5. Final remarks
The complete set of constitutive relations for a fluid-saturated porous solid
with anisotropic properties of elastic skeleton and isotropic pore structure characterized by two parameters have been formulated in the paper. It comprises: the
constitutive relations for the effective skeleton stresses and the pore fluid pressure, the internal mechanical equilibrium condition and the equation of changes
of the pore structure parameter "'· These relations are supplemented with the
skeleton continuity equation which describe the changes of porosity f v·
Considerations have been based on the non linear constitutive relations of such
medium obtained in the paper [5], where the consequences of the constituent
immiscibility for these relations have been analysed.
Such approach made it possible to construct the consistent linear description
of elastic behaviour of porous skeleton filled with barotropic fluid in which all
material constants are precisely defined and have clear physical meaning. Also
the character of couplings appearing in the constitutive relations and their interpretation are simpler.
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On existence theorems of periodic traveling wave solution
to the generalized forced Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation
Y. CHEN (FAYEITEVILLE)
T u ts PAPER is concerned wit h periodic travcling wave solutions of the ge neralized forced KadomtsevPetviashvili equation in the form ( u 1 + If( tt)lx + o u x.rx )"' + {3u yy = ho. T he basic approach to this
problem is to establish an equivalence relat ionship between a periodic boundary value problem and
nonlinear integral equations wirh symrnerric kernels by using the Green's fu nction method. The
integral representations generate compact operators in a Banach space of real-valued continuous
periodic functions with a given period 2T. Schauder's fixed point theorem is the n used to prove
the existence of no nconstant periodic traveli ng wave solutions.

I. Introduction

THE KORTEWEG - DE VRIES EQUATION (KdV equ ation for sho rt) is a nonlinear evolution equation governing long one-dimensional, small amplitude, surface gravity
waves propagating in a shallow channel of water [1]. It has many applications
in the study of other physical problems, such as plasma waves, lattice waves,
and waves in elastic rods, etc. A two-dimensional generalization of the KdV
equation is the Kadomtsev - Petviashvili equation (referred to as KP equation
henceforth), which was obtained in 1970 in the study of plasma [2). The evolution
described by the KP equatio n is weakly nonlinea r, weakly dispersive, and weakly
two-dimensional, with all the three efTects being of the same order. The KP
equatio n has also been proposed as a model for the surface waves and internal
waves in channels of varying depth and width [3).
TWenty years ago, in an impressive survey on the KdV equation, Mt URA listed
seven open problems of th e KdV eq uation [2). The seventh open problem concerns the fo rced KdV equ ation. At that time the physical basis fo r the forced
KdV equation was not clear. PATOINE and WARN were the first two who used
the forced KdV equatio n as a physical model equatio n in 1982 [5). H owever, it
was not until 1984 that AKYLAS first systematically de rived the forced KdV equation from th e model of long nonlinear water wave fo rced by a moving pressure
[6). After that, Wu [7] and SHEN [8) also derived the forced KdV equation in
the study of long water waves in a two-d imensional chan nel fo rced by a bottom topography an d/o r an external pressure applied on the free surface. In a
recent paper [9], SHEN derived the one-dimensio nal statio nary forced KdV equation of the form :A u 1 + o.uux + f3 uxxx = hx fo r the lo ng nonl inear water waves
fl owing over long bumps, and proved the existence of positive solitary wave solutions to the stationary forced KdV eq uation with the boundary value conditions
u(± oo) = u'(±oo) = 0.
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In this p aper the au tho r considers the generalized force d KP equatio n of the
form
(1.1)
where a and {3 are positive numbers, a nd f is a C 2 fun ctio n of its argument.
When f( u) = u 2 / 2, a = 1, and {3 = 3, E q . (1 .1) red uces to th e two-dimensional
force d KP equation of the fo rm
(1.2)
which is a two-d imensional generalization of the equatio n obtained by Akylas, Wu ,
and Shen. The author will prove an existence theorem o f no nconstant p eriodic
traveling wave solution to the gene ralized forced KP equa tion fo llowing the idea
of L1u and PAo [10].
The author applies the Green's functio n method to d erive nonlinear integral
equa tio ns which are equivalent to the ge neralized fo rced KP equa tion with p eriodic boundary conditio ns. Imposing suitable conditions, th e a uthor establishes the
existence o f solu tions to the integral equatio ns, and hence proves th e existe nce
of periodic traveling wave solutions to Eq. (1.1). Furth ermo re, we no te that the
no nconstant p eriodic traveling wave solutions are infinitely difTerentiable.
The content of the paper is a rranged as follows. I n Sec. 2, th e autho r converts
the generalized forced KP equation into no nlinear integral equ a tio ns using the
Green's fu nction method. Section 3 co ntains th e p roo f o f th e existence theorem
fo r these integral equatio ns.
2. Form ulation of the problem
We start from the generalized fo rced KP equ ati on

(2.1)

(ut

+ [f(u)]., + aUxxx ) x + {Juyy = ho ,

where f is a C 2 fu nction o f its argument and ho is a nonconsta nt funct ion of
x, y and t .· We are in te rested in the periodic traveling wave solutions of the
fo rm U(z ) = u(x , y , t ), where z = ax + by - wt wit h a, b, a nd w being real
co nstants. Witho ut any loss of generality we assume a > 0. Consider the case
that ho(x, y , t) = a 2 h(z) is a 2T-periodic contin uous fun ction of z, where T is a
preassigned posit ive number. Substitutio n o f the U(z ) into Eq . (2.1) leads then
to the fourth-o rder no nlinear o rdinary diiTerential equa tio n
(2.2)

u<4)(z) = ~U"(z)~
[!(U(z))( U'(z)) 2
aa
aa
+ j' (U(z ))U"(z)] +
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where C = (wa- (Jb2 )/ a2 • We impose the fo llowing periodic boundary conditions
(2.3)

n

= 0, 1, 2, 3.

In addition, in order to rule out non-zero constant solutions, another condition
is introduced
2T

j U(z)dz = 0.

(2.4)

0

Thus, any solution of the boundary value problem consisting of Eqs. (2.2)- (2.4)
can be extended to a 2T-periodic traveling wave solution to Eq. (2.1).
Integrating both sides of Eq. (2.2) with respect to z twice and using Eqs. (2.3),
(2.4), we obtain
(2.5)

1

U" (z )- £ 2 u (z) = E- - 2 [f(U( z ))- JI(z)] ,
oa
oa
n = 0, 1,

(2.6)
where

J
2T

1
E = 1T • oa
2
2

[f(U(z))- II(z )] dz,

0

and H(z ) is a 2T-periodic function of z such that JJ"( z ) = h(z ). Conversely,
integrating both sides of Eq. (2.5) from 0 to 2T and using Eqs. (2.6) we are led
to Eq. (2.4), and direct difTerentiations of Eq. (2.5) will give us Eqs. (2.2), (2.3).
Therefore, we have proved the following theorem by no ting from Eq. (2.5) that
U E C 2 [0, 2T) implies U E C 4 (0, 2T ) since J is a C 2 function of its argument.
THEOREM 1. Suppose that C :f. 0; a function U(z ) is d solution of the boundaty
value problem Eqs. (2.2)- (2.4) if and only if it is a solution of the boundaty value
problem Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6).

From now on we consider only the two cases: 1. C > 0, and 2. C < 0 but
-Cj(oa 2 ) :f. (br/T ) 2 with/,; being any integer.
Denote the function f( U(z )) - ll(z) on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5) by
F(U(z )). Treating the right-hand side of Eq . (2.5) as a fo rcing term and using the
Green's function method (11 ], the boundary value problem Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) can
be converted to an integral equation
2T

(2.7)

U(z)

=~
j 1~·;(z, s)F(U(s)) ds,
oa
0
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where the kern els 1(;, i

= 1, 2, are defined

as follows:

1. When C > 0, le t )q = Jc;(aa2); th en

]( (z s) = cosh .-\ 1 (1'- lz- s i) _ _ 1_

(2.8)

1

2. When C

J-C/ (aa

2 );

Vz, sE [0, 2T].
1.; being any intege r, let .-\ 2

=

then

2

LEMMA

2.-\iT '

< 0 b ut -C / (cra 2) ::f (br / 1')2 with

l\' (z, s)

(2.9)

2.-\ 1 sinh.-\ 1T

'

= cos .-\2(1'.- lz- si )
2.-\2 sm /\21'

__
1_
2.-\~T

1

Vz, sE [0, 2T].

1. The kernels X 1 and 11·2 have the following properties:
f(;(O , s)

A'; (z, 2T- s )

= l1', (2T, s),
= !1';(21'- z, s ),

Vs E [0, 21'] ,
Vs E [0, 2T],

i = 1, 2,
i

= 1, 2.

P r o o f. Straigh tforward comp utat ions follow from the definit ions of the
ke rnels 1(;, i = 1, 2, given in Eqs. (2.8), (2.9).
0
2. A f un ction U(:: ) is a solution of the bounda1y value problem
Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) if and only if it is a solution of the integral equation (2.7).
T HEOREM

P r o o f. The " if' pa rt ca n be proved by direct differe ntia tions of Eq. (2.7)
a nd the "only if' part is based on the G reen's function method by trea ting the
righ t-hand side of Eq. (2.5) as a nonhomogeneo us term.
0

3.

Exis tence theorem

To show the existe nce of 21'-pe riodic trave ling wave solu tions to Eq. (2.1) it is
suffucient to show tha t solutio ns to the Eq. (2.7) exist.
To this end we defin e C 2r as a col lect io n of real-va lued continuo us functio ns,
v(z), o n [0, 2T] such tha t v(O) = v(2T). Eq ui p C2'1' with the sup no rm 11·11 as
llvll
sup lv(z)l, fo r each v E C21·· Th e n (C2T, 11 ·11) is a 13anach space.
O<z<2T
We now defi ne o perators A;, i = 1, 2, on C 21 · as

=

(3.1)

A v(z )

=~
aa

2T

j !1'; (:::, s)F( v(s) ) ds,
0

where th e ke rn e ls [(;, i = 1, 2, are give n in Eqs. (2.8), (2.9). W e sha ll demonstrate
th at the re exist fu ncti ons v in C 2r suc h th at v = A ;v, i = 1, 2, and hence, p rove
th at th e re exist so lutio ns to E q . (2.7).
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Let
21'

Q;

{3.2)

j IA';(z, s)l ds,

~ max

O<z<2T
- -

i

= 1, 2,

0

(3 .3)
A consequence of Lemma 1 can now be stated.

LEMMA 2. Let v be an element of C2T. If v(z)
then A;v(z ) = A;v(2T- z), i = 1, 2.

= v(2T-

z) for z E [0, 2T],

We now define fl(O, T) to be a closed ball in C'2T and let M

= sup[IIF(v)ll

:

v E B(O, T)]. We then have the fo llowing existence theorem.

THEOREM 3. A;, i = 1, 2, is a compact operator from c2T into c2T· In paJticular,
ifQ;M/(o:a 2 )::; T, i = 1,2, then A ; maps fl(0 ,1·) into itself Hence, the integral
equation (2.7) has at least one solution in fl(O , 1').

p r 0 0 f. First we show A ; : c2T ___, c2T, i = 1' 2. Since it is obvious from
Lemma 1 that A;v(O) = A; v(2T) for each V E c2T>i = 1, 2, it suffices to show
that A;v, i = 1, 2, is continuous on [0, 2'1'].
Let v be an arbitrary function in C 2T; we have then
(3.4)

~ 1h

dAt v(z ) =
2 a a 2 Sll1
dz

,,
/\1

I

jzsinh /\ 1(T- z + s )F(v(s))ds
0

+

? ~,

2aa 2 smh / 1 l

J.

2T

j sinh A (T + z- s)I (v(s)) ds,
1

z

z

(3.5)

dA2v ( Z)
dz

=

2 2 1.
oa sm

\ r '
/12'1

Sll1 /\2

(rT - z + s ) F ( V (s )) ds

0

+

1
-.

2T

~"j

2oa 2 sm / 2l

sin A2(T + z- s)F(v(s)) ds.

z

The existence of dA 1 v/dz and clA2v / dz implies that both A 1v and A2v are continuous on [0, 2T], and hence, A; : C21· - C 2T, i = 1, 2.
Let S be any bounded subset of C 2T, i.e., there exists an L 0 > 0 such that
llvl l < Lo fo r all v E S. Then there must be an Mo > 0 such that
II F (v)ll

=

sup IF(v(.:))l ::;
O::;z::;2T

sup·

IF(w)l ::; Mo,

-Lo:'::w:'::Lo
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Thus fro m Eqs. (3.1), (3.4), (3.5) we shall have
1

IJA;vJI < - 2Q;Afo,
aa

Vv E S,

T
2- Mo,
JJdA;vjdzJJ < - aa T;

Vv E S,

i = 1,2,

i = 1, 2.

Therefore, A;S, i = 1, 2, is unifo rmly bo unded and equ i-continuous, and by the
Ascoli - Arze la Theorem bo th A 1 and A 2 are compact.
Th show that A;, i = 1, 2, has a fixed point in fl (O, r ) when QiM/(aa2 ) ::; r,
i = 1, 2, we write

JA;v(z)J

=

2T

1

j A' i(z, s)F(v(s)) ds

aa 2

0

<~
aa

2T

j JA"i(.:-, s)J JF(v(s))Jds
0

Q;M
< --2aa

::;

T,

Vv E fl (O, 1·) .

This implies tha t JIAivJJ ::; T for all v E fl(O , r), i = 1, 2, and he nce, Ai, i = 1, 2,
maps B(O, r ) into itself. The refore, by the Schauder's fixed point theorem we
proved that A ; has a fixed po int in D(O, 1') for each i = 1, 2. And hence, E q. (2.7)
has a so lution for each case of C > 0 and C < 0 with -C/(aa2 ) ::f (kr. /T) 2• 0
2T

I tis wo rth notingthatas longas jx;(::,s)JT(s )ds ::f O,i

= 1, 2, byTheorem

3,

0

there exists a nonco nstant func tion v(z) o n [0 , 2T] such that v = A ;v, i = 1, 2,
which implies that v(z) is infinite ly d ilTe rentiab le o n [0, 2T] since A ;v is difTerentiable on [0 , 2T ]. The extensio n of the v(z) to a 2T-periodic fun ction \f (z)
provides an infinitely differentiable 2T -periodic traveling wave solu tio n to the
generalized forced KP equation.
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The stationary transverse Euler and Stokes gas flows
through a cylindrical region with large variations
of density and viscosity coefficient
Z. PLOCHOCKI

and

B. KAZMIERCZAK

(WARSZAWA)

TilE FLOW of a gas in space, which encounters a cylindrical region, where the density of the gas
(and its viscosity coefficient) changes abruptly, is considered both in the Eulcr and the Stokes
approximations. The fl ow is homogeneous at infinity. Density and viscosity coefficients of the gas
a re assu med to be constants, which arc different outside and inside the cylinder. The analytical
solutions of the problem arc found in both cases. These solutions may be useful for building the
models of flow in flames or laser-sustained (or generated) plasmas.

1. Introduction
MODEL EXAMPLES of a stationary gas flow through a region with large variation of
density (a nd viscosity coefficient) may be useful fo r constructing the simple hydraulic models of gas flow in systems with large heat perturbation, as for example
- in flames or laser-generated or sustained plasmas. The idea of such models depends on the assumption, that the constant density of a gas inside th e region is
small as compared to (also constant) dens ity outside the region. Such a density
distribution is thought to be generated by a suitable temperature field, therefore
in fact the viscosity coefficient of the gas sho uld also be assumed to vary in a
similar way.
The first such a hydraulic model was proposed in [1] for a spherical region in
the Euler approximation. Numerical solution of the Navier - Stokes eq uatio ns for
such a flow was presented in [2]. The Stokes approximation of a gas flow through
a spherical region was analyzed in [3]. The stat ionary transverse gas flow through
a cylindrical region both in the Euler and the Stokes approximations is examined
in the present p aper.

2. General assumptions
Let us consider a stationary and ho mogeneo us at infinity, transverse gas flow
through a cylinder of radius R. The z-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system is
the symmetry axis of the cylinder. At infinity the gas flows along the x -ax.is toward
the cylinder. The flow is assumed to be plane in the sense, th at th e z-coordinate
of the velocity is identically equal to zero. The gas density and the shear viscosity
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coefficient are assumed in the form:
{j := _!__ = Ee

(2.1)

floo

_

17 := -

1]

1Joo

Ee

-

Ery

-

(2.2)

1

= -

+ (1 1-

Ee )l!(r Ery .

1),

_

- - - JJ(r- 1),

Ery

Ery

fl int
floo
17oo
17int

where fl 00 , flint. 1]00 , 17int stand for constant density and shear viscosity coefficient
outside and inside the cylinder, respectively, li ( x - x 0 ) stands for the Heaviside
function, f = r I R is dimensionless r-coord inate, and cylindrical coordinate system r, <p, z is used. Let us note that because the assumed distributions of fl and
17 may be thought to be generated by a suitable temperature fi eld T, therefore
the quantities Ee and Ery are interrela ted. In the case of an ideal gas (fl ex 1/T,
17 ex VT) this rel ationship has the fo rm:

(2.3)

Ery

= ..jf;.

The solution of the governing equations, which describe the velocity and pressure fields, will be looked for separately o utside and inside the cylinder, and next
these external and internal solutions will be matched using the continuity conditions for the mass and momentum flux densities at the surface of the cylinder.

3. The Euler approximation
3.1. Formulation of the problem

According to the assumptions adopted, the governing equations in the cylindrical coordinate system both outside (f > 1) and inside the cylinder (f < 1) can
be written in the following dimensionless form:

(3.1)

where
· - Va
Va . - - '
Voo

a =r ,<p,
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where, in turn, V 00 and Poo stand for the velocity modulus and pressure at f
respectively.
The boundary and matching conditions are:
Vr =

at
(3.2)

f

= oo

at

f

=0

at

f

=1

:

{

v'~'

935

= oo,

COScp,

= - sin cp,

LJ.p = 0;

where

[ 1/J ] := 1/J(f = 1 + 0) -1/J(f = 1 - 0) =: 1/Jext(f = 1) - 1/Jint(f = 1).
Because all the considerations will run in terms of the dimensionless variables
introduced only, therefore from now on, all the bars will be ignored.
3.2. The solution

The velocity field is looked for in the form :
Vr

(3.3)

v'~'

= J(r) COS cp,
= -g (1·) sin cp.

Substituting Eqs. (3.3) into Eq . (3.1 ) 1 one may obtain the following relationship
between the functions f and g:

(3.4)

g

= (rf)' = 1'!' + J,

where prime denotes the derivative with respect to r . Substituting Eqs. (3.3) into
Eqs. (3 .1)2,3 and using Eq. (3.4) one may obtain:

(3.5)

- {1·(!' )2 +

2_ oLJ.p =

r(J') 2 + f J'

-2fl1 -o!J.p
ocp- =

{ r 2f f " + r f f , -

2(}

or

1·

2f

!'} cos2 <p,

2cf ')2} sm
. cp cos cp.

Integrating Eq. (3.5)2 one may obtain:

1
(3.6)

2

fl LJ.p

=

x (r) :=

1

2

2;x.(1·) cos cp,
7'2 J!" + rf !' - 1'2(!')2.
<jy(r) -
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Comparison of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.5) 1 gives, after some algebra:

!'}' = 0.

+~
{ !"
f
1' f

(3.7)
From Eq. (3.7) 2 one has immediately:

!" + ~r !' = (3 J,

(3 .8)

where (3 stands for an integration constant. If (3
(3 .9)

fo

= 0, then Eq. (3.8) gives

C2

= c l+ ,
1"2

where C 1 and C 2 stand for integration constants.
If (3 = -c 2 < 0, then after substituting:

f - = 'lj1_ (() ,

( = c 7',

r

Eq. (3.8) is transformed to the nessel equatio n of the first order, therefore:
(3.10)
where c3 and c4stand for integration constants, J, -for the nessel fun ction of
the first kind and the first order, and Y1 - for the l3essel function of the seco nd
kind (the Neumann or the Weber function) and of the first order.
If (3 = c2 > 0, then in the same way one may obtain:
(3.11)
where C 5 and C 6 are integration constants, ! 1 is the modified l3essel function of
the first kind and the first order, and l\. 1 is the modified neessel fun ction of the
first kind (the MacDonald function) and the first order.
The boundary condition at infinity can be fulfilled only by the function given
by Eq. (3.9) with C 1 = 1. The boundary condition at T = 0 can be satisfied only
by the functions given by Eqs. (3.1 0) and (3.1 1) with C4 = 0 = C6. The matching
conditions at r = 1 can be satisfied only by the pair: fo as an external solution
(outside the cylinder) and f - as an internal on e (inside th e cylinder). Thus, we
obtain:
/ cxt

= 1_

a

27.2

,

T

> 1,

7'

< 1,

(3.12)
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where the superscripts ext and int refer to the external and to the internal region
of the cylinder, respectively, and a,
c stand for constants (which have to be
determined fro m the matching cond itions at r = 1).
Thus, the velocity and pressure fields outside and inside th e cylinder, which
satisfy the boundary conditions, may be written in th e form:

u,

r

- cosc.p,
(1 - 2a)
r2

> 1:

v~xt = - ( 1 + ~~) sin c.p,
f1pext = - 4a
r2

(3.13)

T

<1:

vint
T

=

(1 + !:)
+ 8a cos2 c.p
r2
.2
'

uJl cos c"
T

vint
<p

11z)nt

=

7

T"l

-u ( cJo -

!J.) sin c.p,
1"

= d- Ee u2 { (cJo -

~-1) 2 + Jf c2 }

+ Ee u2 { (JJ + J?)c2 - 2J / c} cos2 c.p,
0 1

where the abbreviation Jn = Jn(c r), n = 0, 1 was used.
The constants: a, b, c, d have to be determined from the matching conditio ns
at the cylinder surface (Eqs. (3.2)5 _ 7). In fact, u sing these conditions o ne may
obtain, after some algebra, the follow ing set for these co nstants:

a =

u=
(3.14)

1
2111
2
M '

{cho- ht - Ee hd ,

C' c2
( h2o + h2)
1 ~e
d = - 4a(1

+ a) +

= Af 2'

u

2
t: 11 2 {(ho c - h 1)

+ c2 hT}

where

M= cho - ht + Ee h1;
the second formu la for d may be obtained, aft er some algebra, from the fi rst
one u sing p roperties of Eqs. (3.14) 1_ 3 ; and, for d istin guishi ng, t he abbreviatio n
hn = Jn(c), n = 0 , 1 was used.
The scheme o f calculatio ns is as fo llows. F irst, th e th ird equ atio n is solved
with respect to Ee(c), and nex t the inverse funct ion c(ce ) is nu merically calculated.
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Then from the first and the second equations the qua ntities a(€11 ) and b(€11 ) are
obtained. Finally, from the fourth equation the quantity d(€11 ) is calculated. In this
way all the constants considered are obtained (in nume rical way) as the functions
of € 11 :

(3 .15)

a

= a(€ 11 )

ao- a1 ,jt;,

a0

= 0.5 ,

al

= 0.4773 ,

b

1
= b(€ 11 ) "'= bo + a 2--,

bo

= 0.3276,

a2

= 1.6405,

c

= c(€11 )
= d(€ 11 )

= 1.8412,
= 0.0888,

a3

= 1.6141,
= 0.3639,

d

~

,;t;

~

eo- a3yff;,

eo

~

do- a4,jt;,

do

a4

where the approximate relationships represent the asymptotical b e haviour of
these constants as € 11 _. 0. Substituting the constants calculated into Eqs. (3.13)
we obtain the final solution of the problem examined.
The asymptotical behaviour of the flow functions outside and inside the cylinder at small € 11 is, according to the structure of the solution, completely determined by the asymptotical behaviour of the functions rxt and Jint, which are
given by the formulae:

rxt ~ 1 fnt ~

_!_
.2 (1 -

1

2a l V lE)
"" l!

'

- a s Jo(co7·) + Jt (cor)

(a6 + .5!.2_) ,

T

as

= 2.6480,

a6

= 1.7658,

~

a7

= 1.6405 ,

where a1 is given by Eq. (3.15) 1;3• and eo- by Eq. (3 .15)3;2·
3.3. Results

From the res ults given in th e previous subsection one may obtain all the information about the flow examined. Examples of two types of such an information
will be present.
The information of the first type concerns the flow fields at a given € 12 • The
example value € 12 = 2.5 x w- 2 is assumed. Thus, the lower half of Fig. 1. presents
the streamlines picture. Figure 2 presents the dimensionless x -coordinate of velocity:

= V r COS <p - V<.p Sin <(J
( <p = 0 , 1r, respectively)

Vx

at the flow symmetry plane
as a function of dimensionless x -coordina te (as referred to the cylinder radius). Figure 3 presents the
dependence of the dimensionless p ressure diffe rence LJ.p on the dimensionless
x-coordin ate at the flow symme try plane.
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FIG - 1. Streamline pictures for the flow through the sphere in the Eu ler (the lower half) and
Stokes (the upper half) approximations under the assumptions: e: ,., = ~' e: q = 2.5 x 10- 2 .

............

·---·---

--- --·

_,

-·

2. Dimensionless velocity (as referred to voo ) at the flow symmetry axis as a function of the
dimensionless z-coordinate (as referred to R) under the same assumptions about e:,., and e:CI
as in the case of Fig. I , in the Euler (solid line) and Stokes (dashed line) approximations.

FIG.
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FIG. 3. Scaled relative pressure at the flow symn.ctry axis for E '1 = ..;eQ, E {/ = 2.5
solid line- the Euler approximation: 2 (p - p 00 ) f (g 00 v~ ),
dashed line- the Stokes approximation: 2(p- p 00 )/ ( g 00 v~ ) (Re) / (20).

X

w- 2;

The information of the seco nd type concerns the cha racteristics o f the flow
considered as functio ns o f Ee , as for example: velocity and pressure at the symmetry p lane at the center and the bounda ry of the cylinder (F ig. 4 a, Fig. 5 a) ('):

2a

v;xt (1 )

1 -

v~nt (l) =

bJ1(c)

(3 .16)

TI

=1-

2 0' ] ~'

rv

0'9

O'g

~

0'9

= O.g + - - ,

rv

v~nt(O) = lbc
2
[ Vx

==

O. n

O' jQ

~

O. ]j

= 1.0224,
= 1.5102,

0' ]2

= 0. 9 11 2 ,

O'lJ

= 0 .8223 ,

0' ] 4

= 0 .7278,

= -o.!O + - - ,

2a -

Llpcxt(l) = 4 a (1

= 0 . 1 906 ,
= 0.9546 ,

bJ1(c ):: -v~n 1 (1 ) ,

-a)

Llpint(l) =

d - Ee b2 J [ (c)

Llp int(O) =

d - - E b2 c2
4 e

1

:: 1 - O't2Ee,

==

- 0' ]3 - 0' ] 4~,

==

-0' ] 5

==

0' !7

+ 0' ] 6~,

= 2 . 1 920,
0' ]6 = 2. 7242 ,
0' ]5

[ Llp TI = 4 a (1 - a) - d

+

2
ceb J r(c )

+ 0. ]4 ~,

O. J7

= 1 .8 223,

1
( ) Note, that the part of the gas fl ux fl owing through the cylinder (per unit of its length) as referred to
the flux incoming from infinity is given by vi:' '(I ) (if follows from an immediate calculation and application of
Eqs. (3.4), (3.2h and (3.16)1 )-
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a)

0 .1

0 .4

0.6

O.B

l .l

b)

-----------

_.----- ---O.l

FIG.

0 .4

0.6

...

4. Dependence of u;-'1( 1) (solid line), v!" 1( 1) (dashed line) and u!"1(0) (bold line) on cq
for the flow thro ugh the cylinder in the Euler (a) and Stokes (b) approxim ation
under the assumption: e;,1 = ..j[;.

where the first column represents the exact fo rmulae, the second one- the asymptotic formulae for small Ee; o 1 is given by Eq. (3.15) 1; 3 ;

'1j1(1) := '1/J(tp =

.,P(O) :=

Tt,T

= 1),

1/l(<p = r.,T =

0),

and [ '1/J ] is defined by the equation following Eqs. (3.2).
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u

""

0.2

·~

"' ""'
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...........
..........
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FIG. 5. Dependence of .:1p""(1) (solid line), .:1/"'(1) (dashed line) and .:1p;"'(O) (bold line) on

~Q for the flow through the cylinder in the Euler approxi mation (a) and ~ .:1p in'(t) in the Stokes
approximation (b) under the same assumptions as in the case of Fig. 3.

4. The Stokes approximation
4.1. The problem

The governing equations in this case may be written in the form (in terms of
the same dimensionless variables as previously):

(4.1).
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where the Reynolds number
Re=

f! oo Voo R
"loo

plays the role of the scale factor only, and "1 stands for the dimensionless shear
viscosity coefficient (dimension coefficient as referred to ry00 ).
The boundary conditions at r = oo and r = 0 are the same, as in the Euler
approximation (Egs. (3.2) 1_ 4 ), the matching condi tions are:
at r

=1:

(4.2)

4.2. The solution

Applying the same procedure as in the previous case, one may find the general solution of the problem o utside and inside the cylinder, which satisfies the
boundary cond itions, namely:
r

v~xt =

>1 :

(1- ~~)cos ~,

v~xt = - ( 1 + ~~) sin <p,
Re~pext

(4.3)

v~nt

r <1

v~t

.

Re Llpmt

= 0,
= (b + cr2) cos~.
= - (b + 3cr 2) sin~.
= d- + -16c r cos ~.
c.,.,

The constants a, b, c, J have to be determi ned from the matching conditions
at the cylider surface. In fac t, substi tuti ng Eqs. (4.3) into Eqs. (4.2) we obtain the
following set of equa tions for the consta nts considered:

2a = Ee (b + C),
2ac.,., = -c,

1(4.4)

d

= 0.

It is seen that we have two equations for three co nstants: a, b a nd c.
Thus, in order to obtain a unique solution we sho uld adopt an additional
co ndition, and the continuity co nditio n for the tangent component of velocity at
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the cylinder surface is assu med e):

[ v'P ]

(4.5)

= 0,

which leads to th e fo llowing add itio nal equation:

1 + 2a = u + 3c.

(4.6)

Now, solving Eqs. (4.4) and E q . (4.6) we obtain:

1
1 - Ee
rv 1
------=---- - - - c2 1 + c e(1 + 2c,1) - 2 ... e'

a

=

c

=

d

= 0,

(4.7)

where the first equati on in a given li ne represents the exact relatio nsh ip, and
the second o ne - the asymptotical exp ression as E e ~ 0 (unde r the assumption
[1)

= ~ ).

Thus, Eqs. (4.3) with Eqs. (4.7) represent the solu tion of the problem as expressed by Eqs. (4.1 ), E qs. (3.2) 1_ 4 and Eqs. (4.2), wh ich is unique in the class
of functions specified by Eqs. (3 .3) (and unde r the assumption expressed by
Eq. (4.5)).
4.3. Res ults

Similarly to the case o f the E uler app roxima tio n, two types of information,
which is contained in the fo rmul ae give n in the previo us subsection, will be p resented.
The info rm ation o f th e first type co ncerns the fl ow fie lds a t a give n c e· The
examp le value Ee = 2.5 x 10- 2 is adopted, and E,1 as given by Eq. (2.3) is assumed. Thus, th e u pper ha lf o f Fig. 1 presents the streamlines p icture. Figure 2
prese nts the di me nsio nless x -coord ina te of velocity (see the fo rmula given at the
beginning of Subsec. 3.3.) at the fl ow symmetry plane (<p = 1r, 0, respectively).
Figure 3 presents th e dependence o f the d imensionless p ressure d iffe rence on
the dimensio nless x-coordinate at th e symmetJy plane.
The info rmati on of th e seco nd type concerns, as p revio usly, the characteristics
of the flow conside red as fun ct io ns o f c 12 (u nde r the same assump tio n abo ut c 11
(' )For comments on this assumption - sec [3].
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as above), namely - velocity and pressure at the symmetry plane at the center
and at the boundary of the cylinder, in the same convention as in the case of the
Euler approximation (Eqs. (3.16)) (Fig. 4 b, F ig. 5 b) C):

(4.8)

v~xt(1)

= 1 - 2a

vlnt(l)

=b+ c

v~ll(O)

=b

[ Vx ]

= 1 - 2a - b - z

-= 2[1! ,
-= 2 + 2.j[e,
-= 2 + 3fte,
-= -vlnt(l),

Re Llpcxt(l) = 0,

c
Re Llpint(l) = - 16-

-=

~:.,

16- 32[1!,

Re Llz}nt(O) = 0,
Re [ .0.p]

= _Re _lpint(1).

5. Conclusions
Comparing the results obtained for the cylindrical case (in particular - the
asymptotic relationships) with those for the spherical case (see [1) and [3]) one
may conclude, that:

1. The velocity and the pressure fields and their dependence on Ee in the
Euler approximation are very similar in both flow geometries; there occur only
relatively small quantitative differences; the influence of low density region on
the flow fields is, in general, greater in the case of cylinder as compared to that
in the case of a sphere;
2. The same concerns the fl ow through the cylinder as compared to that
through the sphere in the Stokes approximati on;
3. The similarities and differences between the flow through the cylinder in
the Euler and in the Stokes approximations are, generally, the same as in the
case of flow through the sphere (see discussion in [3]).
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BRIEF NOTES
A note on the hyperelastic constitutive equation
for rotated Biot stress
K. WISNIEWSKI

and

E. TURSKA

(WARSZAWA)

THE FORWAJID.ROTATED BtOT STRESS and the right stretch strain are defined, and the virtual work of
the rotated stress is fo und. It is shown that it involves a corotational variation of the Grcen-Mclnnis....
Naghdi type. For the strain energy assumed in terms of principal invariants of the right stretching
tensor, a constitutive equation and a constitutive (4th rank) operator for the Biot stress is derived.
Subsequently, they are subjected to the rotate-forward operation, and it is demonstrated how their
structure is carried over to the rotated measures.

1. Introduction
THE CO-ROTATIONAL FORMULATIONS are applied to many problems of mechanics,

ranging from finite strain plasticity to large rotation shells, mostly due to relative
simplicity of manipulating on orthogonal rotation tensors.
In finite strain plasticity, see e.g. DIENES [3] and JOHNSON, BAMMANN [4], the
so-called rotated description is based on a back-rotated Kirchhofi stress :E =
Q T TQ and a back-rotated spatial rate of deformation D = QT d Q, where d =
sym ( F F- 1). The rotated measures are exploited to define a constitutive equation, which later is converted toT and d, where T is the Green-Mclnnis- Naghdi
objective stress rate.
It was noticed by several authors, e.g. see the introduction to CRISFrELD [2],
that nonlinearities resulting from large rotat ions of beams o r shells can be eliminated if corotational local frames are introduced. Among recent works using the
corotational frames, we would like to mention contributions of RANKJN, BROGAN
[6], StMO [7], StMO, Vu-Quoc [9], and CRISFIELD [2]. In RANKIN, BROGAN [6]
a general framework to handle large rotations has been constructed, in which
already existing linear finite elements can be embedded. In [7] and [9] a finite strain/rotation beam model for dynam ics has been consisten tly derived from
three-dimensional equations. In [2] an issue of symmetry of th e tangent operator
for the finite rotation beam has been undertaken. In all these papers sep aration
of frame rotations simplified the equations.
In the present note we extend the concept of the corotational frame used
for beams and shells and introduce a forward-rotated description: the ro tated
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stress a nd strain measures, and t he corotatio nal varia tio n. We address in detain
an issue o f a hyp erelastic co nstitutive eq uat ion and a co nstitut ive ope rator for the
rotate d measures as derived from the constitutive relatio ns fo r the I3iot stress.
The fo rward- ro tated description, as a general concept, can be found convenient
in prob lems involving indep endent rota tion fi elds, not only in beam or shell theories but also in three-dimensional e lasticity fo rmulated as e.g. in SrMO, Fox,
H UGHES

(8).

Notation

Small letters -vectors, capital letters - 2nd rank tensors, capital le tters with
a superscribed d igi t 4 - 4th rank tenso rs, do ts · - scalar products, colo ns : contractions o f a 4th and a 2nd rank tenso rs yielding a 2nd rank tenso r, 0 tensorial products.

2. Rotated stress a n d strain
In th is section the rotated strain and stress measures are introduced an d a
co rrespo nd ing form o f the virtual work o f stress is given.
The Cauchy (true) stress, T, can be expressed in terms of o th er stress measures
as follows, see e.g. OGDEN [5),
(2.1)
where T is the Ki rchhoff stress, P is th e 1st Pio la- KirchhofT stress, (its transpose
is a nominal stress), S is the 2nd P io la- K irchho ff stress. Besides, F denotes th e
gradien t of defo rmatio n, and J = det F.
L et us introduce a symmetric I3io t stress tensor, T B = sym (QTP). The rotation
tenso r Q E 50 (3) is o btained from the polar decomposition o f the defo rm ation
gradient. The I3iot stress T B and the right stre tch stra in E are work conjugates
because the virtual work of stress can be exp ressed as follows
(2.2)

P · oF = T B · 8E ,

=

where E = U - I is the right stretch strain, and U
(FT F) 112 is th e right
stretching tensor. This tenso r appears also in the (right) polar decompositio n o f
th e deformatio n gradient, F = Q U. On th e bas is of Eq . (2.1), the I3io t stress is
related to oth er stress measures in the fo llowing way

(2.3)
The I3io t stress tensor T B and th e right stretch stra in E can be used to introduce a set of ro tated measures define d as fo llows

(2.4)
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for which the virtual work of stress (2.2) yields
(2.5)
where
0

8 E"'

:= Q 8E QT

= Q 8(QTE"'Q) QT.

The above corotational variation corresponds with the Green - Mclnnis - Naghdi
objective time derivative, and consists of the rotate-back, ta ke a variation and
rotate-forward operations. The definition (2.4) yields

E* =V- I ,

(2.6)

where V= Q U QT is a left stretching tensor defined as V = (F FT) 112. Hence, E*
is the left stretch strain. The rotated Biot stress is related to other stress measures
as follows
(2.7)
We can see that T * is difTere nt than other spa tial stress measures, such as Cauchy
stress T or Kirchhoff stress T.
3. Constitutive equation for rotated measures
In this section a constitutive equation and a constitutive operator for T 8 and
U are introduced for an isotropic hyperelastic (Gree n) ma te ri al. Next, the same
constitutive equa tion and the constitutive ope rator a re expressed in terms of the
rotated tensors, T * and V.
Let us assume the existence of a strain energy function I V (V) . On argumen ts
discussed e.g. in OGDEN [5], a strain ene rgy given in terms of U is objective, and
provides a response function, which is inva riant under an observer transformation.
On the basis of the rep resentation theo rem for isotropic functions, we can write
(3.1)
where the principal invaria nts of U a re defined as fo llows

(3.2)

h(U) = det U.

I 1(U) = trU,

A constitutive equation for th e Biot stress tensor is defined as
(3 .3)

T

8 _ ()! V(U)

= oV

OIV(I1 (U), h(U), h(U))

DU
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From the chain rule of difierentia tion we obtain

oW
oV

(3.4)

=

ol,V DI1
Dvit Dh 81V oi3
oh DV + of2 DV + oh DV .

Thking into account that

oh
ov = I ,

(3.5)

oh
-=I1 I - V
ov
'

oh= I 3 v-1
'
DV

the constitutive equation can be rewritten as a polynomial of V
(3.6)
where (3 0 , (31 and (32 are scalar coefficients depending on the invariants and derivatives of W wi th respect to the invariants. Note that using the Cayley - Hamilton
theorem, the above equation can be converted to a second order polynomial of
V. A variation of stress with respect to the strain can be written as
[)T B

4

8T 8 = DV : 8V = C : 6V,

(3.7)

where the constitutive operator (elasticity tensor) can be defined as a 4-th rank
tensor

C=

8T 8 = D2lV(U) = D21V(I, (U), h(U), h(U))
- oV
DVDV
DVDV
.

(3 .8)

Hence, from the formula for the d erivative of the product of a scalar and a second
rank tensor we have
(3 .9)

4

C

=

oT 8
DV

= 1®

8(30
DI
DU + f3oDV

ofJ 1
Du
-1
ofJ2
Dv- 1
1
+U ® DU + (3 DU+U ® DV + f3rev-,
where
(3 .10)

D(J;
o(J; 8h
DU= Dh 8V

fo r

i =0, 1, 2

and

k =1 , 2, 3

due to the chain rule of difierentiation. We can say that in Eq. (3.9) the 1st, 3 rd
and 5th components are expressed in terms of nine tensorial products, provided
by all combinations of I, U and u- 1 . Furthermore, for the 2nd, 4th and 6th
components (and a symmetric U), we have

ai
(3.11)

oV
Du- 1

4

=0'

ou
DU

1

4

4

= 2(I a + 1 c),

1

---alJ = - 2 {u- 1 (e; ® ej )u- 1 } ® {e; ® ei
http://rcin.org.pl
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where e; are vectors of an orthonormal frame. The 4th rank invariants used here
4

are I a

= e; ® ei ® e; ® ei

4

and I c = e; ® ei ® ei ® e;, and operate on an arbitrary

4

4

2nd rank A as follows: I aA = A and I eA = AT, see [1 ].
The derivation of au-tI 8U, being more complicated, is described below. Consider I = U u-t as a tensor-valued function of a tensor argument. As U is symmetric, it may be replaced by HU + ur], and thus u- 1 can also be considered as
a function of Hu + ur]. A directional derivative of I at u in direction A yields
(3.12)

d I(U + t:A)]
-8I : A := [ -d
8u
£
!" =0

= 0,

where A is an arbitrary 2nd rank tensor. After straightforward calculations, from
(3.12) we obtain
(3 .13)

Th introduce a constitutive operator, we have to rewrite the above equation as a
contraction of a fourth rank tensor and a second rank tensor A. Introducing the
4th rank invariants we have
4

(3 .14)

4

(A+AT)=(I a +I c): A=ei® ej{[e;® ej +ej® e;] · A} ,

where the identity (T ® S) : Q = T(S ·Q) is used. Note that the product in the
parentheses is a scalar. Substituting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3 .13), and recovering the
4th rank tensor, we obtain

A,

(3.15)
where the 4th rank tensor given by Eq. (3.11) can be easily identified.

o

Having derived the constitutive equation (3 .6) and the elasticity tensor (3.7)
for the Biot stress T 8 , we can find the respective equations for the ro tated stress
r . For T 8 given by Eq . (3.6) we obtain
(3 .16)

T * := QT8 QT

= Q (,Bol + ,6 1U + ,62 U- 1)

On the basis of identities
(3 .17)

QIQT =I,

QUQT =V,

we have
(3.18)
which is a polynomial of the left stretching tensor V.
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Next, we find the elasticity tenso r fo r the ro tated stress T*,

where the expression for 8T 8 j ()U is given by Eq. (3.9). Consider the 1st, 3rd and
5th component of this equation contracted with oU. As mentioned earlier, these
components contain nine tensorial products, and the contraction can be written
as (Ai ® Aj ) : oU, where A;, Aj E {1, U, u - 1 }. Furthermore, (A; ® Aj ) : oU =
A;(A1 • oU), where in the parentheses we have a scalar. H e nce,

where Q A;QT = Bi and Bi E {I , V, v - t} in accordance with Eq. (3.17). Besides,
for the scalar product we have

0

= tr(Bj oV) = Bj

0

• oV,

(3 .22)
4

Fo r the 2nd co mpo nent o f Eq. (3 .9) we have iJ i j DU = 0 and the respective term
does not need to be co nsid ered. For the 4th and 6th componen t we have

8U
8U

(3.23)

au-

oU =

1

8U

ou

1 4
4
1
T
y a +I c): oU= (oU+ oU ) ,

2

2

= - ~u- 1 (ou +

ou r) u - 1 ,

where Eq. (3.13) was used to de rive th e second eq uat io n. Applying the rotation
operations to both of these equa tions we obtain

Q (()U · ou) QT

8U .

(3 .24)

Q (

~~

0

= ~Q(8U
+ oUT)QT = ~(b V + bVT)
2
2
'

1

: oU) QT

= -~Q u - l (oU +

oUT)u-l QT

=http://rcin.org.pl
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Note that as a result of the rotate-foiWard operation m the above formulas,
U is replaced by V, u- 1 by v 4

0

,

and oU by

0

elasticity tensor C • relating

bT*

(3 .25)

1

oV.

Hence, we may introduce an

0

oT* with oV,

= Q [

l

C: oU

QT :=

C"

0

ov

4

of the same structure as C.
For an infinitesimal deformation, when F :::::; I, we have

(3 .26)

U =V= I ,
4

4

and therefore the linearized elasticity tensors C and C " are identical.

4. Conclusion
We have shown that under the rotate-foiWard operation, the structure of a
general hyper-elastic constitutive equation and the respective constitutive operator for the Biot stress is carried over to the respective relations for the rotated
0

Biot stress, with U replaced by V, and 8U by oV, where the corotational variation
is of the Green- McTnnis - Naghdi type.
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